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PIANO f1) L BSSON 141 

A PPRl!CIATION OP Music , CoUNTERPOINT 

A P PRECIATI ON O F MUS I C 

The Symphony 
fTli;, mbj«t lsmc .. n<dlrt z..,_ H2) 

ne crowning achievement of the Classical Period 
die invention of the sonata form. Although this 
mers specifically to the form of the first movement 
, of sooatas, symphonies, concertos, etc., it applies 
a mt general way to the constructive design of 
ID!lre cyclical work. (See Lesson 70, FoRM AND 

) A symphony, therefore, may be thought 
1 sooata for orchestra. 

Tie exploitation of two themes, in related tonalities, 
· tes the sonata form from the many varieties 
ition having only one theme, or, on the othe.r 

llt'leral themes, but each practically independent 
ixhtrs. 

Aalcher characteristic of the sonata form is that 
of the movement known as the Development 
The composer there has the opportunity of 

· to the full his ingenuity in developing the 
possibilities of his themes. All his knowledge 
devires used in polyphonic music may be utilized 
ittainment of variety and freedom of treatment. 

ti100ata form has been called the "Gothic Cathedral 
n lt predominates, with modifications, in all 

the larger works of the classic, romantic, and more 
modem composers. 

As we are about to take up the study of the symphony, 
we repeat here the outline of the first movement form, 
already given in Lesson 70, FoP..M .AND ANALYSIS, referred 
to above: 

I. Exposition 

(a) First theme in the tonic. 
(b) Second theme in a related key. 

11. Development 

ill. Recapitulation 

(a) First theme in the tonic. 
(b) Second theme in the tonic, or some key other 

than that in which it first appeared. 

IV. Coda 

SYMPHONY No. S-BEETHOVEN 

The famous and ever-popular Fifth Symphony of 
Beethoven, in C minor, will now be analyzed. from the 
standpoint of the appreciative listener. 



Primarily, this work interests the student because of 
the conciseness and perfection of its form. Then, also, 
what lies "between the lines"- the emotional content 
- is of universal appeal. Like the majority of sym· 
phonies, this one has four movements. 

First Movement 

The 1irst movement is a wonderful example of unity, 
variety and symmetry. In the opening two measures 
appears a motive which forms the basic element of the 
whole first theme; indeed, its rhythmic and melodic 
pattern permeates the whole movement. 

After the brief but commanding Introduction of five 
measures, announcing and repeating this motive (see 

Dl\lllndon I 

Celebrated Mocive of the Fint Th..,.. 

Illustration 1), the strings bring forward the pciq 

theme, piano. This is sixteen measures in length.a 
closes in the dominant key, as shown in Dlusttalll 

WU1tralion2 

Principal Theme of the •-MoY..,_t 

fl I 
b . e ro con rio r-T"""i 

l t) r- I 
p 

.-...... -
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In the 6.rst twenty-one measures quoted in these two 
illustrations, the restless opening motive appears thirteen 
times, transposed, or slightly altered, but, after the sixth 
measure, always in rapid and unbroken tempo. 

The three succeeding measures introduce the unison 
passage of the third and fourth measures of the Intro
duction, at another pitch, thus: 

I ' 

,....._ ""'Y~ 
- r-... .... 

10 

BEETHOVEN• Symphony, l!o.I 
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lbc tied notes and the hold serve to temporarily 
s the onrushing theme, which is at once resumed, 
I 1111tinues for some thirty-three measures. The 
laitloos are swiftly introduced, and the theme 
111 in different registers, being finally brought up 
~ through a series of diminished chords, to the 
Ila the dominant. In measure 59, the horns lustily 
1 mt the beginning of the second theme, the first 
rDDtes of which follow the rhythmic pattern of the 
emotive. (See illustration 3.) 

Dlumadoo 3 

llqPnnlog o( the Second Tlwme 

lilisimmediately followed by another four-measure 
a The second theme is in the key of Et.>, the 

relative major of C minor, and its second phrase is 
lyric in character. (See Illustration 4.) 

llluotntion 4 

eo..,;,,...,;on ol the S..Oond Theme 

The gentle mood of this second phrase holds but 
momentary sway, however, for the restless rhythm of 
the first theme breaks in at measure 65, in the bass. 
The four,measure phrase is then repeated, with the bass 
again interrupting in the same manner. In the modu· 
latory passage following the third &tatement of this 

111.-otion' 

A ModuLnory P-p Derived from the S«ond Theme 

illy, a four-measure phrase (see Illustration 5, meas-
175-78), supported by changing harmonies, forms 

II 

Ilhuuation 6 

Conchuion of the flxpooition 

Ill! 124 

the subject material leading into the codetta of the 
Exposition. 

The basses constantly interpolate the rhythmic pat· 
tern of the first theme, as indicated in the illustration. 
At the close of the Bowing codetta, this same figure is 
given out by the full orchestra, and the rhythm of the 
first theme concludes the Exposition. (See lllustration 6.) 

The Development runs through one hundred and 
twenty-two measures. Impetuosity prevails in this 
whole section. Some interesting passages are worthy 
of quotation. Notice the empty fifths (measures 127·128) 
in the opening phrase: 



Sau.wooo Music SCHOOL CouasEs-P1ANO 
~--~~~~~~--~~~.i;;:.~J 

ir trst half note is reduced from a fifth to a third. 
11:t ~ first four notes are, in this form, identical 

:be opening motive of the first theme; but the 
llDJ<tion to the second and third half-notes identifies 
1,..age with the secon9 thewe. 

device of diminution is employed il} the JUcceedmg 
, tbus: 

w.a..<ures 478-482 there is a formsimo repetition of 
uction, in chord formation. · '!'his is {allowed 

I 

3 

:en's habit of jotting down his themes in a 
and altering and polishing them until they 

by the first four measures of the first Uieme, pianissimo 
and repeated;.after which, up to the close of the move· 
inent, the chords of the dominant and tonic vigorously 
and crisply a:ltemate. 

Second Movement 

The composer bas chosen to mould the romantic mood 
of th e second movement into Variation form. The 
divisions are not;~clearly marked and are irregular. The 
theme has two parts, the first part being twenty-two 
measures in length. It is in reality an extended eight· 
measure sentence, with expansions and repetitions. (See 
Illustration 10.) 

6 6 7 ' satis6ed him. is here well exemplified. The original 
theme, according to Daniel Gregory Mason, is as follows: 

Illwtradon l l 

Bffthown'• Eatly Skttch of Fu« Theme 
1. 

amparing this early sketch with 'Illustration 10, 
be seen that Beetbolll!n retained the chief char· 

of the melody, but improved its presentation. 

The theme closes with a short sentence in Av, deice 
and piano, which is repeated nine measures later, forte, 
and in the key of C. (See Illustration 12.) 

Dluscntion 12 



!TH SPECIES 
) 

\Ill • f/f' 

Ss11awooo Music ScaooL Couasu-P1ANO 

lllustntion 16 

Condudlna ~ ol tho Second Mov<mont 

:UIS 

COUNT ERPOINT 

'Three-CJ> art 
('llllf 1ubjoct II "°"'lnu<d from l.uwn J39, """ 11 """""d In L<uon !fl) 

Species counterpoint in three parts may have 
chords, but otherwise presents the same prob

is fourth species in two parts. (See Lessons 
IN, CoUNrERPOINT.) 

voice and the C.F. in the bass. The movement of 
the C.F. makes the tied note at the beginning of every 
measure a suspension. requiring resolution by step down• 
wards. That is, there is no place in the first 6.ve measures 
where a tied note may be left by leap, to vary tbe 
continual downward progression of the soprano. There· 
fore the syncopation is broken at (a). 

Compare Dlustration 7 of Lesson 128, CoUNTBJU'OINT, 
where leaps are frequently possible. tioo 17 bas the coonterpoint in the upper 

m....,.;..,17 
Fourth Specioo, With tho Counta:polnt tn cite Sopnno (Maj« J(ey) 

(a) 

ve VI rv• m• n• VI vno • 
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GRADE GRADUATE B 

'Test on Lesson 141 

APPRECIA TlON OF MUSIC 

Compare the symphony with the sonata. 

A11s. The symphony has the same general farm as the sonata, but 1s for orchestra. 

2. What !San essential feature of the form of the symphony? 

Ans. The mtwdw:tian and development of ! wo themes having dejirnte relations as to tona.lity. 

3. Mention another marked characteristic of its form. 

Ans. 'fha.t portwn of the mowmem l{-t1ow11 as the Development Section. 

4. As Beethoven ts considered a connectmg link between the class1cal and romantic perio<ls, how Jves his 
Fifth Symphony represent 

(a) the classical period? Ans. By the ccmciseness a.t1d perfection of its form. 

(b) the romantic period? Ans. By its emotional wntem. 

5. Where is the basic motive of th.e entire 6rst theme of the tirst movement m this symphony to be found? 

A11~. In the jirst two measures. 

6. In wbat form is the romantic mood of the second movement expressed? 

Ans. ln free Vanatwn Form. 

C..:c~•1gt11931 ..., ,,., L11 ... • 1.-1•., fmeor . 111l1111411'1 t• ll•llO'l;):G;-p·,.,.1g:!:_&. ~,;.J 
;~II •ti1 '.:1 rrJ( U'l'J, fl).• , IHc .">llllJIU, •it¢l101d111s; ll\( .-1gf\I. ~j f"4'1ii1Jtl0,. 



SHERWOOD Mustc ScHooL CoUJ~sES P1A:-lO 'Test 011 ~ 

COUNTERPOlNT 

7. What resu lt has the add1t1on of another voice in three-part counterpoint, fourth species, as Clll!I 
with two-part? 

9 Ans. It permits the use of complete chords. 

8. Write counterpoint to the following major canto fermo, with fourth ~peaes in the soprano. ~!..; 
chords. 

JO Ans. 

T 141-~ 

cf' 

. _____ J. __ _________ "$_<. ........ :Yr. ....... :YJI..~!. ...... 5 ........... ~(~-·····:§...1.. - \ff 1 

JOO . - - - Total. 

Pupil"s Adtfre~s 

Pup1fs &gisrratiori No._ 

T<st On Let<.'On 141 Page 2 
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PIANO €). LmoN 142 

GRADE-GRADUATE B 

!fC1S of this Lesson: APPRECIATION OP Musrc , CoUNTI!RPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

'The Symphony 
('Tlils •ub;ca i1 ccmtinU<d ~""' Les'°" HJ) 

MlNY No. 5-BBETiiOVEN 
...i from Lesson 141) 

~ llowmtnt (Scherzo) 

le tlurd movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony 
h. This is in the ternary form, having the 
1mA BA. (See Lesson 37, FoRM AND ANALYSI~.) 
1kbur.o leads without pause into the Finale, which 
1mtaform. 

!lrcpening sentence of the Scherzo is eight measures 
qih, being composed of two four-measure phrases, 
rit in the lower register, and the second in the 
jii. The tonality is again C minor, that of the first 
ant. (See Illustration 1.) 

DJ.-atioa 1 

ll1troc!uctory l'b=e of <he Scherzo 

BEETHOVEN' Sympbony, No. 5 

f I I '5 ii' It 

~mysterious theme, given out by the 'cellos and 
l! restated, and several measures added, closing 

on the chord of the dominant. It serves to give the 
atmosphere for the movement, and after the Introduction 
of eighteen measures, the main theme sets in, with the 
same rhythmic idea as the main theme of the first move, 
ment-that of three repeated notes preceding an accented 
and held note. (See Illustration 2.) 

lll.....,..tion 2 

Main Theme of the Scheno 

This theme is carried through some modulations and 
expansions until measure 52, when the Introduction 
reappears in the key of B minor. In measure 71, a fcrrte 
is attained, and some · counterpoint is added to the 
main theme. (See Illustration 3.) 

Dlwuation .l 

Main Theme With Added Melody 

~ ........ ==..:===""7 0 '<:),,,==-~~=-Jiffl~ C."""' l9JJ 1'1 A. J. Luww.Ttt. l•pcNl 41-..d rnt~11m•J CoWicbf &a.id 
AU,..11ta.,~./or 11llco.111rticA,fncl.Mfl&tN naJiu/tr1&iuloii01t 



In measure 97, there is a pianissimo entry of the 
introductory measures, the second phrase of which is 
accompanied by a persistent rhythm of 

!JJJ1J~~1JJJ1J~~I 

The codetta employs a combination of these ideas with 
the following interesting figure: 
41 .. . --.. . . .. 
ij)A:t r r r 1 cc rs r 1 E!tf r 1 fr er r 1 

f/4 110 .117 118 

It closes with an extended cadence- subdominant, 
dominant, tonic. 

The Trio opens with a rapid passage for the double 
basses and 'cellos, written in fugato sty le, and resembling 
the exposition of a four-voiced fugue. (See Illustration 4.) 
Beethoven, by the way, was not inclined to the writing 

of fugues, although fond of introducing a fup. 
fugue-like pas.sage. 

In the second portion of the Trio, Beethoven'1111 
of orchestral humor displays itself in amusing rm 
The 'cellos and double-basses begin the repecmoott 
passage above referred to, but are apparently unsa 
ful; a second attempt is made with the same i!q 
results; the third eifort is successful, and this pan.I 
the Trio proceeds joyfully unt il a satisfactory 11111 

point is apparently attained. The humorous din 
the heavy strings to get under headway, appeakd 
Beethoven's fancy that he repeats the passage. l!m 
compared it to the gambol of a delighted elephant 
Illustration 3 of Lesson 144, APPRECIATION OF M~ 

In measure 237 the Recapitulation begins, an: 1 

have again the eight-measure Introduction, at 1 

Uluscntion 4 

Opening of the Trio 

ti;11J1WJJMJP1 r FIE JFI r r td UP#if1 F-J~J :av ~41 F~'1J I r4rrr r n 
l'if ti~ Il8 Ill 116 1411 117 tlll flfJ JS() 161 

repeated by the strings, pizzicato. Then the main theme 
reappears in somewhat hesitating fashion. In measure 
325, the kettledrum begins to sound a succession of C's, 
which it continues to reiterate for fifty measures. Above 
these repeated C's is heard the mysterious Introduction in 
abbreviated form, leading without pause and with con
stantly increasing force, into the Finale. This approach 
to a climax produces a thrilling effect, and is one of the 
most notable passages in symphonic literature. 

Fourth Movement (Finale) 

Three trombones, a double-bassoon, and a 
now reinforce the instrumental body, and cht 
orchestra bursts out in an exultant cry of 
though victory were won over an impending ca 
In the fust twenty-five measures, several ideas m 
sented in addition to the main theme. lllus 
shows, at (a) the main theme, and at (b), (c) m! 
subsidiary ideas. 

Dlustration 5 



the works of Haydn and Mozart, "like the rattling of 
dishes at a royal feast." 

Often his codaa are almost independent movements, 
and in the recapitulations new subsidiary ideas appear 
frequently. Beethoven introduced these innovations in 
no arbitrary spirit, but because the previously made rules 
prevented him from saying something which his thoughts 
and emotions impelled him to say. However, he always 
retained the triune symmetry of Exposition, Digression 
(in development), and Recapitulation, which is but an 
expansion of the old three'Part form of the folk song, or 
dance, AB A. 

The introduction in the middle of the Finale, of the 
prevailing theme of the Scheno, is a fine example of the 
relationship which Beethoven sought to bring about 
between the different movements of a symphony. The 
rhythmic pattern of the various movements should be 
noted. We find in the first movement this pattern -

in the Scherzo - ! J J J I J. II 

In the Scherzo, Beethoven presents the h 
possibilities of the fugal style of writing. 

Displaced accents, syncopations, rhythmic · 
massiveness of the harmonies, the contrapuntal 
pendence of voices, abrupt changes and · 
recognition of the tone-color of the various 
instruments, are all marked characteristics of 
symphonic utterances. 

COUNTERPOINT 

'Ihree-'Part 

FOUR TH SPECIES (Continued f1Wt Lu.son l4J) 

THE CoUNTBRP01NT tN AN UPPBR Vo1ca (MiNoR KEY) 

The augmented intervals of the minor key may occa
sionally cause difficulty in arranging suspensions; for 
instance, the seventh of the scale can never be suspended 
for the sixth, as was possible in the major key. 

In Illustration 9, the fourth species counlt!Jllll 
placed in the middle voice, and the C.F. in the i.. 

At (11), the syncopation is broken in order to 
all three notes of the chord, B\,-D-F, in the third 
At (b), the first inversion of the tonic 7-8 sus 
seen. 

Illu.uration 9 

(aJ 

C.F. 

Fourth Speci .. , With the Counte<poin< in the Micldle Voiu (Minor Key) 

16) 

vu~ " ••• 

"=~~=""'o"""=~~=="' 
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SHeRwoon Music ScHOOL CouRs.Es-P1ANO 
GRADE ClRADUATE B 

'Test on Lesson 142 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

I. What musical form~ did Beethoven choose tor the tlurd and fourth movements of his f ifth Symphony? 

• A11s. The tt:maTy form for rhe tlmd, and the srn1aca form for the fourrh. 

2. What rhythmic idea is use<l m t he Scherzo that was also u~ed in the main theme of the first movement? 

Ans. 'The rhythm of three repeaced >10res precechng an accei1ted and held note. 

3. What additional instrument;. Jre used t-0 reinforce the orchestration of the fourth movement? 

A11s. Three trombones. a dlluble-bassoo11 <1t1d a piccolo. 

4. Mention a rule connected with sonata foml that Beethoven disregarded. 

A11s. 'The mle which restrlCted rhe composer to the dominam ~ey for the second rhemc. 

5. What reason is given for Beethoven's innovations? 

A11s . 'That prev1cmsly 111c1<le ndo::i; pro::1 ~11ted him from c1dequatdy e.~pressmg Ins 1ho1<gh1s <1t1d emotiom. 

6. Name three or more marked ch<1rncterist1cs of Beethoven 's symphonic utterances . 

•• Ans. [Any 1hr~c: <)T more t!f rhe jollciw111g.~ Displaced accents, syncupatums, rliyr:hmic vitality, mass111e hM
mrmies. rcmtrapumal independe"11cc1 Pf mices, abrupi chauges and d1s~vna11ces, recogmtion of !he tone· 
color of the vanaus orchestral mstrmne111s. 

1•1.11 ,\ I ~ • 1• , , ..i ,,J :. ,," ... 1 l ·r ;:c.lir :>tc rJ 
'.11 •f ' '(K<~ 'l'"J ~~.; t <ll '.lt<, 11ld 0i~l'l1i t lir •1gl;t . , ; t o1 1.•f$11<;·•I 
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COUNTERPOINT 

7. Why may the mmor key cause addittonal diflicult1es witb the suspensions ot fourth spec1escoun 

9 Atis. Because CJf 1hc au.gmer11ecl nllnvals . 

8. Name one suspension that is now 1IDposs1blc. 

9 _ _ _ _ Ans. 'T'he su.spension of the seventh of the scale: for the sixth. 

9. Wi:ite counterpoint to the foUowmg minor CJ!ll() rcmio, \V1th fourth species in the alto. Mark the 

JO __ Ans. 

,/ fil C.F 

Fourth Sp~eirs 

T H 2 - 9 

-

...... .J: ...... ¥ . . ... :!.: ........ JI.2.--.. Xt. ----~{ ... i ......... !.=: b----· "'"' .. :!- , .. l 

JOO Total. 

Test on Leosoo 1-12- l'age 2 
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IJICll of this Lesson: I NTERPRETATION • CouNTERPOINT 

I NTERPRETAT I ON 

'Ihe 'Pedals 
('l'liu 1ubjc<t u <011Limi<d from i...,.., UJ and i1 "'"""din i......, 145) 

l&liTENUTO PEDAL 

~ pianos are now equipped with a Sostenuto 
!iee Lesson 19, GENERAL THEORY, and Lesson 111, 
1), by means of which novel and interesting 
that were formerly impossible can be obtained. 

ptdal operates by simply engaging the dampers 
are raised at the moment of its use, and holding 
rl the strings. All other dampers are free to rise 

Of to re under the control of the damper pedal, 

• obtain the sustaining eifect of the sostenuto pedal, 
1t after striking and while still holding down the 

respective key or keys, and whik no other clampe,-s are 
raised. The damper pedal must not, of course, be down 
at the time. 

ORGAN POINT 

The use of the damper pedal for Organ Point was 
explained and illustrated in Lesson 131, lNTl!Rl'Rl!TATION. 

Almost all organ points may, however, be better pro
duced by means of the sostenuto pedal, and many can be 
produced in no other way. The following is an example 
of one of these, where the low P# is sustained by the 
sostenuto pedal, while the damper pedal may be used, 
ad libitum, for the upper chords. (See Illustration 1.) 

UW.....ion 1 

The S-euuto Pedol fa< Slmple Orpn Point 

"-=====_,:;r 0 ""'-~~-==...Ji~ 
C.O~r J9JI b A. J, Lt•WIUT#. lmprf'fol•l'ld J11urlillr~I c.,,,,,..tp. Stnitflf 

All t"4l•tt tt11n1td,f0t•lfCOl'Mriu, ,,.dMd11111 r.lit t1P, oJ m1mUr'°"' 



In Rachmaninoff's .. Prelude in C# minor," the third 
tone of the oft1repeated motive may be very much more 
effectively held with the sostenuto pedal than with the 
damper pedal, which has to be raised to prevent unpleas-

ant blurring in the chromatic progressions of the 
chords. In Illustration 2, showing extracts ft111 
and another work, definite notation for the wt« 
pedals is given, and each has its individual 

Wwuadon 2 

Sootenuto ond Oampe.- Pedab Indic:ated in Combinatton 

A composition in which the use of both sostenuto 
and damper pedals is of great advantage, is Debussy's 
"The Sunken Cathedral." See the extract in Illustration 
3 of Lesson 153, APPRECIATION OP Music. 

Illustration 3, below, gives a very pure e~ 
organ point by means of the sostenuto pedal 
No approach to this effect could be made wilh 
damper pedal as a substitute. 

111....,..tion 3 

Orpn Point With the Soctmuto Pedal Alone 

~!::i a:: :ts: ::m:: .st 
S.P. I l)_ = J.:_ ±> J. J. I ' 

THE SuSTAINll'IO op WHOLB CaoRDS 

The holding of single bass tones is the commonest 
function of the sostenuto pedal; but sometimes it is 

desirable to hold a complete chord while inc!epS 
passages are being played. Illustration 4 shownu 
usual passage of this nature. 



D!ustration 4 
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'.be result of the pedaling indiqted in Illustration 4 
:lie holding of the tonic chord (second in version) 
tr the soprano and tenor voices conduct a little 
q.it, with perfect clearness and freedom-an effect 
~ with the damper pedal alone. 

'.it uppermost G of the first chord must not be held 
:it moment of taking the sostenuto pedal. It can 

be slightly shortened, or the pedal can be depressed 
before it is strnck (but after the B below it is played) 
in arpeggiating the chord. 

The following example (see Illustration 5) bas the 
chords in the upper registers. 

Usually, this is a less favorable position in which to 
sustain tones, because the short strings cease their 
vibrations quickly, even with the dampers raised. In the 
present case, however, the tones are constantly renewed 
by sympathetic vibration (see Lesson 121, l NTERPRE' 

TATION) from the long arpeggios in the low and middle 
registers. 

A peculiarly ethereal and quite orchestral effect is 
produced by the sustained chords passing, legato, from 
one to the other, with the evanescent harp passages 
below them. 

IUU$1ntion S 

s .... ained Chor<ls ln tbe Higher Reg;. ... 

r:r.iyoccasionally be effective to hold a chord during 
1:iiying of a cadenza, as in Illustration 6. Remember 
c & sost.enur.o pedal will sustain only those tones 
treys for which are being held at the moment of its 

WAGNER- BRASSIN• Firo Magie 

depression. Therefore, the chord on the first beat of 
measure 2, with the exception of B, must be held until 
the e:ighth note, A, is played, and the sostenuto pedal 
·depressed. 

Dluatration 6 

ChO<d Sus<11ined 'Ilvougb Caclem:a P .... gc 
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0rtfl!ll. PRACTICAL Usl!s 

Occasionally other practical uses of the sostenuto 
pedal will suggest themselves. For example, when keys 
are out of reach of the hand, the sostenuto pedal may 
conveniently be used to sustain the tones for their 
necessary duration. The upper C of the octave in 
measure 2 of lllustration 7, could not be held for its full 
duration by a small hand, and the use of the sostenuto 
pedal will prevent its tone from being cut off on the 
second beat of the measure. 

To sum up, the sostenuto pedal should always be used 
with the intention of carrying out more perfectly the 
composer's musical idea, and by no means for the mere 
reason that some tone can be sustained without dis
cordant effect. In short, this pedal is only an added 
means of enhancing musical interpretation. 

llNoondoc 'l 

A Pnctkal Uoe ol the Sootmwo Pedal 

~ .... ......,~-4--+--' ....... -+----2;411......:.W 

S.P. --+--+---'-~-"'"--+-~'-~ 

Indication of the sostenuto pedal in pnnttJ 
is rather rare. Instances will be found in Cooi 
401 and 652 of this Course, where it is indicattd hr 
followed by a dotted line, and a star for its rem 

C OU NTERP O I N T 

'Three-Part 
('11111 aubj«c II <»nri•wcd ftom !...- HZ....! ;, rawmd U. Lcuon l<U) 

FOUR TH SPECIES (Coniinued frtnn l.tl$01I 142) 

THI! CoUNTl!Rl'OINT lN T HI! BASS 

We shall now place the counterpoint in the bass, the 
C.F. in the highest part, and the added third voice in 
the middle. (See illustration 8.) 

Observe the upward resolution at (a) in measure 5. 
An upward resolution is usually found only in a 7·8 

suspension on the tonic, but is sometimes allowc! 
the movement is that of some other half step, u 
At (b) the counterpoint descends from the hfth i 
chord to the third, a possible variation of the 
given in Lesson 129. The syncopation was brr.II 
measure 4 to add melodic variety to the 
and in measure 9 to avoid the covered octaves wuli 
C.F., which would have resulted bad the C Im 
over and resolved downwards to B7. 
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GRADE GRADUATE B 

'Test on Lesson 14 3 

lNTERPRET AT ION 

I. How does the sostenuto pedal operate ·1 

Ans. By e'llgaging dampers already raised at the t1me of its use, and holdmg them until it is released. 

~. How may the sustaining effect of the sostenuto pedal he obtained for a certain tone or chord? 

Ans. By depress111g 11 111l11le still holtl111g Jown rhe respi:ctive ~ey or ~eys, and while no orher dampers are raised. 

3. Is the damper pedal or the w;;tenuto pedal the more useful for organ pomt? 

Ans. 'fhe sostetmto pedal. 

~. Why is the sostenuto pedal preferable to the damper pelhl in cases where there arc changing chords above 
an organ point? 

Ans. Because rhe damper pedal would need fO be nused w pn.'l!ent unpleasant bturrmg m the progrcsS1011s of the 
upper 001ces, tal<I so the orgat1 po1rn woulJ be bro~en off. 

5. Why is the sostenuto pedal less practical for chords in the higher registers? 

Aus. Because the shmt sinngs cec1sc t11lm1tmg quK~ly. 

6. Name another (ase lU which the sostenuto peJal is usetul in su~t;umng Lone~. 

1\11s. When <.1 snwll ham! w111wt com·rniemly lwlJ the keys for rh' wnes req111reJ hy the 1M<1uo11. 

:;:11• .1911 · A, 1 • .., r ... ........ 1~1 .. 111 11 • . r,.181, ~ , ... 
. "i .J ;;"' •l'u• ,,;otJ '" ;,,.,•1r ot1 rnd ... J,.,.,;,~•'Al,f (1•-' ·!a1 ' 
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(.;UUNTERPOL'-T 

7 \\'hat upward susp;:n,,1on or .. r.:tar<latmn ·· "' the only one g.:ner,lih· used'! 

<J Am. 111~ seve11 to c1gh1 suspe11s1011 011 rhe tome. 

8. lJn<l<:r wbat other ,;1rcum~tdnc.:s 1s an upward resolution somctimcs permis::.1ble? 

<J •• A11s When the movemrnt 1.1 that oj ct half-step. 

9 \Vnte counterpoint to th.: lollowmg maJor canto fenno, \~1th lourLh ~pcc1c" m the bass. f\f.ui: tld 
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APPl.U!CIATION OP Music , CouNTERPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

'The 'Tone Color of the Orchestral Instruments 

the Lessons on the Instruments of the Orchestra 
llssons 10\HlO, HISTORY), the instruments of the 

sections-string, woodwind, brass and percus• 
m described and illustrated. The use of these 
nts by the great composers of orchestral litera· 

aasubject for unlimited observation and study. 

Im Violin is the leading instrument of the orchestra. 
11y be used for brilliant technical display, or to 

deep emotion. Interesting and varied effects 
It made by the use of the tremolo, harmonics, the 

pizzicato (plucking the string with the finger), 
:ol' legno (striking the strings with the wood part 

lxlw). 

! p;rticularly notable use of artificial harmonics is 
in Wagner's Prelude to Lohengrin, in the opening 

of which, four solo violins play complete 
in these ethereal tones. (See Illustration 1.) 

llic Viola has a somewhat reedy tone, and is especially 
for expressing brooding melancholy, or dreamy 
; although in the early classical symphonies we 

U!ed merely to strengthen the lower harmonies, and 
individuality. Berlioz, in his symphony, Harold 

W,. makes the sombre quality of the viola express 
hly the mental state of Byron's gloomy hero. 

Wuttration 1 

Vio!W Playing in Humonko 

WAGNER: ~lude to Lohengrin 

t:--=::.·1· t-...:==::-
"'~al SoloVl"'·~ ~ 
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The Violoncello might be said to stand in the same 
relation to the violin as the baritone voice does to the 
soprano. Its peculiarly rich, full tone, especially that of 
its chanterelle, or A string, makes it an excellent solo 
instrument. How unforgettable is the lovely second 
theme of the first movement of Schubert's Unfinished 
Symphony "sung" by the 'cellos against a throbbing 
accompaniment of the violas and clarinets! (See Illustra
tion 2.) 

Illllllntioa 2 

Melody Played by 'Cello. 

A/16C,'!_ fllJ)deraJo l'ICHUBERT• Unfinished Symphony 

!J!•I r rr1gf ~IE'J[c rF IFr II 
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The Double-Bass came into its own in the time of 
Beethoven. In the older scores, it was chie8y used to 
furnish the foundation, or fundamental tone, of the 
orchestra. Beethoven, in the last movement of the 
Fourth Symphony, causes the double-basses to play a 
passage as rapid and intricate as a violin figure. In the 
Scherzo of the Fifth Symphony and in the last movement 
of the Eighth Symphony, he uses them in a somewhat 
humorous manner (see Illustration 3); and in his " Pas
toral" Symphony, they suggest the rumblings of thunder. 

Before the time of Beethoven, Gluck, in hls opera, 
Orpheus, had used sliding elfects on the double-basses 

to imitate the barking of the three-headed dog, C 
Berlioz, in hls Fantastic Symphony, employs the 
basses in a four-part pizzicato harmony to 
march to execution. 

In general, we may describe the tone'<Xllor ri 
instrument as dignified and ponderous. But if 
bold skips or explosively, it may become coon! 
grotesque. 

The Harp, from Scriptural times, has always bun 
ciated with celestial harmonies. Schumann and 
in their settings of Faust, have followed this 
accepted idea of the tone-color of the harp. 

Illwttarion 3 

Doubl•&- UKd with Humorous Elfect 

•c.
11 

BEETHOVEN 1 Symphony No.$ 

-~l.~ln fl tttllf f ~If tt1f~I JJJ!!31 gJJJJJ1 ffl:: 1~· o·..... - -· -----· rrrrrr rrrrrj w 
Wagner, however, characteristically introduced a 

larger and richer tceatment for the instrument. In his 
Rhinegold, there are six separate harp parts, interlacing 
in dilferent arpeggios, representing the rainbow bridge 
over which the gods crOS8 to their heaven, Valhalla. 

The glissando is of very frequent use on the harp, as it 
is effective, and easy of execution. See Illustration 4, in 
whlch the waved line indicates the continued slide over 
all the intennediate strings. 

HorpG6-do 

!;TRAU~1 Bin Beldenle~n 

Saint-Saens, in his tone-poem, Danse macabre, uses the 
harp, instead of a beU, to strike the hour of midnight. 
Berlioz utilizes ten harps in his Damnation of Faust. 

Guitars, Mandolins and Zithers are rarely foond I 
orchestra, although the guitar is used by Weber i 
opera, Oberon; by Rossini, in 'The Barbe of &!1111, 
by Mozart in his Don Giovanni. 

The Piano has been used as a purely orchcstnl 
ment by Berlicz and Saint-Saens, and other, later, 

The Flute is the most agile instrument in the ex 
executing, with great facility, all kinds of diattu: 
chromatic passages, arpeggios and skips. 

The tone-color of the flute, in its lower rtp1r1, 
rather somber and weak; in the higher regmm, 
and often piercing. Mendelssohn used the flute 
incomparable felicity. Jn the filmy scher..o rl 
Midsummer JXight's Dream (see Illustration 51, thr 
plays a rapid figure; beginning in its "wood( 
register (a), it gradually climbs up into bright regm 

lliU$C.ra1ion' 

The Flute in OiJJucnt Rtglatcn 

MENDEt.SSOHN • Midoummer Nlpt'1 l'lle 

'~if¥Bi:fi1trl 



ltP'iccolo is simply a little flute. It is about half the 
jithtftute, and therefore plays in the higher octave. 
111t-eolor is of a wild, feverish brilliancy. It may 
it called the "imp" of the orchestra. It is used to 

chanalian revelry, drinking songs, the infernal 
orm scenes, etc. 

n employs the piccolo in painting the storm in 
'P»toral" Symphony; and in his overture to Egmont 

it appears to gjve out shrill cries of triumph. Weber uses 
it in a drinking song in Der FTeischiitz. Meyerbeer, in the 
first act of his opera, Les Hugenots, pictures, by means of 
this instrument, the shrieks of the wounded. 

The piccolo often merely adds a higher octave to the 
flute part, but may have an individual melodic line, as in 
the passage from the Finale of Beethoven's Fi~h Sym
phony shown in Illustration 6. 

IJluscration 6 

~ Pio:olo in •n Obbl;gato Part 

Ii Oboe has a tone-color which is thin, nasal and 

~
ting. It can picture pathos or poignant grief; 
other hand, its kinship to the droning of the bag

Quses it to be eJfective in picturing rustic merri· 
Ir, er naive simplicity. In the lower register, it is 
lnhat gruff and hoarse; in the middle register, it is 
lllband effective; and, in the upper register, piercing 
~t. Illustration 7 of Lesson 141, APPRECIATION 

'MllSlc, shows a short cadenza-like passage from 
~en's Fifth Symphony. The plaintive accents of 

tboe in this passage attract instant attention. 

lla.<t~ Bach and Schumann were extraordinarily fond 
1W oboe. Berlioz, in his Fantastic Symphony, uses 

depict the simplicity of a shepherdess; Beethoven 
it in the Scherzo of his "Pastoral" Symphony to C rustic merriment; in the Funeral March of the 

v"Symphony, he employs it eJfectively to picture 

A mnarkably imagjnative treatment of the oboe is 
in the slow movement of Schubert's Unfinished 

. The accompaniment is provided by gently 
chords in the strings. (See Illustration 7.) 

111Engllsh Horn, as already mentioned in Lesson 109, 
Y, is not a born at all, but a large-sized oboe. Its 

lllustruion 7 

The- Oboe in a Characten.tic Cantilen.a 

tone-color is brooding and melancholy, something like 
that of the viola. It sounds best in the middle and lower 
registers. The tones of the upper register may be better 
produced by the oboe. 

Dvor~k's use of the English Hom, in the Largo of his 
"New World" Symphony (see lllustration 8) is a con
spicuous example of the plaintive character of the instru-

Illustration 8 

A Melody for Bngfuh H0<11 

La,•110 Ror•· Ra"' DVORAK' Largo 

*Mtf3 fiJ I j8i3J I 



ment. Its use in the Allegretto of theD minor Symphony 
by Gesar Franck is particularly ingratiating. (See Illus· 
tration 4, Lesson 152, APPRl!CIATION OP Music.) 

The Bassoon can be exceedingly grave and earnest, or 
very grotesque and comical. It is so often used in the 
latter fashion, that it has been called the clown of the 
orchestra. Haydn first used it in this way. 

Berlioz wrote a duet for bassoons in his Fantastic 
Symphony, to describe the footsteps of the crowd as 
they accompany the tumbril to the guillotine. He calls 
for seven bassoons in his Damnation of Faust. An 
instance of the instrument's solemn gravity of tone, 
with a certain emotional intensity, may be seen in Illus· 
tration 9, from Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony: 

lllwuation 9 

The Bassoon in • Serious and &m,.t Arpea 

The humorous qualities of the bassoons are brought 
out by Beethoven in the Scherzo of his "Pastoral" Sym· 
phony, where we find, as an intermittent accompaniment 
to a dance, a bassoon part consisting of but three notes, 
F, C, F, as though the player were capable of producing 
these tones only. In Mendelssohn's MidsummeT ]l{ight's 
Dream, the bassoon bursts out in wild braying when the 
enchanted weaver, Bottom, is transformed into an ass. 

The construction of the bassoon makes the middle 
register dull and lifeless. Meyerbeer utilizes this dull 
tone-color, in the opera, Robert the Devil, in depicting the 
scene "The Resurrection of the Nuns." The passage 
may be referred toinlllustration 1,ofLesson 89, HisTORY. 

The Double Bassoon, with a very much longer tube 
than the bassoon, has a deep, grave and powerful tone. 
Haydn used it in his Creation, to accompany the words 
"by heavy beasts the ground is trod." (See Illustration 
10.) Beethoven introduced it in the grave-digging scene, 
in his single opera, Fidelio. He uses it also in the Fifth 
and Ninth Symphonies. Most modern composers em• 
ploy it to add weight and solidity to th.e basses of their 
scores. 

Ulustration 10 

The Double &sooon u~ O..COptively 

ltltie8I080 
\'olee 

D'8u10C1n 

T he Clarinet is comparatively modem in its or. 
use, although it was invented in 1690, by 
Christoph Denner, of Nuremburg. It was mid 
proved by a Viennese musician named Stadler f 
1833). 

Handel and Bach did not fully realize the ill5 
possibilities. Mozart was the first to use it 11 

symphony orchestra, and added effective clariixt 
sages to Handel's Messiah. Beethoven makes it 
sent the call of the yellow-hammer in the second 
ment of the "Pastoral" Symphony. 

The wide usefulness of the clarinet was fully 
stood by Weber and Mendelssohn. Its deepe!t 
is called the chalumeau, and it has a peculiar, gra1"e. 
ominous, character. Mendelssohn, in his "Scotch" 
phony, employs this register of the clarinet in p 
the lonely and gloomy character of the Scottish 

Tchaikovsky opens his Fifth Symphony with a 
ful theme allotted to two clarinets in unison, 1 

chalumeauregister referred to above, accompanied 
low strings. (See Illustration 11.) 

Wwtration 11 

Clerine.i1 in Th.cir Lowat Regbc:er 

A?lda?ll• TCHAIKOVSKY• Symphony No.$ 
ca. •. 1 F=I I. F=l I 1 

.. . 
The Bass Clarinet has a very solemn and sooa 

tone, similar to the chalumeau of the other ~ 



ll!l!lployed it effectively in his "Dante" Symphony for 
llJCCOl!lpanied monologue. (See Illustration 12.) 

Dlwtrati.on t 2 

The &... Cbtin.et in a Solo P..,age 

•- c1... LISZT: Dllllte Symphony 

?t r1 r r ifB 1•ht ' 11 

!lit French Horn is the most important of the brass 
jllllCllts. In the full,sized orchestra, four French 
Im are generally used, making complete harmony 
.Nt by means of the horns alone. 

The bonis are often compared to the damper pedal 
i. piano, due to their use in blending the harmonies 
limrious sections of the orchestra. Their tone,color 
mdlow and romantic, and they have an almost un-
11:! variety of uses. Horns may sustain harmonies, 
a i.n unaccompanied quartet or trio, double other 
ments, or provide effective solos. In Illustratior 
minteresting passages for horns are shown. That 

shows them used in chords; while in (b) the 
11 used for solo purposes: 

lliustration 13 

u ... of the French Hom 

BRAHMS: Symphony No.3 

muted tones of the horn are very sinister and 
:q in effect. Wagner and Strauss, as well as 
my all of the modem composers for orchestra, 
~frequent use of these "stopped" tones. 

Trumpet was a favorite instrument of both Bach 
Hinde!. A conspicuous use of it is found in the 

bass aria, "The Trumpet Shall Sound," in Handel's 
Messiah. 

Wagner employed the trumpet with great skill, and 
showed its possibilitie.s in modern orchestration. Fine 
examples of fanfares (flourishes) occur in the pages of 
'T annhauser and Lohengrin. 

The Cornet is inferior to the trumpet in tone,color, but 
frequently takes its place in small orchestras. Franck 
uses both trumpets and cornets. The flexibility of the 
cornet makes the playing of florid passages easy, and it 
has been used for such passages by Halevy, in his opera, 
'The Jewess, and by Meyerbeer, in 'The Huguenots. 

The Trombone is a very important instrument, the tone 
of which Mozart fully appreciated, as is shown by his 
commanding use of it in his Requiem., written in 1791. 

The three trombones and tuba, forming what may be 
called, for convenience, the trombone choir, constitute 
the most powerfully sonorous group of the entire orches, 
tra, capable of dominating everything else. 

The bombastic qualities of the trombones are well 
known; but the organ,like effects in extreme pianissimo, 
extremely rich in character, are not so familiar. In the 
finale of Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony is a passage 
using trombones and tuba very effectively. (See Illustra, 
tion 14.) 

Dlustt:a.tion 14 

The Trombone. Choir, Pia,.iulmo 

Berlioz made extravagant use of the instrument, calling 
for sixteen tenor trombones in the portrayal of the 
"Day of Judgment" in his Requiem, in one place intro
ducing their rarely-used pedal, or fundamental, tones. 

The Bass Tuba in its deepest register is brutal and pon
derous in character. Wagner uses four tubas to picture 
the relentless character of Hunding, in 'The Vall(yrie. 
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The tuba is the natural bass of the trombone family, and 
is so used in the foregoing passage shown in Illustration 
14. 

The Kettledrum, formerly a humble instrument, was 
given prominence by Beethoven, who employed it con· 
spicuously in several of his symphonies, notably in the 
great Ninth Symphony. 

Berlioz, in his Requiem, uses fifteen kettledrums in 
the "Day of Judgment" section-an extraordinary in· 
crease from the usual two, or three. In Haydn's "Sur· 
prise" Symphony, a sudden, explosive stroke of the 
kf'.ttledrum startles the audience, which has been pre· 
viously lulled to a reposeful state of mind. 

Wagner pictured suspense and anxiety by causing 
kettledrums to give out soft tones in an irregular rhythm, 
the rest of the orchestra remaining silent. Such passages 
occur in Lohengrin at the death of Telramund, and in 
'The 'Twilight of the Gods at the stabbing of Siegfried. In 
'The Val/ryrie, the rhythm of the Hunding motive is 
announced by one kettledrum almost unaccompanied, 
as shown in Illustration 15: 

Illustration 15 

The Kertlednun Carrying a Modve in Rhythm 

~lltilUSnm! 

#1,a 4 4 ,. 
WAGNER: The V•lkyrio 
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Bells are often used by orchestral composers. Verdi 
uses a funeral bell in the "Miserere" in n 'T rovatore, 
and Wagner uses one in the Grail scene in Parsifal. 

Glockenspiel, Tambourine, Castanets, Snare Drums, 
Bass Drum, etc., are frequently used in the orchestra for 
special effects, and are easily recognizable when heard. 
The tinkling tones of the glockenspiel give a peculiar 
quality to the tonal web of the slumber scene at the 
dose of Wagner's 'The Vall{yrie. Tambourine and cas· 
tanets naturally suggest Gipsy or Spanish music. The 
bass drum is used by composers of today to assist in 
producing an overwhelming tidal wave of tone. 

The Celesta, a Glockenspiel equipped with a keyboard, 
produces a very picturesque sound effect. Tchaikovsky 
used it in the famous N:utorac~er Suite. 
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The Xylophone is introduced by Saint·Sae.N 1 

Danse macabre, to suggest the rattling of the lxml 
the skeletons in a gruesome dance. 

The Triangle commonly produces mere rhydi 
effects, but Schumann utilizes it, in his B? S}'IDl'lili 
to picture tinkling sheep bells upon the plain. 

The Cymbals are used by Wagner to picture fl'lll 
gaiety in the "Venus" scenes of 'T annhiiustr; ml 
accentuate great sforzandi; as, for example, in tht 
lude to Lohengrin. 



Goag, or Tam-Tam, is an instrument of Chinese 
In its fortissimo, it is successfully used to portray 

tmclysm or great catastrophe. It is thus used by 
to portray the plunge of Faust with Mephis, 
into the infernal pit. Its soft effects may 

anything weird or supernatural, or a great emo
cbmax, as in the last movement of Tchaikovsky's 
s,mpbony. 

• • • 
bas been stated in this Lesson, to show how 

ie the pa;sibilities of tone-color within the grasp 
crthestral composer. An infullte variety of 

my be produced; and by skillful use of this won· 
palette of colors, composers may paint musical 

of limitless variety. In the modem orchestra, 
truly reached an enormous development of the 
Ollnese theory that the eight sound-giving 

bodies are skin, stone, metal, wood, bamboo, silk, gourd 
and clay. 

Illustration 16 is a short extract from a full score 
(German, Pa'l'titur), showing how the instruments are 
used all together in the orchestra. It is taken from 
Beethoven's Symphony No. 5, which was analyzed in 
Lessons 141·142, APPRECIATION OP Music, and is the 
opening of the fourth movement. More of the theme 
may be seen in Illustration S (a) of Lesson 142. 

Although in a passage such as this, there is a certain 
tone quality, resulting from the blending of all the 
instruments, it is when they are used a few at a time, 
that color, as explained in this Lesson, is best in evidence. 
Most of the illustrations given, therefore, have been of 
passages in which the instrument under discussion is 
distinctly prominent. 

COUNTERPOINT 

?:hree-Part 
('l'liu ...o;cai.-.-4{rviol l.uMl 14.1, • odumumal m I..<..... US) 

SPECIBS 

C:CXOOERPOINT IN AN UPPER V o1cB (MAJOR l<BY) 

Ibid oounterpoint will be found easier to write than 
ii. the fourth species, and it possesses much greater 

musical possibilities. The same rules are in force as 
apply in two-part counterpoint. (See Lessons 13CH31, 
CouNTBRPOINT.) Illustration 17 has a major C.F. in the 
soprano, and the fifth species counterpoint in the middle 
voice. 

W.......tion 17 

F.fth Species, W ith th• Count....,.,Cn< in•"- Middle Voice (M•i« Key) 

CP 

• 

u• vt• 
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er est on Lesson 144 

APPREC1ATION OF MUlSC 

J. Name three or more uses of the violm for special effects. 

A11s. (Any ihree or more of the following 3 Pizzicato, col' !egno, mute, tremolo, harmonics. 

2. Which stnnge<l instrument, m addition to the v1olm, is frequently assigned an obbligato part? 

• Ans. The violcmcello . 

.I. What was the function of the double,bass in the older scores? 

.. Aus. fr was used cl11ejly to furmsh che foundation, or f u11dame11ca! tones of the orches1ra. 

4. In what work does Wagner use six separate harp parts? 

.. Ai1s. In "'The Rhmegold." 

5. What difference in tone-color is there in the lower and higher registers ot the flute"? 

Ans. The tone,color 1s sombre dl1d wea~ in ihe lower -register, bur brilliant and piercing in the higher. 

6. ln what way does the tone-color of the English horn resemble that of the viola? 

Ans. In as broodmg and melancholy q1.al11y. 

7. Which instrument 1s frequently called the clown of the orchestra, and why? 

Ai1s. 'The bassoon, because it may be uery grotesque and cormcal. 

S. What comp0~er wa> tbe first to use the clarmct in the symphony orchestra? 

. Ans. Mowrr. 
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APPRECIATION OF MUSl~Co11tinued 

l). Name two contrast ing cha~acteristics of nhe "trombone choir." 

9 __ . . Ans. Sonorous 1111d dominatmg in foctissimo, organ-h~e and rich 111 pianissimo. 

10. When is orchestral tone,color best manifested? 

9 Ans. fn passages where only a few i11stmmet1ts are llSCd at tt t(m~. 

COUNTERPOINT 

11. Write counterpoint to the following maier canto termo, with fifth species irt the;ilto. Mark the~ 

.to .. Ans. 

I I \--:--,.._ 

,. 14"'- ll 

... :1. .. ---······ Jf. c.. .... .... .... .. U'.L ......... ¥:Jr4 ........... L ... . . ~.I. ......... illL ......... L 

JOO Total. 

Puri! .1 N_,unc. . . • . . • . . . • . 

Pupil'• RcgtJtmtwn No. 
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l)tcts of this Lesson: lNTBRPRETATION , CoUNTERPOINT 

INTERPRETATION 

'The Pedals 
('Thi< IUbjoa u COfl&inucd from r....o.. 143) 

I 111\A CORDA PEDAL 

1k UM Corda or Shift Pedal-commonly called the 
ipedal-was briefly explained in Lesson 19, INTER• 

IA11lN. Its use is indicated by the term una corda, 
i its release by the term tre corde, or sometimes 
irlyt.c. 
1k depression of the una corda pedal shifts the entire 
rl!Cbanism, so that the hammers do not strike all of 
rcmgs where there are more than one to a single tone. 

•QuALITY Al'l'l!Cl'l!D BY THE UNA CollDA PEDAL 

Ill Mll4 corda pedal is the only mechanical device on 
tpano which in any way changes the quality of the 
r. When the hammers do not strike all the strings for 
iliiy, the untouched strings vibrate sympathetically, 
i ause a veiled and soft tone. The diJference in 
.., between the tone with the hammers in normal 
mi, and the tone with the hammers in shifted posi• 
,my be compared to the difference between bright 
iitll finish oo metal or wood. 

Ts UM corda pedal is seldom used except in connec
nith the damper pedal. In soft passages it lends a 

peculiarly distinctive tone quality not obtainable by 
softness of touch alone. In fact it should not be used 
merely for the production of pianissimo. The student 
is again reminded that tone volume is most properly 
effected through the medium of the keyboard, and not 
by means of any other mechanism. 

It occasionally may happen that the veiled tone 
produced by the una corda pedal is desired without the 
sustaining elfect of the damper pedal. 

The purposes for which the una corda pedal may 
be employed are as follows: 

1. For contrasts in tone quality. 
2. For extreme diminuendo, beyond the scope of linger 

action alone. 

3. To vary a literal repetition. 
4. For echo effects . 

CoNTRASTS 

The principal function of the una corda pedal is 
found in providing contrasts, of which some examples 
are shown in illustration 1. 



Ilhutr•tion I 

U •11 C or la Pedal for Concrasu 

MOZART: Fantuil . ~ -

PP '"'a cordri 

''li I ~· 
...---.., . ... ~ ~ 

: ona a, p .. , o. ,.---:---; 8££THOVEN S I 0 31 N t 

4) ., I ., • 2': 
pp 11/f' pp p pp ._ cord4 tt"e cord# 1Ut4 co da mcorde ttna ~ ~rtia I 

~: . ~: L--.-11..-
L---.....1 

Motltralo poco ~ala 

Whenever a melody is sharply contrasted with a 
running Dgl.ii:'e, the una co:d4 pedal may be effectively 
used. In Illustration 2, the melody may be' brought out 

SCHIDIM'N• FanUtsla, Op.n 
Poe<> acUato · 

by suitable accents, and the sixteenth note a~ 
ment kept properly subdued by the use of the• 
corda pedal. 

Dlustnttion 2 

Runninii Accomp<lnimmt 

FOR EXTREME DIMINUENDO 

For the final attenuation of a diminuendo, the una 
corad '[:iedal may be utilized with good effect, as in Illus
tration 3. Here the arpeggios are to be played with the 

utmost possible softness and delicacy, so that Cd 
reduction of tone can only be made by means of theprj 
As already stated, the una ·torda pedal should nid 
used to produce a piano which is o~tainable by • 
lingers. 
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IN i.rrERAL R!!PETITIONS 

l1Jwtra1fon 3 

Dimin.-do Extend«d in ~II" 

pp 
ttMCOrd 

B£ETHOVL"H Sonata,Op.31. No. 2 r... 
,.;;-; e 

\'lrn a phrase, or passage, is literally repeated, it is 
CX)Qll]lonly played with the una corda pedal the 

second time, possibly in conjunction with the damper 
pedal. (See Illustration 4.) The object of this treatment 
is not reduced tone volume alone, but, again, CO'l'ltrast. 

It also borders on the echo effect. (See below.) 

Emcrs 

Illustration 4 

Liten.1 .R.epedti ..... 

MENDELSSOKN 1 Song Without. Words, No. I 

~ littral repetition bas something of the elfect of an 
but there are often passages which are definitely 

intended as echoes, and the una cOTda pedal is then 
especially effective. (See Ulustration 5.) 

''II " ~ ......-::-- ~£ I ~ -~-

., 
p ~ 

"" 

Dlu~at:ion S 

&hoElfecto 

i1,. "' 

~ 

""' 
., 

f 

...-·- - ---
... • 

0 o M k 0 33 H PIN• a.iur a, p. 

m'a.~ d4 Ire cor te 
P'P 11!/' 

.;r; ...... -
BENDEL• On Lake Geneva 

E('llO r... 

tPta cor<la 



CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE PEDALS 

In this and foregoing Lessons, many examples illus
trating the uses of the pedals of the piano have been 
shown and discussed. Pedaling may occasionally be 
indicated in detail, in a printed composition, and can then 
be implicitly followed. The habit of observing such 
things is, however, but a secondary matter in the 
student's education. The principles of pedaling should 
have been so well understood and assimilated that, in a 
composition without a single indication for the pedals, 
the student will be able to apply them to the enhance
ment of his musical interpretation. 

The relative importance of the Damper pedil, 
compared to the other two, is to be inferred fu:a 
number of Lessons which were given to its · 
The Sostenuto and Una Corc!a. pedals may be 
adjuncts, invaluable for special elfects, but to be~ 
sparingly. 

On some pianos, the left hand pedal reduces the~ 
without the operation of a shift mechanism, and !al 
the name, una corda., does not, strictly speaking, !WI 
to it. The terms una corcla. and ere corde, howrnr,1 
employed equally for this pedal, and all the CXJID9 
made in this Lesson, except those on quality ti• 
are also applicable to it. 

CO UNTERPOINT 

Three-Part 
('Thu mbj«t it tontinu<d from Lmon 144, ond itTetum<d in L<.- H6) 

FIFTH SPECIES (Concinued from Lmon 144) 

T HE CouNTBRPOINT IN AN UPPl!R Votes (MINoR KEY) 

The minor key is always a little less flexible than the 
major key, yet in fifth species counterpoint we have so 
many alternatives of progress that there is less difficulty 
than in other species. 

In Illustration 6, the C .F. is placed in the bass, and 
the counterpoint in the soprano. 

At (b), the minor seventh of the scale, B?. i 111 

venient as a passing tone (nonbarmonic) to the si.nb,M 
It should be remembered that where four eighth• 
are used in the first half of a measure, the first a1 

tied, as at (a) and (c). The group at (a) illustnlat 
use of changing tones in fifth species, and at (c) tlm• 
ornamental resolution of a 9-8 suspension on the• 
inant. (See Lesson 130, CoUNTERPOINT.) 

lli..-.tloo 6 

filch Specln, With the Ootm1e<poin1 in the SoP<U>o (Minor Key) 

fl I - !aJ - ({)} (C) 

t) I .. 
I -

I 

I . ..... ~ ~ 

C.P. 

: 

vu; " 
.. ... v • """ I 
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'Test on Lesson 145 

rNTERPRET ATION 

I. \\'bar does the rerm rn1<1 conla md1catc to the player? 

Ans. The depurnon of rhe lefr·h<l11d. or .. so~:· pedal of rhe piano. 

1. What does the term rre corde md1catc to the player? 

_Ans. 'fhe rtleast of rhe 14r hand, or "sofr," pedal 

l. Explam how the 1ma corda pedal affects the tone quality of the piano . 

. . Ans. \Vhen this palal 1.~ u.~(d, the hammers dn nor stTi~e nn all rl1e stnngs, and the mir-011ched str111g.1 111h-rnre 
sympathetu-ally causmg a veiled aud sofr tone. 

4. Through what medium 1~ tone volume m0«t properly controlled? 

__ Ans Through th<' med11nn of rhe ~eyhoarcl. not throuJ!h rhe pedals. 

5. What 1s the principal ohicct ot the use of the mw corda pedal? 

Ans. 'f o f>rrn~d<' corurasts. 

6. In liter;1l repet1tton~. what clfoct Joes the 1111a corda pedal produce? 

Ans Contrast, aml scn11cr1111c.1 an echo effect . 

. ., .. ,,.., !J "'" J ,, ... ,,. 1 .. ,, .. ,..,,.. "il.,1 ... -...a'•'"-'Jf"_•l""•!.1~- ... .,~ 
Ii ,. , ".,J ,,. II N.,,,.,,,,,.,.hd1.,,1i..,.,.rti1 o .. o1. l.u 
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COUNTERPOINT 

7. How may the minor seventh of the minor key be introduced? 

l 0 _ _ _ _ A ns. As a passing cone. 

8. Write counterpoint to the following minor canto fermo, with fifth species in the sopraoo. Ma 
chords. 

JO ____ Ans. 

t\11 Fifth SpecJes 
-- -~ - - -- - ' - - -

tJ I 

f l45 ·8 

- - - C) <:> ~ 

C.F 

" - " " • - = -rr• ~ ...... ...L-.. ·-·········-·t- -·· .. .LL .......... ..... Jl.1..--········ ···-~'-····-·-···· ···· rlb·~·-······ .. ·· · -S!l.L-~---·······L 

JOO _ • _ Total. 

Pupil's Address 

Test on Lesson 14.S-Page 2 
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Ip;!.! of this Lesson: APPREcIATION OF Musrc , CoUNrERPOINT 

A P PRECIATION OF MUSIC 

'Program cf.Music 
('11.u subjt<t I• ruum<d In Lt...,.147) 

!I instrumental muaic is divided into two general 
11; 

Misolute Music; (2) Music with a poetic bas.is. 

!blolute Music is that which .is not connected by 
11 ri a title, motto, text or description with definite 
Dlcooceptions, whether pictorial, historical, or fanci
illt depends for its value and effect solely on its 

ii mittcial, form and procedure. 

16llic with a poetic bas.is may again be subdivided 
11lanantic Music and Program Music. The former 
t 1 large extent, concerned with the projection of 
.memotions or impulses; while Program Music de
~lhe emotions connected with certain definite condi
l 1revents. That is, it follows an underlying pro

It may go further, and attempt to simulate the 
sounds connected with the events depicted, in 

Cl!e it becomes real.istic and imitative. 

kw instances of extreme real.ism are cited below. 
however, is not necessarily an essential feature 

Music. A basis of concrete ideas is sufficient 
the name applicable. 

tendency, today, among composers in the larger 
a distinctly toward this class of music, with a 

greater or less admixture of real.ism. Program Music 
naturally becomes impressionistic, and is descriptive and 
pictorial in so far as it employs real.ism. 

Berlioz, the great French romanticist of the nineteenth 
century, is frequently designated as the founder of 
program music. This is not altogether the case, for 
research proves that long before the classic era, the 
pictorial possibilities of tone had found use by com
posers. The earlier efforts to paint musical pictures by 
the most primitive means, and to tell a story in tones with 
the very limited and crude musical language then avail
able, seem feeble and merely amusing to our ears, accus
tomed as we are, to the complexity of structure and 
the wealth of tone-color found in our present-day 
program music. 

The purely sensuous effect of sound is earliest illus
trated in the savage's delight in mere noise and rhythm. 
Next followed the desire to reproduce, in tone, certain 
sounds of nature, such as the calls of animals, the episodes 
of life, industrial and martial. 

Later came the intellectual pleasure of arranging music 
into phrases and sentences-an architectural task, and 
a phase of musical culture culminating in the finished 
forms of the classicists. 
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The romantic rejuvenation of the intellectual formulas 
of the classicists followed; and these finally led, again, 
into the more imitative art of Program Music. 

It is interesting to recall some of the early attempts 
to suggest moods, events and pictures through the 
medium of musical sounds, realistically. 

An Englishman living in the thirteenth century wrote 
a Fantasy on the weather. In a two-part canon, written 
in 1540, the cuckoo's call was used as a theme. A com• 
poser named Scandelli, who lived in Dresden in 1560, 
attempted to suggest the cackling of a hen. Johann 
Krieger (1652) wrote a four~ fugue as an imitation of 
cats. 

jannequin and Jombert, masters of the old Nether· 
lands School, both wrote compositions with the title 
"Songs of the Birds." In one of these, the song of the 
nightingale is imitated. Jannequin also wrote a composi· 
tion called "The Cries of Paris." (See Lesson 63, 
H1sTORY.) Couperin attempted to depict an alarm-clock. 
Rameau, a great French contemporary of Bach, wrote 
pieces called, "The Hen," "The Three Hands," and 
"The Scolding Voice." 

Purcell, one of England's greatest compo:;m. 
in his King Arthur to suggest, in a frost scene, tht 
ing of teeth. Kuhnau, a predecessor of Bach it dr 
Thomas' School in Leipsic, wrote six Bible 
based on the stories of Gideon, David aod Goliath. 
others; and Haydn attempted to depict "Cham"m 
introduction of his oratorio, 'The CTeation, altlnf 
seems now a very mild and orderly kind of chaOI. 

Indeed, there are innumerable examples of the a 
of various early composers to suggest aod relate 
or paint pictures, by means of tone. 

In examining the technical details of pm 
descriptive music, it appears that various c.ompoiC!l 

used similar patterns for Spinning Songs, Cradle 
Hunting Songs, etc.; not by reason of copying or 
ing ideas, but on account of the effects producedupai 
sensibilities by certain groupings of rhythms, 
passages, or tonalities. 

Spinoing Songs, for instance. seem to be alwa,, 
ciated with chromatic passages, weaving aboot a 
central point of tone. (See Illustration 1.) 

Illuwa<ioo 1 

Spinninc Soop 

(a) Presto 
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ltmting Songs naturally involve passages which sug
pt ind imitate the horns of the hunters, and they have 
uppropriately blithe and lively movement. Both of 

these characteristics are very well illustrated in 
Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, No. 3. (See illus· 
tration 2.) 

Illustration 2 

A Hunting Song 

Mo/to allegro e vivace -
f 

The study of these and other effects is interesting. For 
llllDple, very high sounds give the suggestion of light, 
almmples of their use for this purpose are numerous. 
l!Jl~r's Prelude to Lohengrin, suggesting the celestial, 

llll!lds in high, ethereal harmonies. Low sounds, on 
Ir rontrary, suggest darkness, obscurity, mystery, 
que. 

mgenious invention of the program music writers, 
partly upon these natural effects, but widely 

ding their scope, is the employment of a guiding 
t, called a Leitmotif. (See Lesson 90, HrsToRv.) 

:msists of figures or short phrases employed to indi
or label, certain personages, situations, events, or 
occurring in the course of a drama or a piece of 

music. When these situations recur, either 
y or by reference, the "motive" reappears, and at 

ruggests to the listener the particular person, event 
ilra desired by the composer. 

Tht employment of these guiding motives undeniably 
unity and continuity of idea, and acts as a sort of 
to the situation in a musical story. They are often 
d, musically, to suggest changes or modifications 

dic1deas which they represent. 

Berlioz, who, as before mentioned, is sometimes called 
hthtt of Program Music, is, at least, one of the 

users of the Leitmotif; for, in his Fantastic 

Syrn.ph011y, what he terms a "Fixed Idea" is used as a 
guiding motive. (See Illustration 3.) 

Illustration 3 

The ufixed Idea''-. L~tmoliJ 

Concerning this Fantastic SymphOfly, a composition 
closely connected with the object of his affections
Henrietta Smithson, the actress- the composer supplied 
the following explanatory preface: "A young musician 
of morbid sensibility and ardent imagination poisons 
himself in a fit of amorous despair. The narcotic dose, 
too weak to result in death, plunges him into a heavy 
sleep accompanied by the strangest visions, during which 
his sensations, sentiments and recollections are translated 
in his brain into musical thought and images. The be, 
loved woman herself has become for him a melody, like 
a fixed idea, which be finds and bears everywhere." 

To Berlioz, music was the medium for the conveyance 
of definite impressions and emotions. Every one of his 
instrumental works was principally occupied in telling 
a story, or painting a picture. In Part I of this truly 
"fantastic" work, he recalls all his dreams and passions in 
their successive stages; in Part II, he sees his beloved at a 
ball; Part ill describes a scene in the fields, where the 
calm of nature is disturbed by thoughts of her; in 
Part IV he dreams that he has killed her and is con-



demned to death-this being called "The March to the 
Scalfold." In Part V is portrayed the "Witches' Sab
bath," in which th.e "Fixed Idea" motive, associated with 
his beloved, is transformed into a trivial, grotesque 
danwtune. 

While Berlioz. aa before stated, emphasized the U&e of 
the guiding motive, earlier composers employed the 
idea in a leaser way. For example, there are suggestions 
of it in Bach's Passion Music, in Mozart's opera Don 
Giou4nni, and in Mendelssohn's Elijah. Weber's use 
of it, in many of his works, is fairly conspicuous. 

It is with the name of Wagner, however, that the use 
of guiding motives on a large scale is chielly aasociated. 
In all but his earliest works, his music is a perfect web of 
Leitmotif themes, each one of which is definitely con• 
nected with a certain idea or person in the story. Some 
of these will be illustrated in the next Leason, as well as 

other notable examples of the Ldtm0tif in 
literature. 

To sum up the principles of program music, wr 
say that the system is built largely upon the a 
association of ideas. A most careful study Im 
made of the exact effects produced upon the mind, 
ear, and the imagination of the hearer, by the 
employment of dynamics, rhythm, themes and 
as well a.s by the many tone colors of instrumcnll; 
thus a highly varied musical vocabulary bas bet!! 

With the use of this vocabulary, and the 
exercise of his musical imagination in the in 
themes, the composer may write music that 
images and events, that paints pictures, or thl: 
complete stories or dramas. 

The form in program music is entirely 
by the poetic subject, and is governed by none d 
rules that prevail in the realm of classicism. 

COUNTERPOINT 

Three-'Part 

FIFTH SPECIES (Conti.._i ftom Lason W) 

THE Couml!JlP01m CN THE BASS 

In fifth species counterpoint, very little added difficulty 
of manipulation is found when the counterpoint is in 
the bass, because there are so many possible progressions. 
(See Illustration 4.) As before, the fifth of the chord is 

not admitted unless it fulfills the conditions ri 1 

harmonic tone, or occurs in an arpeggio, bermm 
third and the root (or root and third). 

The first of the four eighth notes at (a) doa 
require to be tied because the group is in the 
half of the measure. 

Fifth Sped-. Whh the Counttrpoint m the 8- (~jor K.y) 

C.P 

vu: ve •• vnl IV v• 
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'Test on Lesson 146 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

J. What 1s absolutt' music? 

.. Ans. 'rhat which is nnt connected wirh definite mental conceptions by means of a title, motto, text or description, 
b1tt- depends, for its effect, solely on its tonal material , form and procedure. 

2. Explain the distinction between Romantic music and Program music. 

Ans. Romantic music coricerns itself with rhe projection of general emotions or impulses, while progrilm mus1c 
depicts the emotions or nnp11lses conneaed with certain definite conditions or euents. 

3 Why have different composers U$e<l similar musical patterns for Spinning Songs, Cradle Songs, Hunting 
Songs, etc.? 

... Ans. Beca·use of the effe!;ts produced upon tne sens1biliries by cerr11111 groupil1gs of rhythms and figures. 

4. What ts a Leitmotif? 

Ans. A gmdmg theme, consist111g of fi~ures or short phra.ses, employed to indicate certain personages, situations, 
events, or 1d<!lls. 

5. What composer, somet1IDes called the father of Program music, was one of the earliest users of the 
Leirmor.if' 

··-- Ans. Berlioz. 

6. \Vitb wbat compose.r's name is the use of guiding motives on a large sc.\11.' chiellv associated? 

... . Ans. Wagner. 

1 ~rw11hz 19Jr bv ;\ J Ltr~ llh. 1 -.iri.~ I ~nJ Jnrrri1J:1"11t11I C,p~l1t ~~,,._j 
t\ li•1.;li: , • .,., ,.d, / •.:Slf . .,<1111t'\,tn.:-i1 .. l.1tf 1li1qcl11 •ft"'" 'Ll ,IWI 
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COUNTERPOINT 

7 When the fifth species counterpoint 1~ m the bass. how may the tilth of a chord occur in 1ta•abi. .. 
tone7 

Jo A!lS When 1t occurs m an arf>egp.10. 

8. When 1s it not necessary to t ie the first of a group of four eighth notes? 

10 Ans When the f!.TOup is 111 rhe second half of the mca.mre. 

9. \\'me counterpoint to the following major canto fermo. with fifth species in the bass. Marl: lbcca 

.10 Ans. 

tJ 
Tl40·A 

C.F. 

F'tttb '3pecie• 
I 

. ..... ..1. ... ···-·· ....... :Y:. .k .. 

JOO Total. 

Pup1f"s }l!rtm< 
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~of this Lesson: APPRECIATION OP Music • CouNTE.RPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

Program Music 
('This •ubfe.n " contirnud from Lu""' 146) 

HE LEITMOTIF (Conlinucd from l.c.s.tOTI 146) 

b I.zsson 146, APPRECIATION op Music, one of the 
rlcharacteristic.s of Program Music was introduced
rguidlng theme, called a Leitmotif, which, throughout 
:r:mposition, stands for and suggests to the mind 
·:ii listener some particular idea, emotion, personage, 
:rage. It is a kind of label, designed to bring ever to 
unagination the same picture at each recurrence of 
clbtme. 

!ichard Wagner developed the use of this characteriz
llYStem to a very high degree. In his great tetralogy, 
:Jmna in four parts, 'The Ring of the 1-{ibelu.ngs, there 
11r.arly ninety well-defined guiding motives, most of 
id preserve their form and texture throughout the 
at, while a few develop or change as the characters or 
llthey represent develop or change. 

bs standing for related ideas will often have a 
ml relationship. Observe, in Illustration 1 (a), the 
0t of "Siegfried, the Fearless Child of the Forest," 
ID from Siegfried, the third division of the above 
~· Tbe later appearing motive, "Siegfried the 
Ill." shown at (b) in the same illustration, is obviously 

a glorified development of the simpler theme at (a), 
which is merely the hunting call of the youthful hero. 

Dlusc:ratioa l 

Related Siegfried Motives 

"SU:gfried. the Fearlts.S Child.of lhe fottS.t.n 
WAO!ll!R 

w a cf; tr; 1 cu r 1 

As an example of a motive which preserves its 
identity, practically without change, through the greater 
part of the tetralogy, that of "Siegfried, Guardian of the 
Sword," may be quoted (see Illustration 2): 

mustratiott 2 

A Frequently R«urrtne Moclve 



This motive appears first in the third act of 'The 
Vall{yrie (the second division of the tetralogy), when 
Brunnhilde foretells the birth of Siegfried; aod reappears 
frequently both in Siegfried and in 'The 'f wilight of tM 
Gods, as a highly important element. 

Another instance of motive development, similar to 
that in Illustration 1, is shown in Illustration 3 below. 
There, "The Ring" motive (in 'The Rhimgold, the first 
diyision of the tetralogy) shows an obvious kinship 
with the magnificent "Wallhalla" motive that occurs 
first in the same work. but plays its most important part 
in the final division, 'The 'Twilight of tM Gods. (See 
Illustration 3.) 

Illustration ) 

Related Motives 

Some other motives are, "Love's Greeting," a theme 
with a most expressive melodic lilt; the "Forge" motive, 
whose peculiar rhythm makes its identification unmis· 
takable; and "The Destructive Work of the Nibelungs," 
consisting of practically nothing but an odd, syncopated, 
rhythmical figure, pulsating in the lower regi~ters. (See 
lllustration 4.) 

lllw<ncion 4 

OtMr Motlv .. fTom "The Ring of th. Nibdungo" 

"l;'- Oru~~. • • • rp;;r; :.w1 F IE:;i 9 I~ 

"Tb• Forge" 

¥! f: r E2Bf r: r 1 

These quotations show the general purposeofW 
and the means he employed to carry out that 

It is evident that a thorough study of the motnu 
their specific signification is essential to a full app 
and enjoyment of complex works of this nature. 

Some of the purely orchestral tone-painting (see 
146, APPRECIATION OP Music) found in the ~ 
Wagner's music dramas, calls for special mentm. 
markable examples of orchestral picturi:.atioo i: 

the prelude to 'TM Rh1mgold, the ebb and tJooo i 
waters of the Rhine; in the same opera. the th 
invoked by Donner, and the rainbow bridge ~ 
the majestic Walhalla, the abode of the God!; m 
Vall{yrie, the barbaric splendor of the Ride of L'ie 
kyries, and the flickering flames of the Magic Fire~ 
in the opening of the third act of 'Tristan and 
the wonderful suggestion of the desolate mood 
"pitiless expanse of empty sea." 

Indeed, winds and waters, clouds and tempests, 
love, hope, despair, and every mood and passion 
to the human soul, speak through the medium a 
tones marvelously manipulated by Wagner'sma.r.a 
and the influence exerted by his style and prinaplo 
succeeding generations is well-nigh incalculable. G 
the historian, says: " It has tinged, when it lwn<t, 
and saturated, every phase and form of creatm 
from the opera to the sonata and the string quarta." 

THI! SYM.PttoN1c Pol!M 

Liszt, an ardent admirer and supporter of \VJ, 
principles, carried the same vivid presentation of!:" 
ideas, by means of tone-painting and the l..titTr. · 
tem, into the realm of purely instrumental Cl.· 

it was who developed from these means the ~ 
known thenceforth as the Symphonic Poem. Hi! 
upon the subject of descriptive music were 
with those of Berli<>t, but his musical feeling n 
more spontaneous and emotional. 

The Symphonic Poem may be defined as an or:. 
work in a single movement, in which a contlJluo.i; 
of ideas, or events, is illustrated. 

The form depends entirely upon the poetic basi!lu 
ing the program of the composition. It lw luU. 
anything, in common with the conventional paito 



r clai$ic symphony. The themes change and are 
Dioaned instead of being developed, and there is 
111cte freedom in key succession, tempo and style. 

lls:t wrote twelve Symphonic Poems, such as Les 
b.lt.s, Orpheo, 'Tasso, Mazeppa, etc. Les preludes 
p!lhaps the most popular one of the twelve. It was 
Fd by a poem of Lamartine, suggesting that Life is 
mofpre!udes to.:what we call Death. 

The leading motive is variously transformed and 
ll!D into the structure, with endless changes of 
r:iun, harmony, and orchestration. In Illustration 5, 
rc!iief motive is shown at (a) and two metamorphoses 
ilesameat (b) and (c). The spiritual transformation
iage of feeling, emotional content- is very marked 

~ 

Camille Saint-Saens wrote a number of Symphonic 
1!111, euch as Phaeton, Danse macabre, Le ,.ouet d'Om
"1 eoc. Phaeton, according to Greek tradition, was 

DIW1tr•tion S 

Leadln11 Morin of "Lu preludes" 

LISZT 

an ambitious youth who prevailed upon his father, Helios, 
to allow him to guide the fire-breathing steeds of the 
shining sun-chariot through the sphere of heaven. The 
opening theme, depicting Phaeton's setting out upon his 
mad and fatal ride, and a secondary theme, are given 
in Illustration 6: 

mustration 6 

Themes From "Pbacton° 

p 

~ #,] I n J j J I ;J n·l I 40 I 

Wiard Strauss has written a Domestic Symphony, 
IQ. though consisting of three movements as if to 
liw the classic symphony form, is frankly program
p:m character. In this amusing work, he reviews the 
111Uof a day in his home life, even to the crying of the 

SATNT. SAENS 

J j J I# #~ J J '1r3 J I 
~o 

II 

baby in its bathtub, the discussion as to the baby's 
future, etc. 

The most outstanding contributions Strauss has made 
to music, l:fowever, are bis monumental e..'<amples of the 
Symphonic Poem. Among these may be mentioned 



Death arid 'T ransjiguration., 'Thus Spa~e Zarathuscra, 'Till 
Euknspiegel and Ein Hek!cnlebtn. Illustration 7 presents 
two themes, or motives, from the last•named work. 

The list of writers devoted to the production of 
program music might be indefinitely extended. Com· 
posers of every nation seem less and less inclined to the 
writing of abstract music, and more attracted to the 
composition of "music with a poetic basis." 

(a) 

lliwtradoo 7 

Themes Fnm "Ein Hddtnlebea" 

COUNTERPOINT 

:four-Part 
(ThU .n..bjccs ii rc.sutn(d in Lcuon J 48) 

FIRST SPECIES 

THll MAJOR KEY 

Counterpoint in four parts necessitates the doubling 
of one tone, as only triads are available. In this matter 
of doubling, the same rules apply as in Harmony. (See 
Lesson 41, HARMONY.) C clefs for both alto and tenor 
will now be used in every exercise. 

It will be well to remember that the outer voices are 
subject to the rules and conditions in force in two-part 
counterpoint. Covered filths and octaves are allowed 
between an inner voice and either of the outer voices. 

Both inner voices may have repeated note&, bit 
more than two repetitions; and occasional unim 
allowed. Melodic interest in each voice is the 
consideration, although harmonic requirements lllUll 

be overlooked. 

lllustration 8, in major, shows the C.F. in thelu. 

At (a) there is a doubled major third, in a tint 
sion. This is only justified by the step-wise and 
motion of the two parts having the third, alto 
bass: that is to say, there is a good contrapuntal 
which compensates for the harmonic weakness. 

Ill-ion 8 

Fir1< Spocieo, With the C P. in the u- (M.jor .Key) 

(a) 

C. F 

ve v VI 11 v VI v ,. VI IV 1·1if 
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Test on Lesson 147 

APPRECIATJON OF MUSIC 

I. In what great work tlid Wagner preserve unjty anu continujty by the contrinued use of g~1iding motives? 

. Ans. 'The "Rmg of the 7'{1beltmgs" iOther C01'Yect answers possible.1 

2. Who contribute<l a new form, the "Symphonic Poem," to purely instrumental music? 

. ·- Ans. Franz Liszt. 

3. How may the Symphonic Poem be defined? 

Ans. As m1 orchesr·rnl WM~ in a .~ingle movement, m which a contmuous series of uleas, or events, is illustrated. 

4. Name the composers of the following Symphonic Poems· 

;\ns. Liszt 

(b) Dorise macabre Ans. Saint-Sae+is 

(c) Ein Heldenlebe11 Am. R.1d1<1rcl Strauss 

5. What seems to be the trend of modem composer:; of every nation·! 

... Ans. The compoS1tion of"music wi1h a poetic basis," rather than abstract 01' ab.~qlute mime. 

COUNTERPOINT 

6. What is always neces~ary m ea<'h chord m fom-part stnct counte-· pnint? 

.... Ans. 'T'he doubling of one chord tone. 



COUNTERPOINT Contint<ed 

7. What rule applies to covereJ fifths anJ octaves? 

8 ____ Ans. 'fl1e;i are aHowed between an inner voice and euher CJf the outer ooices. 

8. Give the rule as to the repeated notes allowable m inner voice~. 

8 Ans. Th~r~ may be not nwr~ than two reperittons. 

9. Write counterpoint. four parts. first species. to the following major c;u1to fem10. Mark the ch 

40 __ __ Ans. 

fl u 

'-' 

.. 

T 141-9 

*~ 

c.J'. 

-I 

-....... J ...... _.ID. .. 1Jk ... .:fill:.+, I. . .. :: .19 .... ~rm."4- ·-··..:g···--·.I. .... _Yl ...... IIT.G.. .. £!.L ... J:(. ... ..m; .. .I 
JOO Total. 
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TEcHNic , CoUNTl!RPOINT 

TECH NIC 

'The glissando 

Gli&ndo (meaning .. sliding") is, in piano playing, an 
produced by running the fingers, or the flat hand, 

over the keys, without individually fingering 
Various examples of glissando are encountered 

t piano literature, particularly where great 
and virtuosity are required. 

ldiumann and Chopin never prescribed the glissando 
I~ works, c.onsidering it mechanical and inartistic; 
lwbat might once have been a cheap and tawdry 
liirz, has now bec.ome an altogether charming and 
.mting adjunct to higher technic. 

The several kinds of glissando may be classi6ed as 
hi: 

Glissando on white keys, single notes 
Glissando on white keys, double notes 
Glissando on black keys 
Glissando on mixed keys, white and black 

~ION AND FINGERING 

The glissando is almost invariably given to the right 
~either in single-tone successions, or in intervals, 
f »thirds, sixths and octaves. In the early instru
jmll, with small key dip and but slight key resistance, 
I-possible to execut.e the glissando in chords. This 

form has little or no musical value, and has now become 
obsolete. 

The single•not.e glissando, and that in thirds, may be 
executed by all types of hands, whether small or large; 
but the glissando in octaves requires a large and elastic 
band. All types of glissando may, of c.ourse, be dyoam· 
ically varied. 

ON WHIT! KEYS, SCNGLI! Notl!S 
The third finger and thumb are the most practical and 

convenient in executing the ascending and descending 
forms respectively, the backs of these fingers being used. 
Some artists reverse this procedure, using the thumb in 
ascending, and the third finger in descending. Experi
mentation will enable the student to make his own 
particular choice. Nevertheless, whatever fingers are 
employed, it is imperative that only thi: nail should 
touch the keys in gliding from one key to another. The 
gliding movement on the white keys must be in a straight 
line, close up to the black keys- not near the edge of 
the white keys. 

Any stiffening of the fingers is sure to impede the 
steady and smooth flow of sound. It will be found that 
if the fingers are held at an acute angle t.o the keys, 
smoothness and control will be facilitated. 
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With the fingers and all parts of the playing mechanism 
relaxed, experiment by letting the third 6nger glide over 
any succession of white keys with just enough energy to 
depress them, without producing any sound. With a 
little added pressure the strings may be caused to vibrate 

softly. Funher experimentation will show hos 
cendo and decrescendo may be produced in both 
ing and descending passages. 

Illustration l gives three examples of the smgk 
glissando on successions of white keys. 

lllu«ntioo l 

G6-ndo on White Ly., Single Noca 

dim. 
pp 

-- - c r..:.-r 

ON WKITB i<J!Ys, Dousu Nora; 

The mtervals most frequently used for the double'llOte 
glissando are the third and the octave. These are played 
with :he thumb and third finger if the intervals are 
thirds, and with the thumb and fifth 6nger, if octaves. 
The nail is used when the finger leads, and the fleshy 
part when it follows. 

In ascending, the third finger (or the fifth) leads, and 
the thumb follows with the fleshy part on the keys, the 
joint turned slightly inward. In descending, the process 

0.UULLE ZECKWER• IAaS..1 
---;::-

:;:. 

pp 
G 11tpo 

is reversed, the thumb leads, with the nail on chc 
and the third finger (extended) follows, plarq 
upper key with the fleshy part of the tip. 

Another way to play descending thirds 10 tbt 
hand is with the 5eCOnd and fourth 6ngers, the iU 
both on the keys. 

illustration 2 shows examples of glissando in 
notes. Occasionally two hands are employed in e 
glissando thirds, as indicated at (c). 



Ilh11tntion 2 

GU.....to an White K.,.., Double Norn 

$~····-·········---··--
-~ LESCHETIZt<Y: Ba~uolle 

(O)A I 
...... 
I. A.1 ~ il lJJ111 . ~~.J J I I I ..., 

l v ;- Kl1'4,oltdo 
1>P 

s_\cI KEYS 

xrrn a great variety of means employed in executing 
>SU1do on black keys. Some artists use but one 

~ 

Mmo !Urs, BLACK AND W HITI! 

A glissando on the chromatic scale best exemplifies this 
Two fingers may glide very swiftly over the 

0 

I I I I I r 

. 
finger, others two, still others four, gliding over the 
keys with the Bat hand, using either the back or front 
of the fingers, a;; most convenient. 

OYlllL SCOM': Lout. Laocl 

white and black keys, with the fingers so placed that the 
effect of a smooth chromatic scale is heard. T he illusion 
can be skillfully produced only through diligent practice. 



An actual chromatic scale, with glissando, is possible 
by using both hands, in the following way: Play the 
ascending glissando on the white keys with the second 
6nger of the right band, nail downward, and, with the 
fingers of the left hand touch the black keys in passing. 
After sufficient practice, this may be done with surpris
ing accuracy. 

MODE OF PRACTICE 

1n beginning the practice of a glissando, it is advisable 
to first rehearse the movements, before attempting to 
produce the tones. Hold the right arm suspended above 
the keys, with the nail of the third finger merely touching 
the white keys, closely in front of the black keys as 

already directed. Then, after deciding on d~6ni1Z 
of beginning and ending, draw the nail loosely 0\'11 

keys, in a perfectly straight line, but without 
them. When this movement has become quiiz 
and under control, proceed to the partial depmim 
the keys, the subsequent production of a soft au, 
still later, the dynamic variation mentioned oo ~ 
of this Lesson. 

The different fingerings recommended should m 
practiced in this way. The movements of the 
hand, upwards, are duplicated in the left hand, 
wards, and vice versa. That is, the two bandi 
used similarly outwards, and similarly inwards. 

COUNTERPOINT 

your-Part 
(This aubjm: is continu.ed from Leuon 14'7, and is rc.s:-umcd 1n Lu.son 1-49)] 

FIRST SPECIES (Continu..d from Lmon 147) 

THl! Mrnoa KEY 

The addition of three first species counterpoints to a 
minor C.F. presents little difficulty. (See Illustration 4.) 
First species counterpoint in four parts resembles simple 
four-part harmony, except in the restrictions as to the 
chords available, and the limited repetition of tones in 

any one voice. No repetition at all is allowed ineidlll 
of the outer voices. 

A major third in a first inversion is again dooblal 
(a), and again the alto and bass move by step in opplllll 
directions over the offending note. (See Lessoo 
CouNTl!l!.POINT.) It should never be forgotten tla!I 
harmonic effect of such a chord is weak, and can mlf ~ 
excused in the interests of melodic progression. 

Wwcradoo '4 

f'int Specia With the C. F. in th.e s- (Minor Key) 

J II " 

-.:J 

. . <a) 

-·- . 

C . F 

.. •• vn& •• vo v •• 
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GRADE GRADUATt B 

'I est on Lesson 148 

TECHNIC 

1. How is glissando prnduced? 

.... Ans. By numing the fingers, or the fiat hand, rapidly otleT the ~eys. without fingering them individually. 

2. Into what four groups may the kinds of glissando be divided? 

.. Ans. 1. On white ~eys, single notes . 

2. 011 white ~eys, double notes. 

3. On blac~ ~eys. 

4. On mixed white and black keys. 

3. What fingers are most practicable for executing the. glissando in single notes? 

Ans. 'The third ji11ger and the thumb, touching the ~eys with the nail only. 

4. What intervals are most frequently used in a glissando of double notes, on white keys only? 

Ans. 'The mten1als of the third and the octave. 

5. What two methods of executing glissando thirds are illustrated in thiS Lesson? 

Ans. (1) With the fi rst and the third fingers, the nail of the leading .finger, and the fleshy part of the following 
finger, on the ~eys. 

(~ With the second and the fourth fingers, the 1iails of both on the ~eys. 

6. When is the tJat hand sometimes used in a glissando? 

Ans. When it 1s on blac~ ~eys. 

7. What scale best exemplllies the glissando using both white and black keys? 

Ans. The ch-romatu: scale. 

:<A;.n~ 1931 hJ A . f, Lttlli'tLLYX, ,.,,...NII •lid I.wtnt.Ulcm1ll Qip)f'leli:I S«r.itt-11 
AU nei.ti t(j&Mf:. /p• ullit•"11nf•· '"";..d""' '"' ~t oftr1u11Wul11 
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COUNTERPOINT 

8. When is a harmonically weak chord permissible? 

8 _... Ans. When it rna~es possible a better melodic progression than would otherwise be obtained. 

9. Write counterpoint, four parts, first species, tO the following minor canto fermo. Mark the elm. 

40 - - -- Ans. 

/'J I C. P. 

,. 

. 

·~ L 
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.APPRECIATION OP Music , CouNTeRPOrNT 

APP R EC I ATION OF MUSIC 

The O'J'erture 

:lie early Overture, or Introductory Piece, was a very 
., t affilir, and was called a "sinfonia" or "sym· 
. " (See Lesson 78, PoRM AND ANAi.nm.) 

In Illustration 1 is quoted a Sinfonia from the second 
act of Orf eo, a music drama written by Monteverde, in 
1008. Above the score are the words, "To be played 
softly by viok da braccio, organo di legno, aod contrabas.so 
de viola da gamba "-all instruments in use at that day . 

ni. .. ...noo 1 

AA Euly Ov1:t1we, or Sinfonia 

Si11 onia 
MONTEVERDE 



This hymn-like piece, with its archaic flavor, is far 
removed from our ideas of an overture today. 

By the time of Mozart, these small beginnings had 
developed very considerably, and his overture to the 

opera, 'The Magic Flute, still holds a firm place on 
tral programs everywhere. It is admired for its 
and the skillful manipulation of its leading theme, 
is here presented. (See illustration 2.) 

ruu ..... tion 2 

Oi.ief Theme of "The Magic Flute" Ovenun 

~ A.tzqrro llom· 

~·b 11 Q 4 4 4 A. J J J J I tt1J U W1 I JJ?JJ J J J J I fffl J J n 12 

This vivacious theme forms the subject of a four-part 
fugue, and by means of transposition and canonic imita• 
tion is constantly kept in evidence. The overture is a 
remarkable example of ingenuity combined with spon· 
taneity. 

THE DRAMA TIC OVERTURE 

The later Dramatic Overture, which, in Lesson 78, 
FORM AND ANALYsts, is described as a "forecast of the 
opera ""1hich is to follow," was used by Beethoven in 

his "Leonora No. 3" Overture to Fidelio, but 11111 

more elaborately by Wagner and his contempan 
These writers inclined toward the use of the tnl 
"Prelude;" and such a Prelude, or Vorspiel, invim\t 
employs some of the main themes appearing in thesoo:af 
ing opera. Humperdinck, for example, in his Prdllli 
the fairy opera, Hiinse! and Gretel, introduces a l1lllll 
of themes occurring in the opera. These cbam:tlll 
Gretel, the Witch, etc. In illustration 3, twodda 
themes are quoted, (a) representing "The CJuldRr. 
and (b) "The Witch." 

mlf$fr:rtioa j 

Themff From "Hansel and Gretel" 

Andante ctm moto HUMPERbl\11 

J 

OJ Al-~-":PP'. 

~)* 11~ i I !~. )" J 

In Wagner's 'f amihauser, the chjef idea is a struggle 
between religion, as represented by the saintly Elizabeth, 

J 

r r 

] J If~ i -.j I j J I~ ~ #1 j 

and sin, represented by Venus. These two fcrcal 
at war in the soul of Tannhauser, and the climax rl* 
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e suggests the triumph of good over evil, by 
· g forward, in superbly broad fashion, the "Pil

's Chorus." At the opening of the overture, the 
had only a quietly religious style. This fine ex
of augmentation of a melody was alluded to in 
132, APPRECIATION OF Music, and the "Pilgrim's 
" theme shown in illustration 5 of that Lesson. 
er important theme, in both overture and opera, 

:btsbown in Illustration 4 below- the "Venusberg" 

IDusmtticm 4 

The "Ve1msb<Q1" Theme, From "Tannhiuser" 

WAGNER 

mij~ 1cj"ijF1wi 
The Prelude, or Ven-spiel, of modem composers is 
represented in all the later works of Wagner. The 

Prelude to l.ohengrin is almost entirely evolved from 
"The Grail" motive. (See Illustration 5.) 

Illustration S 

"Th~ GraiJ0 Motive, &om "lohblgtin" 

Andante WAGNER 

, I FEJf"E}'i'~=~ l 
In the Prelude to PaTsifal, various motives, such as 

"The Eucharist," "Paith," and "The Grail," (the last an 
entirely different theme from that bearing the same name 
in Lohengrin), are treated in a manner which creates an 
ecclesiastical atmosphere before the curtain rises on the 
first scene. The motive associated with the chief charac
ter, Parsifal, is shown in Illustration 6. 

ruwtr.Won 6 

The "Parsifalu Moti.v• 

f p 
-a-- . 

OONCERT OVERTURE 

:it Concert Overture, as originated by Mendelssohn, 
~trated by many brilliant examples in modem 
tral literature. They are, in a sense, Program 

which means that they follow certain definite 
inspired by nature, fiction or fact. The first of 
prompted Mendelssohn's Hebrides overture. The 

r visited the island of Statfa, Scotland, in 1829, 
m strongly impressed with the basaltic cavern 
called "Fingal's Cave." He wrote the overture 
ical commemoration of the visit, and it sometimes 

b)' the title of the Fingal' s Cave overture. The 

WAGNER 

opening theme is said to have arisen spontaneously to 
his fancy while in the cave. Its tonality, B minor, sug
gests gloom, and the rhythmic pattern may easily be 
thought to represent the rising and falling of the waters. 
(See Illustration 7.) 

Jllustr.1t.ion 7 

First: Theme of •"'.fhe He.brides" OvertUre: 

MENDELSSOHN 



He completed the work in the regular classical form, 
with a second theme in the relative major, D. (See Illus
tration 8.) 

lllusuatioa 8 

5-nd Theme of ''The Hebridea" Overture 

MENflF.LS:>OFJN 

tr§ - J1Jf J J) ll jJJ J 11 )JJ I 
140"8 ......_... ......._, 

Three Concert Overtures by Dvorak deserve especial 
mention: ]'{atuYe, Carnival, and Otello. A particularly 
interesting feature of these overtures is their close 

connection by means of one theme called the "N 
theme, which appears in the J'{ature overture • 
chief theme, receives brief mention in the 
Carnival, and ligures prominently in the thud, 
This theme is quoted in illustration 9. Its pbal 
pastoral character is well set forth by the clarinet. 

COUNTERPOINT 

your-Part 
('Thi• 1ubj«t u continud /""" Lmon I 48, and ;, ""'""d In Leuon JSO) 

SECOND SPECIES (Continudfrom Lesron 148) 

Tffil CotmTEP,l'OlNT lN AN UPPER VOICE 

We now come to the use of second species counter
point in four parts. Illustration 10 has the counterpoint 
in the tenor. The conjunct movement in the first ifive 
measures of this part makes a good contrast with the 
progressions of the other three voices, which skip more 
or less. 

In the fifth measure, a doubled major third ii 
permitted under circumstances similar to those rm! 
Lessons 147 and 148, C.OuNTBRPOrNT. 

In the seventh measure an auxiliary note is left hr 
of a third downwards. This device, explained in 
111, HARMONY, is sometimes employed in &ecood 
counterpoint. 

IDuscntloo 10 

Second Sp<eies, With the Countttpai1tt in an Upptt Voice (Major Key) 

c .I'. 

v 11• •• ... v VI II v 
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GRADE GR1\DUATE ll 

'Test on Lesson 149 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

I. What wa:; the early overture called? 

... Ans. A "smf<111ic1" or "symplto11y." 

2. Name an early cla.ss1caJ overture that is still played on orchestral programs? 

An.s. 'rhe overtu.re to "The Magic Flute" by Mozart. 

~- Give another name tor the overture, used by Beethoven, Wagner and others. 

Ans. 'T'hc Prelude 111 Von;piel. 

4. State briefly the difference between the Dramatic Overture and the Concert Overture. 

Ans. 'The Dramatic Ovatme emplqys some of tl1e mam themes 11ppea• ing m the opera which 1t precede.s, whrle 
the Co11cer1 Ot1erluTe is u.sually program music, 111 that 1t fvllaws certain defin1re ideas ins/nred by 
11atu1e, jictw11 or fact. 

5. Mention two themes used by Humperdinck m the Prelude to his opem, Hansel am! Gretel. 

• Ans. One represe)'J(ing the children. ai1d nm: reptesenting rite witcli. 

6. \Vhat overture by tv1endclssohn was msp1rcd by his visit to Scotland? 

·- Am. "Fmgal's Cave" overture. 

7, Name three concert ovutures by Dvorak m wh1cb there 1s a dose connection hy means of one the.me . 

.. AllS. 'rhc ··N_arure,"' .. Carmval" <111d '"01ello" l•raiurcs. 

1:1 Vll" \ I l .,, t 11 '"' "" .. 1 ,•0111t .. .,. .. 1, ~,.,•Jllr~.1.rcJ 
.lo1i•t.,_'I ci::tntJ, u1 ol•H>Xl"ltnt!, 111,;ladmg i!ir n;~I tlo1fl.<!.cw-
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CO UNTERPOINT 

8. W ba t melodic device. exp laineJ m HARMQiYY, may be used m second species counterpoint? 

.~ A1lS. T he auxiliary 11ore left by leap of a tlurc.l downwards. 

-I 0 

l'J I 

'-' 

9. Wn tc counterpornt, four parts, to the following ma1or canto tcrmo, with .-ecomJ species ID ihd 
Mark the chords. 

Am. 

7 -
Stjc.ond SpuC.ittt. - .... - ~ -

T-l41J - 9 

... ~ L 

c F' 

..... .:r .. ........ YL--.... JY.L ..... mt .... Y.'-·· .... g~--- --~·-···· ·.r.t. ...... :fi ........... Jm.L. t --

IOU _ __ _ Total. 

Pupil's .C\lame _ _ _ • . . • _ • 

1'11p1i's A ddress.._ ..... _ ... _. __ 

Test on L.:•0011 l49 Page 2 
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~(· · PIANO ~ Lmo• 150 

li\.rtcts of thfa Lesscm: APPRECIATION OP Music , CoUNTERPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

'The Concerto 

The modem concerto, that is, the style of concerto 
lque since the time of Mozart, resembles structurally 
imta or a symphony. (See Lesson 141, A PPRECIATION 

1Mustc, and Lesson 77. FORM AND ANALYSIS.) It is a 
lit of composition that has attained great popularity, 
lhxploits a solo instrument, at its utmost virtuosity, 
1=ction with the orchestra. The solo instrument 
11 be piano, violin, 'cello, or occasionally one that is 
lllUal. Very exceptionally a concerto may be written 
rtwo or three solo instruments, and it is then called 
hlble ooncerto, or a triple concerto. 

In the concerto, greatest demands are ma.de upon the 
l'!U· He must have a technic which will enable him 
l(OO!dinate his playing with that of the orchestra, and, 
11Jdition, a musical perception which will lift the 

content of the work to the highest plane. 

While the concerto is designed primarily to exploit 
ast of the player, the orchestral part is of great sig• 

ce. Often the theme is voiced by some orchestral 
t or group of instruments, while the solo part 

y supplies a modest background. Again, there 
be antiphonal passages between solo instrument and 

interesting dialogues. 

In the caderu,a, the solo instrument temporarily reigns 
alone, and every opportunity is there afforded the 
artist to display his technical and interpretative resources. 

T he orchestral parts of a concerto are nearly always 
arranged for the piano (or, in the case of a piano con· 
certo, for a second piano), so that the works may be 
performed with ensemble effect when an orchestra is 
not available. 

CONCERTO IN Sp MINOR-TCHAU<OVSKY 

The famous and frequently played Bl> minor piano 
con.certo by Tchaikovsky is selected for some detailed 
comment and analysis. 

Introduction , 

Perhaps no concerto has a more thrilling Introduction. 
This Introduction is, in fact, an elaborate movement in 
itself. Pour measures played by the orchestra serve to 
announce its chief motive, which is as follows, and three 
times the horns give it out: 

~\\\ 0 ""-=="'===-~-..r,;,;.ei 
Cop)rish' I93J b A. J, Luwa.a.r11. 1.~1,!l.J ! .. UTNt.,.,.,I ComiPt Se..-.md 

Ari ri1h111 'Un'VCcl, ft.If oUctltl""""' ("l(t\ld1"& 1"4 tjp1 •f ,, ... ~" 



After this impressive passage, the theme in full, as 
shown in Illustration 1, is announced. This, it will be 
seen, is in the relative major key. 

The massive chords interpolated by t!1e piam. 
accompaniment to the orchestral setting of this 
are at once commanding and exciting. 

nJustratioo 1 

Theme o( the Introduction 

When the piano repeats the theme, it is rhythmically 
altered and adorned with technical ornamentation. 

This Introduction is mostly in the relative major Ikey 
(Di,), and leads to the 6rst movement proper, in Bi, 
minor, Allegro con spirico. 

Fust Movement 

The first theme, given out by the piano, is a restless, 
broken triplet, which is tossed back and forth between 
the orchestra and the solo instrument in brilliant style, 
with abundant ornamentation, until the second theme 

is reached. The latter, in the key of A~, is shown 
Illustration 2, and is in two sections, (a) and {b). 
second section has so marked an individuality dill 
appears almost as a third theme .. 

Section (a) of the second theme is given out by 
woodwinds and horns, and section (b) by the lllllli 
strings. There is an elaborate development, and 
cadenza, one of unusual difficulty and brilliantt, 1 

free fantasia, largely made up by a welding togetha 
the themes quoted. A recapitulation and axh biil 
the 6.rst movement to a most brilliant close. 

Illustration 2 

Second Thnn• o( the F...,. Mov.,,,.,.t 

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto in B'>lllll•" 
(a) Piano .-.. 

(~ Muted Strings 

1& J J pJ I J J aJ J I J J J J I J J J J I :t J J •J I J J •J J I J J J J I J J 4 I 
~ - \..... '- '-' '- ~ ---\...:'-......:'-: 

Second Movement 

The second movement is simple in form, the outline 
resembling that of a scherzo. The opening and closing 
portions are in slow tempo, but the Trio section is lively. 
The principal theme is quoted in Illustration 3. It is 

given out first by the flute, with a piz.ticato llllC 
accompaniment, and then taken up by the piano. 

Oboe, horn, bassoon, and solo 'cello altemattly~ 
forward this beautiful melody, the piano ace.om~ 

~~~==<lrco~~~~~ 

Le.ssoN 150- PAOB 2 



Ulustntfon J 

Principal Theme of the Second Movement 

A11fia1ite semplice TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto in B~ minor 

'l '. ~ .l. ~ ~ ' ~ ~~tx=:-
~I~ ,~ · 1~~¢¥1,;:, 1p;1np;4t1 r1~W1'1 

)fated Stt1 gs, P' .i 

p d-0lcissirno 

:.\ delightful passages and figuration. The close of 
r :novement is of the utmost tranquillity. 

illl!Movement 

The Finale, in Bi, minor, is in Rondo form. The 
:rf th~e. together with two important subordinate 

themes, are quoted in Illustration 4 at (a). (b) and (c). 

Theme (a) is stated by the solo instrument, after a 
brief orchestral introduction which serves to foreshadow 
the melodic and rhythmic pattern of the theme. The 
second theme (b) is given out by the orchestra, fortissimo; 
then the strings, in octaves, begin the expressive third 

JUuscradon 4 

Themes of the Third Movemenc 

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto in B~ mi nor 

1 j1 f Bijaf! f e fif+f1 f 11 . . . . . 

;a u , au 1ti I nu 

bt(c),as the piano finishes a figurated solo passage, and 
boms take up the accompaniment with syncopated 

lrl;. This theme is worked over in brilliant style by 
iolo instrument, and is used with overwhelmingly 

1.-.nmg effect for the Coda. 

\ very interesting incidental passage, which leaps 
~the piano to the strings of the orchestra during this 

movement, is quoted in lllustration 5: 

Illustration 5 

Fiaore Uud in. AA>:ompanim<nt During the Thlttl M""""'ent 
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The Coda, as just mentioned, utilizes theme (c) of 
11lustration 4 in a broad forti$simo statement; and a few 
measures of the theme at (a) bring this remarkable work 
co an imposing climax and conclusion. 

• • • 
Many modifications have been made in concertos since 

the classic masters held sway. In the Mozart concertos, 
for instance, the orchestra always announces the subject 

before the solo instrument, but otherwise the 
tion is not a prominent feature of the work as a 
Beethoven began to give greater prominence to tb£ 
paniment, until at the present day there is a 
write "symphonies with pianoaccomparument, "in 
the soloist is merely a unit in the whole schrme. 
ever, the general public still clings to tbe fun. 
in concerto form, which provide ample opportmtf 
the display of a soloist's prowess. 

COUNTERPOINT 

':four-cp art 
('l'lw subjcri .. -·IW<ll ~ """"' 1"9, ... ,.,......i lot...- JSl) 

SECOND SPECIES (Continued from l.u$on 149) 

THB CoUNTBIU'OlNT IN THB BASS 

The following example, in the minor key, has the C.P. 
in the alto, and the c:ounterpoint in the bass. (See Illus
tration 6.) With the second species c:ounterpoint in the 
bass, there is a little more restriction as to the note on 
the second half of the measure than there is when it is 

in an upper voic.e. To be considered harmonic and 
or left by leap, the second note must now be eidll! 
root or the third of the chord, not the fiftb. 

The octave at (a) is preceded by notes outAi 
octave, contrary to the recommendation in U.. 
CoUNTI!RPOINT. As this is not an actual entl,I 

permitted here as the best available method ol 
ing the final D. 

ru....,..u.,.. 6 

Second Sp<eies, With th• Counterpolut in the 8- (Minor Koy) 

e,. 

(a 

v .. v .. y 
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GRADE GRADUATE B 

'I est on Lesson 150 

APPRECJATlON OF MUSlC 

1. Why 1s the concerto a popular type of compos1tro11? 

Arn. Because it exploits 11 solo instnimem at its utmost t•irtuostty, 1t1 connccr1011 with the orthestta. 

2. For what m~trnment may the solo part in a concerto he wntten? 

3. What qualification shoulJ the solo player of a concerto possess? 

_ Ans. A teclmtc t·hat will enable him ro coordmate his playmg with that of theorthestra, <111d a musical pern:pwm 
which will hft the c:tnottonal cot1ten1 of the cmnposit1cm to the highest plane. 

4. Mention two wa)'~ in which tbe or.;;hemal part part1c1patcs mt1mately m tbe general performance of a 
concerto. 

A11S. B;i die i'<>1cn1g of 1he thernes 1:ry ,,vme mstn-1mml qr grnup of mstruments, a.mt l:ry ant1pho11a.I passages 
between the orchestra anti the solo mstrumeni. 

5. In what portion of rhe concerto 1s the solo1.,;t g1vrn a ,;pe.:lill opportumty to display h1~ skill without the 
orchestra7 

Ans. ht the CadcmZt!. 

6. Corttraot bdeHy the treatment at the orchestra, m <:oncertos, by early .:om posers and by later composer:;. 

Ans. With rite <'<trly composers the ilrclt,stra was of t 'l"l')' secontlury nnfl-Ortance, while the st>lmst was p!ayi11g: 
but tt ith the later wmposers rhe 1e1ide11cy is row£1r,ls che reverse, then· concertos benig al.in-est sym, 
pnomes w1ch pia1w acc<>1np<nm11e11L 
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:E 
'll 

·~ i~ 
COVNTERPOfNT 0: ~~ 

7. \l.,1rite countcrpomt to the followmg mmor canto krmo with second spe-:1es in the bass. Mi.H 
chords. 

0 --- - Ans. 

~ ll C.F . -
tJ 

- ,, - -
T t50 - 7 

-~ ~ 

SeofJr,11 -Rpi'f!h:i; n - -: .. --
...... ;x:. .............. ~ ............. ::t.(, ... . . .. J. ........... li.<... ......... -w. . ..... :I:.l, ...... ....... Y.i. ....... _ . .l 

JOO - -- - Total. 

Tc~t on Lesron I SO Pa~o 2 



SHERwoon M us ic ScttooL CouRsEs-P IANO 
GRADE GRADUATE B 

tMid-Qrade Cf' est i:;following Lesson 150 

TECHNfC 

l. (L. 148) What experiment should precede the practice of glissando? 

Ans. 'fhat of letting the selected finger glide over any succession of white ~eys, w1rh just enough energy to 

depress the ~eys without p-roducmg any so1md. 

INT ERPRET ATJON 

2. (L. 143) Explain the difference in the action of the sostenuto and the damper pedals. 

Ans. 'The sostenuw pedal engages and holds only the clampers wluch are ra1sed ac the moment of its use. 
while the damper pedal ra ises all of the dampers of the piano at one and the same tune. 

l (L. 145) Explain the effe.ct of the 1ma corda or shift pedal as regards 

(a) the quant ity of tone. Ans. When rhe una corda pedal 1s depressed, the hammers do not 

lb) the quality of tone. 

scri~e on all the strings, and the tone is therefore softer . 

A11s. 'The 1.i11touched strings vibrate .sympa1hetically, <11ul give d 
veiled quality tu the to11c. 

APPREClA TION OF MUSIC 

4. (L. 141) What is said to have been the crowning achievement of the classical period? 

Ans. 'The inuenti01t of the sonata fO'Ym. 

5. (L.141 ) What i~ a ~ymphouy? 

·- Ans. A wor~ for orchest-ra, ccmstrnaed li~e a s01tata. 

6. (L. 142) What rhythmic pattern is found conspicuously in t hree movements of Beethoven'$ Fifth Sym
phony? 

Ans. 'fhe rhythm of th-ree shO'Yt notu followed by a long note. 

;_• ·r''lt1t"110JJ 1w /\ . J. L11,. ,1n. f'"1Z'ff>Jl,.1td Jn:1rn11.:111"1.tl C11pr 11!it Sm."d 
:\ II .. 1c\1-1 ,~•m•d. (fl'r • II rOtl•lr"f'l('I, tttCJt..11., rM ';,lir ef uan1f.a.1111111 
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J 

APPRECIATION OP MUSIC-Contmutd 

7 rL. 146) Name the two general da:;ses mto which instrumental mu~ic may he d1v1ded. 

A11.s. Absolute music and music w11h a poe11c basis. 

8. (L. 146) What German name is given to a theme employed to mJicatc a ccrtam personag~. 
event o r idea? 

A'1s. Leitmotif. 

I) (l. 147) What composer developeJ the Ltl1mouf to a very high degree? 

Ans. WagneT. 

10. (L. 147) What new form m orchestral music was mtroJuced by Liszt? 

Ans. 'The Symphomc Poem. 

11. (L. 149) What distinctlve names are given to 

4 - - (a) overtures employing themes from the work whICh follows It' Ans Dram.me 

(b) overtures followmg definite ideas inspired by nature. fictton 
or fact? 

COUNTERPOJNT 

12. (Ls l 4J, 142) Write three-p;irt counterpoint, fourth species, as md1.:ateJ, 
minor canti fermi Mark the chords. 

12 Ans. 

ll 11 .. l'"f.. U'"lh <;Po"<'lf'tl ,....._ - ~ (6, II I 

ti v iJ 
FOW"ib F-pt"e1.-11 .. , 

- - ~ t ~~ ...... :-, 

MT11'1)-ll 
(;.t-

t:D.:" ~ 0 -~ 

-~ 

... :L ...... '1H ...... J. .r 

P. ,. h " -
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COUNTERPOINT-Continued 

M id·Grtule 'Test Follow1ng Lesson 150 

13. (l s. 143, l44) Write th(ee·part counterpoint, fourth and fifth species, respectively, as indicated, to tbe 
following major canti fermi. Muk tbe chords. 

Ans. 

·~, (b)/l Piflh Spooitis 
~ 

'wrliO·CI .; 

C.F - ··- n 

foartb Sped~ C,F. 

_ .. :l ......... S-1; ....... n ...... .r ..... .... ~ .......... 1 ....... 1 ................... -I ............ :1.i.. ... ..... Rt.. ...... :r ........ ni ...... 1 .. . 

14. (Ls. 145, 146) Write three·part counterpoint, 6ftb species, as indicated to the following minor canti fermi. 

.. Am. 

,,1 
tniO•H 

er. 

0 

Mark the chords . 

C.I'·. 

Fifth Sp@-ClttS _.. 

...... l-.............. ::: ............ :n:,.. ... ..:lk ....... .... I................ I ...... ..... . ::It.i .. . 

0 

:t.(, ............. Jt.1,. ............ :r... 
15. (Ls. 147. L48) Write four·part counterpoint, first species, to the following major and minor canti ferm1. 

Mar~ the chords. 
Ans. 

~J ~ c r·. (b)/l I ..... 

' .; 

~ - 0 - 0 -
t•t~I!·~ 

"' ··~ l. -
C..F. 

: 

........ ;r. ...... :a:l. .... .J:..'-...... :ia: ..... . .lk ...... z. ....... i ........................ J: ...... 1"'··--·· E"" .. r, .... .11.:6. .:m.:.. I . 

Mid-Grade Test Following Lesson !:;{}-Page 3 
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COUNTERPOINT-Ccmr:inued 

16. (Ls. 149, 150) Wnte four-pa.rt counterpoint. second species, as indicated, to Lhe following major mlai 
canti fermi. Mark the chords. 

6 Am. 

fa) fJ ~ Sec.ond Specfo!t. 

v 
M7t50·1& 

" 

G F 

(0! 11 .. 

.. 

C.F , 

____ .::t ........ ~ .. .. ll- .. . . . . Jll;. .. .. .:x: "· . . I. . " . .. -;;.. ....... -:: 

100 _ _ _ _ Total. 

Put>11"s )\{am•---- ------------ --·- ----- ·· · ·- . --· .... 

P1•p1l'$ Add•<SL ___ --------------- - - ----- - . - - .. - - - - - - - - - - . - - • . • • • •. 

Pupil'~ Reg1str411on )l{o .• ___ _ ·--· ·--

TO ~lliE TEAOiER: Plea$C 61J in your namt' and address below. Th1t Examination 
Paper will be returned to that addrep in one of our speciaJ 01:.iling en,•elo1>cs. 

'reachers ){inn<._ 
Tuc:her'• 

Regisir:n.ion Numbtt Srrm Ad<frus __ _ 

' 

- .. y; l 

(Pkau ~11 on) 
City and State ____ _____ _ . __ ___ . ___ ____ _ ---··---_·- - - .-- --- - --- -----· 

Mld·Grade Test followmg Lesson 15G-Page 4 
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PIANO e Lesso• 151 

GRADE-GRADUATE B 

WJject3 of this Lessori: T ECHNIC , CouNTl!RPOINT 

TECHNIC 

':fingering 

~AND OBJECTS 
l\r the practically limitless possibilities of keyboard 
~ in general, no definite system of fingering can 
I lonnulated, such as we have for scales, arpeggios, 
.t other conventional figures. It is possible, however, 
lc.umine and to tabulate the principal objects con· 
itred in scientifically selecting a suitable fingering for 
I! given passage. 

Tbe third finger and the thumb are the strongest and 
at reliable fingers of the hand, although in the well• 
lllll?d band all fingers are reliable, within natural 
~tiom. The fifth finger is generally strong, as it 
~ considerable freedom of movement. The fourth 
~r, when curved and bound by the holding down 

the third and fifth fingers on adjacent keys, is at a 
vantage; but when free to act, and particularly 
attacking the keys in a perpendicular position, 

aquite capable. 

A great number of inequalities a~d inaccuracies 
t in passage work, may be traced to the second 

, which, until properly controlled and disciplined, 
die most unreliable and unresponsive finger of the 

hand. The sideward sweep of this finger is the cause 
of its lack of coordination with the other fingers. 

These tbing-s must be taken into consideration in 
prescribing fingerings, the principal aims and objects 
of which may be tabulated as follows: 

1. A fingering may be chosen because it is convenient 
and natural. This is by far the most u-sual aim 
and object. 

2. A lingering may be adopted for some special 
purpose, without regard to convenience. For 
example, it may be designed to bring out very 
distinctly the tonal effect of the composer's idea, 
to improve the smooth flow of a passage, or to 
promote speed. 

3. A certain fingering may very decidedly impress 
the musical figure upon the player's mentality. 

4. Various fingerings may be assigned for practice 
purposes only. 

1. CoNVl!NlBNT ANO NATURAL FlNGl!RJNG 

Jn the great majority of cases, the fingering of a pas
sage is selected because it is convenient and natural 



to the band trained to the keyboard; but occas.ionally 
the most natural fingering is, for some reason, not the 
best under the circumstances. 

The fingerings given for scales exemplify the utmost 
conveniE'nce and naturalness obtainable. Take, for 
example, the fingering of a scale passage such as is given 
in Jllustration l below: 

UfUJtra.tioQ 1 

One of the commonest instances of fingering for 
convenience is the use of two bands to play an extended 

unison -passage, such as a cadenza, writttn for 
one hand. 

In Illustration 2, are two passages from well· 
piano works, showing the application of this 
of making a passage convenient to play. In (a), 
Liszt's "La campanella" (Composition 851 Ii 
Course), the great virtuoso has given the long 
cadenza to the right hand a.lone; but for the average 
the assistance of the left band as indicated isalm05t 
sary. 

The extract from Paderews.ki's "Minuet" at (h) 
a purely diatonic passage facilitated by this meth:ll 
fingering. 

Greater clearness and speed are, naturally, attaiiillt 
by the coeperation of the two hands, even though Iii 
assisting hand takes only a few notes, here and tberc,1 
Illustration 2. 

fllUOll'lltlon 2 

Passa.ge~ Divided Between che Handt 

PADEREWSKI: ~rinuet, Op. II, No.I 
-.,.,-;,..-~~~~~-----

"""'~~.Q"io)~~====J 
Li!ssoN 1$1 • PAOB 2 
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liicruNG l'OR A SPl!CIAL PuRPOSI! 

I object of some fingering that at first sight may 
r awkward, becomes evident only after diligent 
arbas brought the passage up to the proper tempo. 

r instance, tones which are to be brought out 
irntly should be produced by strong lingers, or 
'15 in such positions that strength may be exerted 
r!:est advantage. 

Dustration 3, below, the peculiar fingering is sug• 
Hor the tonal effect which it necessarily produces: 

Illustration 3 

Fing(':ring for Accen( 

II 

it strong accent on the last note is here brought 
m.:h more decidedly and certainly than it would be 
DE natural lingerings, such as 1 2 3 4 5. 

;:main cases, smoothness and speed are better 
id by crossing one linger over another than by 

the usual crossing of the thumb under the lingers. This 
is especially the case in going from a white key to a black 
key, as in the second group of sixteenth notes, in Illus· 
tration 4, where marked by a bracket. 

Uluttrotioa 4 

F'1J1gering· for Sntooth.neas and Speed 

jJ' 
I 

CHOPIN: Polon;tise in F# Minor 
3 4 t 2 

, fl . ~ 
I I ii .J ..J 

3 2 1 4 

3. MENTALLY IMPRBSSIVll FrNGl!RING 

Some modem pedagogues are particularly interested 
and active in advocating what is termed "positional 
techoic." By this is meant the application of the same 
fingering to the same kind of passage, regardless of 
changes of tonality, and black and white key arrange
ment. (See Illustration 5.) 

ni....,..,;.., 5 

Unilonn Fingering on Blade and White Keys 

loniformity and simplicity of such a fingering makes 
, to remember-that is, the mental picture of the 
ii fingering becomes so strong, that the playing 
l iequences of musical figures is helped thereby. 
• tn this is the lingering of all major and minor 
1with the ordinary fingering of the C major scale. 

mme application of such uniformity is not recom, 
tl, since it creates unnecessary difliculties, the 
ey of which has no relation to art expression, but 
mly a feat, and may ·even be detrimental to 

:mation. 

4. PRACCICB F1NCl!lUNCS 

The use of many possible lingerings for a certain 
passage, termed practice lingerings, is recommended in 
some cases. The object of these fingerings is to develop 
strength, independence and endurance. 

In Illustration 6 will be seen a good example of practice 
fingerings found in the Clementi study quoted in Illustra
tion 5 (Study 551 of this Course). Practice Fingerings 
differ from Alternative Fingerings (see next paragraph), 
inasmuch as they are devised for practice only, and 
not to supply fingering~ equally good for some hands. 
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'Test on Lesson 151 

TEC'HNIC 

I. \\hen 1> the 1ourth finger dt its gr.:atc:>r d1sadvant.ige? 

An.s V. hen rhe ad1acen1 jmg<'T' ar' a • c, and so restrict 1rs acrwn. 

'.!. \\ hy does the second finger need 5pecial tralll111g and dtsc1pline? 

Ans &cause of its freedom 111 <1 lacaal dm:cucm 

3. l:1ve an mstauctJ ol convenient ;ind natur.tl fingermg 

Ans. 'fhe Jmgcr111g oj !Ire T3 ina_1or scale (m almost any sca!eJ. 

4. When may there be good reason for a seemmgly awkward fingenng? 

Ans When soinr sP.c' wl ob1~d m,Ji tis <llC(lJll<al 11>11, would be better artarnet!. 

5. \\lhat i. meant by "pos1t1011al techmc"? 

Ans. 'fhc use of the saint /ingcrmg/or passages transposed mw other blac~ and 1th11e ~ey rdat1011sh1ps. 

6. \\'hat •~ an a1.hantag, ot this umtorm hngenng? 

Ans Ii automati"illy becomes m1{'rc.1<ed vn the mmd. 

7. Why t< not the .:xtrcm.: apphcauon at ~u<:h tingermg recommended1 

Ans Because 1m11ecessarv d1fficulr l!s nwy be 1111o0!t'ed, detrimental w art express1011 

Ans 'f o dewlap srrrngrh, 111t.kpc11drnc~ a11d cml1tra11,~ <!f the .fingers. 

IJ •'\ 
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COUNTERPOINT 

9. Write counterpoint lo the tollowing m:iior canto formo, with thml spec11.:~ m the sopr.mo. Mi.1 
chords. 

20 -·--Ans. 

l\&1 II Thtl'd Rpt"c-ie111 

"'" . -
._; -
Tl51 · ~ 

-"'1.11. 

I 
.. 

- --

('; v 

-~ 

JZlt.' 
~ '.TI. ...... . J!JI.f .. J. 

IO. Wnte counterpoint to the foHowrng minor canto tenno with tlurJ speci.?o in the alto. Mark th~ 

Jcl Am. 

F l'i I • 1· 

Third Spooiu.. .. 

Tl.51-U) 

-~ L 

..... .I. 

100 Total. 

+ • ,t • 

~, ........... J. ............ il.G. .'A: -··· .:P.::Z ....... ····-~·-·····-·I 

Pitp:l'li :\_.:n1._ _____ _ 
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GRADE- GRADUATE B 

lb,ict.s of this Lesson: APPRECIATION OP Musrc , Com;raRPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

tModern . 'Tendencies 
('Th•• rnbj<a '' mumtd in Lu'°" H J) 

9.ANCE 
Music: is, t.o be sure, a universal language, but each 

l!IOll speaks this language in its own characteristic 
lhioo; and a striking fact in connection with modern 
llllic is the nationalism of its expression. This imparts 
quality of local color, without infringing upon the 
nrsality of music's appeal 

~ of the interesting features of present-day music 
•die steady enlargement of the territory producing it. 

&!rope is no longer the sole center of music produc-
m, for not only English-speaking America, but Latin-
1Ttrica as well (Mexico and Chile, for example), con• 
l:iute promising young composers. 

In Europe itself, new racial qualities are finding expres
IDL There was a time when serious music was can

to be the product of Germans, Frenchmen and 
· sonly. Today there are Italian, Polish, Spanish, 
· h and Hungarian schools of composers. 

The modem French School may be said to include 
groups. One of these consists of Cesar Franck 

ancl his pupils and followers-D'Indy, Chausson, Duparc, 
Rousseau, Ropartz, Lekeu, De Breville, Augusta Holmes, 
and others. Another is made up of impressionistic 
writers, such as Debussy, Ravel, Dukas, Florent Schmitt, 
whose works have a close affinity with that school of 
painters known as impressionists-Manet, Monet, Whist• 
ler. Then there is a third group, called Realists. This 
group includes such men as Eric Satie and the so-called 
"Group of Six"-Milhaud, Poulenc, Honegger, Taille
ferre, Durcy and Auric. 

The quantity of material for discussion is so vast, 
that it is manifestly impossible to do more than touch 
upon some of the works produced by these groups. 

SYMPHONY tN D MINOR-CESAR FRANCK 

Gesar Franck's music, like the poetry and prose writ
ings of his fellow-countryman, Maeterlinck, breathes 
haunting indefiniteness and symbolic aspiration. His 
masterpiece, the D minor Symphony, is one of the loftiest 
utterances in all musical literature. 

A study of this great score arouses admiration both 
for its marvelous themes and their masterly development. 

t.....======'7 Q "-======'rfii,S, 
Cow•a'a 19JI ~A. J. l.&.rfm.t.Y111. '"'l"fri4111~ 111~1 Copyrichr &cu.nil 

A1l riahu•~d.Jor all001111trts .. 11'(l..J1"1,C '~'~o/tn11U.l4l lO!I 



Its pages abound in daring modulations and transforma· 
tions and strange harmonies. We find exaltation, cow 
templation, undercurrents of profound reverie, doubt 
(but never despair), and unmistakable triumph at the 
close. His "generative motives," announced at the 
beginning, grow throughout the entire symphony. The 
Canon, the Fugue, the Variation are all called into play, 
for Franck bases his logic on that of Bach and Beethoven. 
Indeed, when Franz Liszt heard him extemporize on the 
organ, at St. Clotilde, in 1866, he was amazed, declaring 
that the great Bach himself could afford the only com• 
parison. 

The Symphony in D minor has three movements, the 
second combining the usual slow movement with the 
Scherzo. The first movement is in sonata form, elab· 
orated and modernized; while the last movement includes, 
in addition to its two magnificent themes, a general 
resum~, or recapitulation, in greatly enriched fashion, 
of the chief themes of the whole symphony. 

first movement 

Special attention is called to the motive of the 
theme, in the first movement. (See Illustration I.) 

DJustration 1 

Motive of tbe First Theme, Flm Movtmtnt 

FRANCK: Symphony in D :llinl 

¢lllp± :l S I I f j f I I 

This motive resembles the Fate motive in Wap'I 
'The V alfoirie. Its second measure is identical with tit 
opening motive of Liszt's Les preludes (see Illus 
of Lesson 147); and a similar theme was used by 
ven in his last string quartet, Op. 135. 

Illustration 2 shows four measures constituW. 
second theme, and an appended chromatic pbraae: 

lllmcr:ni.on 2 

Second Theme, F" ... t Movem<>nt 

VioJI .. ....-;---i--

dotce e 'l>UJlto can bite 

'CeUot and D'bht Basah 

Observe the canonic imitation between the violins 
and basses. The closing chromatic phrase, just men
tioned (the two last measures of Jtlustration 2), which 
serves first as a piece of counterpoint for the second 
theme, is given importance throughout the entire move
ment. It provides the constant shifting of harmony and 
the vagueness so characteristic of Franck. His whole 
tonal mass seems to slip down or up, chromatically, with
out preparation or warning, and frequently bis progres
sions startle by the altogether unexpected paths they 
enter. 

The first twenty-eight measures of the first move
ment set forth a Lento Introduction, which includes 

FRANCK: Symphony in D llill 

-
a portion of the main theme, an episode of impcrtllllf, 
and chromatic passages, and creates a general atm<Ji!la 
of expectancy and promise. 

Beginning in measure 29, the full first theme 15 

out, Allegro. There are several important episodes 
later in the work, the bit of canonic imitation quol!d 
Illustration 2 of Lesson 132, APPRECIATION ot Mt& 
In measure 48, there is an abrupt bait and an unexplQlll 
modulatory chord, after which all the mattml lill 
far used is repeated in the key of F minor. 

In measure 77, the main part of the movement~ 
begins, bringing forward the first and second 
The chromatic phrase quoted above leads up to• 



11 to be a third theme, simple in construction, 
o plastic that the composer uses it throughout 
Diand last movements, with a significance which is 
llD commanding, exultant, hesitant, thoughtful, 
II! 

tration 3 gives, at (a) and (b), two versions of 
:iime, in different moods. The theme is repeated 
!lively in the keys of D and B. The statement 

in the latter key is scored clolcissimo, and haJ the addition 
of "holds" in the second and fourth measures. 

The whole development section is a masterly working 
out of themes, fragments of themes and episodes, in a 
bewildering maze of combinations and tonalities, clothed 
in the richest harmonies. The movement closes with 
some superb canonic imitation in the brilliant key of 
Dmajor. 

IUusttadoo J 

Subsidiary Theme 

'PP 

movement, as already stated, combines the usual 
!lllvement with the Scherzo. The first sixteen 

consist of a series of pizzicato chords, played 

by strings and harp. These chords establish a con
templative mood, and really generate the haunting 
melody given out by the English horn, later strengthened 
by the clarinet and Bute. (See Illustration 4.) 

IUustration 4 

First Theme, Second Mov<'DWD< 

p 

glance at the opening of this theme reveals its 
'p t.o the generating motive. Compare the 
notes with Illustration 1. 

FRANCK: Symphony in D Minor 

-----------..,-----

The second theme is in Bi,. (See Illustration 5.) 
Its opening is reminiscent of the subsidiary theme in 
the first movement, shown in Illustration 4. 

Illustration ~ 

Second Theme, Second Movement 1 

--=c----------



The theine of the ScherZo section (see Illustration 6) 
is in triplets, in the key of G minor. It is scored for 
muted strings. 

After the Trio, the English horn theme and this 
triplet figure are combined in delightful fashion. 

The Trio is in Ei,, and contains an ex:cellent ex:ample 
of Franck's "sliding" modulations. We quote several 

measures of the Trio 
(See Illustration 7.) 

Wustrotion 7 

Trion...... 

In the closing measures of this movement, the listtener 
is kept in suspense as to the resolution of the chords, 
which pass through a series of unusual and evasive 
harmonies, finally settling down peacefully into the 
key of Bi,. 

Third movement 

In Illustration 8 are shown parts of the two 
o{ the last movement. The Development ~-nm 
forward these two themes, together with tbt 
themes of the first movement, the English h<xn 

Illustra·tion 8 

Themes of the Third Mov<tntnt 

(a) dolce espressivo FRANCK: Symphony in D l\Jlnor 

'A ·~ r r r rrr r r r 1 J J r JJJ J J 1 11 

of the se.cond movement (see Illustration 4), and much 
episodical material before introduced. 

Toward the close of a brilliant chord presentation 
of the beautiful English horn melody, a basso ostinato 

appears, supporting the generating motive r1 di 
moyement, while the closing measures shoot 
ultantly, in canonic form and with both 
and chord support, the theme at (a) in lllust\11ia 



.,, 
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critic, P. Baldensperger, compared Franck's work 
of Puvis de Chavannes, the great painter, "whose 
' , indifferent to all worldly solicitations, flowed 

. . . into the paths of reverie, and pursued 
like a beautiful river of quiet waters . . . 

-.the eternal calm of the sky." 

1 d'Indy, the most distinguished of Franck's 
is noted for bis masterpieces, the Second Sym· 
:ia B~). and the symphonic poem, lstar. The 
~a set of variations, employing a novel scheme
{ delaying the simple statement of the principal 
111til the close. 

VARIA T IONS-O'INDY 

story of the work is an Assyrian epic, relating 
"litar, daughter of Sin, bent her steps towards 

table land, towards the abode of the dead, 
the seven·gated abode where He entered, to· 

wards the abode whence there is no return." The 
gorgeously attired !star is gradually stripped of her 
jewels and raiment as she passes the successive gates. 

In keeping with this story, the composer, in his 
music, proceeds by gradual degrees from complexity and 
elaborateness to simplicity, until, finally, only the theme 
itself is heard. (See Illustration 9.) 

llluJ1ro1ion 9 

Principal Theme. ''lacar" Variadon.t 

Each variation (there are seven) contains a modula· 
tion to a key higher, and the atmosphere is one of 
picturesque suggestiveness and oriental color. 

COUNT ERPOINT 

'four-CJ> art 
('Thi.t •ubi«t u _,,nucd from Lcuo.. U I, on4 b ruu.,td In Lu'°" 1'1) 

SPECIES (Contln~d from usson m) 

' N'l'l!RPOJNT IN THI! BASS 

uample with the third species counterpoint in 
will now be given. (See Illustration 10.) The 

~ major, and in the alto. No repeated notes 
l.lld this enhances the melodic interest of each 

voice. At (a) the 6.fth of the chord appears in the bass, 
used as a harmonic tone. It conforms to the rule that, 
as a harmonic tone, it can only occur between the third 
and the root. The last chord is without the 6.fth. 
This could have been placed in the tenor, but the 
latter's tendency to move to the keynote when it bas the 
leading note is given the preference. 

nlustrotion 10 

Third S.,.dH, With the Counterpoin1 in 1he &!If ( Major Key) 

er 

(a} 

.,. IV u v 
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(';RADE GRADUATE B 

'Test on Lesson 152 

APPREClA TION OF MUSIC 

I. Explain how music may be a language that is universal, yet nationalistic. 

Ans. Each 1iatio11 spea~s the same music language 111 its own charactenstic wa.y. 

2. Name some European countri..-s. other than Germany, France and Russia, which have modem schools of 
composers . 

. ___ Ans. ltaly, Poland, Spam, England and Hungary. 

3. In which group ot mcx:lem French composers do we classify 

(a) Ravel? An.s. With the 1mpress1omst.~. 

1b) lionegger'! Ans. With the realisis. 

4. Which work by Franck bas heen called "one o! the loftiest utterances in all musical bter-ature"? 

___ Arn. The D mmor symphony. 

5. WLai: novel scheme was employeJ by D'lndy in h1s symphonic poem, /star! 

. Ans. He {'lac~s the simpfo statemem of the pymcipal che111c ai tl1e end, 1 nstead of ac the begmuing. 

l'>.1 • ,'\ l .._ l..,r,-. •I• t, I • , ~ • ,, f •I S ,,., J 

·' •igl.1 , • .,,.., "' '"'I ... ~,,. .. 1n1•&1.0l'"ll il1r '•l:~ I "' Uolll l•lnt•I 
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" .:;; 
~·; .. 
~· .... 

'fest <»11.aD 

COUNTERPOINT 

6. Wrnc counterp<imt to the following major canto (ermo, witb third species in the h.1ss. Markthi 

15 Ans. 

ti I C . t> 

Tl52·•i 

- - L 

'rhlrd Sptit•f\'I, 

I • 

.. "J .................. :0::(.. ........ VTl ·y··· -·· · -~·-····· ·····-~'--· ·· ..... n ........... ;:a:. .. . . .!Z' r 

7. Wntc counterpoint to the following minor canto fermo, with tb.1rd specie~ in the hass. M,1rbhc 

15 Ans. 

fJ r.t 
·-

el 

~ 

T15Z·7 -- ~ 

Third Spuciu,; i 

...... :i: ...... ----- . _]]11 .. ...... -~~---··· ..... :r:.. ··-···· ...... -sx ... -.... ....... :z..r. •.... .... .. r ·-······· ;; 

100 ____ Total. 

l'ur1rs Addreso.. _ .. _ .... ___ . •. 

Teacher'~ .. \:.(.ln:c: __ _____________________ --· 
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PIANO e LESSON 153 

lllbjects of this Lesson: APPRECIATION OP Music , CouNTBRPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

tModern 'Tendencies 
{Thi.s .subjec:l iJ conrinued from Lc.uon lS2, and U Tt.rum,d m La $0n lS,S) 

llANCE (Continued from U.uon 152) 

The work of Claude Debussy ( 1862-1918), well illus
lltes Walter Pater's saying, "Romanticism is tbe addi
m of strangeness to beauty;" for when we listen to 
zsmusic, we are made aware of the use of new material, 
ri:I forms of treatment which, hitherto, bad not been 
ti 

Walter Spalding, in speaking of the basis of Debussy's 
mting, calls attention to the so-called Chord of Nature. 

He says that this chord, "consisting of the overtones 
struck off by any sounding body, contains in epitome, 
the basic material of music: and the several octaves 
represent in a remarkable manner, the harmonic combina
tions used at different periods of development." 

In order to make clear this reference, which is singu
larly applicable, the diagram of overtones or harmonics 
is reproduced here from Lesson 59, GENERAL THl!ORY, 
and divided into octaves by bars. (See Illustration 1.) 

Dluscration l 

The Hannonic &ties, DMd~d Imo Oa:ava 

" I o " e #e ' 
I I 

I I 

etc. 

.end /Jrd '"' 
In the early days, music consisted of Plain·Song

iitone at a time. (See Lessons 55 and 57, HrsTORY.) 
IMer, fourths and fifths were used in combination. 
See "Organum," Lessons 57 and 61, H1sTORY.) Then, 
l!tC still, when the dominant seventh chord and its 
mrsions came into use, major and minor thirds and 
mjor seconds were heard. 

61/1 

These facts are exemplified in the first, second and 
third octaves, respectively, of the Harmonic Series. (See 
Illustration 1.) The inference is that we should next 
progress to the use, simultaneously in chords, of all the 
tones shown in the fourth octave; and indeed, some of 
the ultra-modern composers practically fulfill this deduc
tion. The music of Henry Cowell, for instance (see 



Lesson, 158, APPRECIATION OP Music), requires keys to be 
struck en bloc, without any pretense at articulated 
chords. This forms a singular fulfillment of the analogy, 
and the coincidence is sufficiently striking. 

In his effort to transmute into sound the "melting 
outlines, shadowy vistas, and subtle rhythms" of Nature, 
Debussy has become the poet of the inde6nite and the 
suggestive. He has introduced novel effects and colors, 
and expressed moods thereby, never before attempted. 

Most of bis piano pieces have descriptive titles, 

such as "Gardens in the Rain," "Gold6.sh," "Thew• 
on the Plain," "Reflections in the Water." His "Mat 
noon of a Faun" is an extraordinary tonal translatDI ii 
"veiled visions and shadowy beings," full of vapa 
and elusiveness. 

For purposes of illust ration, we give a few cxaql 
from Debussy's works. 

In the lyric dram.a, Pelleas and M~lisaw.k, the Illa 
following themes occur (see Illustration 2): 

lllusttation 2 

Them" From "PClle .. and MC!isand•" 

Forest Them~/j 
(a) I I l 

l -if ·~ 

: 

Melisande Theme 

bJ 

~ 

The tonality of (a) in Illustration 2, hovers between 
D minor and F. In (b), the tonality approaches most 
nearly that of C, with the first chord as the French 

~USSY 

I ., 
' ] I ' 

-71 -

-0-------~ 

augmented sixth. Various added disc.ords, as b I' 
stance, the B in the second chord, may be regarded• 
unessential tones, lending "color." 



fleeting arpeggios characterizing the "Melisande" 
, (c). would appear to be based on a dominant 
th chord in E\,, and the E~'s which they contain 
a peculiarly foreign effect. 

ll5tration 3 shows some other peculiarities of the 
pberic" style of harmony. We have here con• 
successions of parallel fifths and six-four chords. 

logical explanation appears to be that the har• 
· or overtone elements, present in every individual 

tooe--more especially deep tones (see Lesson 121, 
A110N)-are accentuated and brought into 
. Thus, the passage is not one in four-part 

harmony, or any other kind of pure part-writing, but a 
procession of single tones (those given out in the melody 
and in two lower octaves), with harmonic and resultant 
tones strengthened to an equality with the fundamental 
tones. Such being the case, the six-four positions of 
the chords would have no significance, the fifths in the 
bass being merely some of these resultant tones, or tones 
below the fundamenta~ submerged in the tonal texture 
as was the cathedral in the sea. The tonality of the 
passage is perfectly simple- beginning and ending in 
C, but with measures 6-ll in F. Here, the toruc 
pedal point (C), sounding throughout, becomes a dom• 
inant pedal 

Illuteration J 

Theme From 0 The Sun.ken Cathedral" 

DEBUSSY 

.. ~. ----~·------IJVtl 

-----r ~.:::---- r ;-a--r ;-a--~-· ----r 7va 

htration 4 gives a further demonstration of ~ 
.'s habitual use of the augmented triad-a man• 

followtd by other composers of the modem 
School. It will be seen that all the righc..hand 
in the passage quoted, are augmented triads, 

variable notation. The left-band notes are some. 
part of these triads, but frequently are not. 

k might be claimed that in these cases~r some 
lbr:m-<.ertain seventh and ninth chords are formed; 

yet this appears to be so entirely accidental, that the 
we of terms connected with syst.ematiz,ed harmony is 
pointless terminology. We can only say that all 
sound combinations, whether familiar or not, are used 
for their sensuous effect alone, and without any hamper• 
ing limitations of intellectual method. 

The student is referred to Lesson 119, HARMONY, 

foe further comments on the subject of ultra•modem 
writing. 



muwation " 

Thane From. "Minstrels" 

The orchestral technic of Maurice Ravel has been 
developed from that of Rimsky·Korsakov. Unlike De
bussy, he makes comparatively little use of the whole
tone scale, or the chord of the ninth, but the chord of 
the seventh plays a leading role. Outstanding character
istics are bold harmonies, unresolved dissonances, con• 
stantly changing rhythms. His art is at its finest in the 
smaUer forms. 

The composition called "Le gibet" is a most 
piece of musical description. A fragment is fouad 
Lesson 129, INTERPRETATION. A String Quartet anil 
Trio for Pia.no, Violin and Violoncelloarebrilliant 
remarkable for tonal and rhythmic freedom. An 
from the Trio is shown in Illustration S. 

mustration 5 

Theme From Fira. Movemeru of Trio for Piano., Violin and VioloncePo 

A later orchestral work of Ravel, entitled Bolero, 
shows his genius for attaining delightful effects with 
slight melodic material. adorned with amazing colors 
and rhythm. His orchestral tone-poem, 'The Birth of 
the Waltz, is also a noteworthy composition. 

Eric Satie commenced as a sort of clown of music, !bur· 
lesquing the oriental as well as the descriptive elements 
which filled the works of Debussy and Ravel. Probably 
his daring uses of popular musical ideas will cause. his 
more ambitious compositions-particularly the "real
istic" ballet, Para<k- to be remembered. In this work, 
he demonstrated the possibilities latent in the poly
rbythms and the instrumental effects of jazz. Also he 
opened the way for Stravinsky, Milbaud, Hindemith 
and a few American moderns to evolve real artistic 
values from this product of the musical underworld. 

Some of the compositions of Milhaud, Poolac 
Honegger represent the best work of the "GroupofSI 
French radicals. (See Lesson 152, APPIUCIAT!Oi 

Music.) Incidentally, Dw:ey, one of the arigtml 
revealed himself as an impressionist, and was eqdil 
Of the productions of this group, however, tbe i 
Paul Rosenfeld, bas said: "Their music is a 
mixture of archaism and bard, bright modernity. Sam 
of it includes pastorals and eighteenth century 3.11'1; • 

jazz, ragtime, military signals, dance-tunes of oqmlll 
South American orchestras, and even the absurdy 
humanized products of gramophones, orchestrellea 
steam-calliopes." 

Milbaud's music includes sonatinas, classic in de 
tion; the Shimmy for jazz-band, Romana and ~ 
Caprice, a collection of Brazilian dances, etc. 



r is a little more conventional than bis con
Jn bis Pacific 231, he depicts the clatter and 

ri a locomotive. Perhaps his greatest works are 
a striking opera, and King David, an equally 
oratorio. Both contain pages of classic tradi

i.nd clashing pol ytonalities. 

Poulenc has written a set of piano pieces, called 
Promenades, in which the traveler proceeds in turn 
"On Foot," "In an Auto," "On Horseback," etc. The 
"Promenade a bicyclette" ends with a smooth run down 
hill, interrupted by an evident catastrophe. (See Illus
tration 6.) 

Dlustration 6 

Extract From "Promenade it bic:yclette" 

COUNT ERPOINT 

'four-Part 
CTltil si;b]t.a i.1 c:ontin.u.t.d from Lesson JSZ, and U 1csumtd in ta'°" 154) 

:RTH SPECIES 

CouNT!lRPOINT IN AN UPP.ER VorC.E counterpoint in the alto. The syncopation is not broken 
at any point, nor is any note repeated. (See Illustra· 
tion 7.) 

it following example of fourth species counterpoint 
11Ilinor C.F. in the soprano, and the fourth species 

Dlustratlon 7 

Fourth Sjl«i .. , With the Coun1erpoin1 in the Alto (Minor Key) 

~. H C.P. 

I 

II :--.. - -.. ,.,---~ 

I I I I . 
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.. 
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SHettwoon Music SCHOOL CouRsBs--PiANO 
GRADE GRADUATE B 

'I est on Lesson 153 

APPRECIATION OP MUSIC 

l. How has Romanticism been described by Walter Pater? 

Ans. As "the addition of stra11ge11ess to beau1y." 

2. How do the tonal combinauons, used at different sitages ot music development, appear to be related to the 

Harmoruc Series? 

Am. In carrespondmg to the tones contamed 111 each vctaue of the Harmomc Senes--one m the jirst, two m the 

s~cond, fom in the 1h1rd, etc. 

3. What composer. has been called the poet of the indefinite and the suggestive? 

Ans. Deb1tssy. 

4. Name another composer of the lmpressionistrc School whose orchestral piece, "Bolero,·· bas remarkable 

clfucts m color and rhythm? 

Am . Rave l. 

5. \Vhat three composerg represent the best work of the so-called "group of Six" French radicals? 

•.. . Ans. M1llu11td, Po11lenc and Horu:gger. 

l)IJJ I '\ l l.1 I '. I ,,,. I '*"' I , ,... 11... •II .Si.~ .. , .: 
. • r i,t ••-1e.,-.:J. fur .i ll ( , r-.t•, 111dll4111r1ht '*Chi lJ 1•M1u~u'"" 



COUNTERPOINT 

6. 'v:nte countetpomt to the (ollov. tl.'g major canto fern~o, w1t.h fourth species m the soprano. 
chunk 

2s An.5. 

Tl53·f'i 

-- I. I 

-

...... I. .. ___ n:.. .. J: ............. N .......... -.!.IL.t ......... E ......... . x.~.... .JZII1. i 

7. \Vme counterpomt tQ the toi!owm!l mainr canrn 1.:rmo, with lourrh species m the tenor. M.l! 
chorJ, 

25 A11S. 

- II I "·· 

- ------
·- . t--r,--

.. -:t . "1. . .. n .. . ... ,:mt .... ... . .I ....... ... :::-_'1 .... .... 1L........ z" .... .:r .. 

100 To tal. 
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PIANO ~ L..,o• 154 

"1«ts of this Lesson: I NTERPRETATION , CouNTERPOI:NT 

INTER PRE TAT ION 

!Melody 'Playing 

i is now a familiar fact to the student that great 
itty may be imparted to the tones produced on the 
ro. The study of technic has shown how the fingers, 
ill and arm, all controlled and dominated by the mind, 
1used independently or collectively to produce tones 
t are soft or loud, tones that are bound together or 
:uattd in crisp fashion, and tones that vary in quantity 
dquality, in order to express the diJferent ideas, emo
rsand moods of a composition. 

The study of form has shown that there is usually a 
llipal idea, which must be presented with clearness 
d variety. To recognize this idea in a composition, 
d to bring it into the prominence that will impress it 
ai tbe bearer, should be one of the first objects of 
zrpretation. A fine distinction between the rendering 
celody tones and accompaniment tones is very neces
~ for such a result. 

Simetimes, the melody lies exclusively in the right 
id;atother times it is in the left hand, or it may change 
m one hand to the other. It may even be found in the 
ttr notes of the chords. Wherever it is, it must be 
!Id into prominence from its background, so that the 
1 quickly catches it; and this naturally requires more 
rt from the fingers playing the melody. 

lt is a simple matter for a violinist or a singer to set 
forth prominently his melodic line; because the accom' 
paniment, whether played by a pianist of an orcliest:ta, 
is properly subordinated to the work of the soloist. 

The task of creating foreground and background in 
piano playing, however, demands the utmost skill. The 
lingers must be so highly trained that each can perform 
its task independently of the others. The tones present
ing the melodic idea must be singing tones, produced by 
a clinging pressure with the fleshy part of the finger tip. 

Jn Bowing melodies, the melody tones of each phrase 
should be closely bound together, as if sung in one 
breath by a singer. The more intense the touch, the 
longer and fuller is the tone produced. F.a.cb tone must 
pass imperceptibly into the next. This clinging melody 
touch is frequently indicated by the term legatissimo 
(bound together in the utmost degree). Other words 
used to indicate that the melody is to be played in singing 
style, with full sustained tones, are cantabile, cantando, 
sostenuto, tna1'cato ii canto, etc. 

The accompaniment tones may be legato, staccato, or 
mezzo staccato; but whatever their nature, the point of 
importance is that they must be subordinated to the 
melody. 

-s::;;;~======,cr o lf1n 
~tl9Jl b, A. J. l.l.Mvni.nr, f•11tTYl4"4ft1t('f111CS~ I Cor1f'ltht$ecu;rd 

AU 'il lw u un1td, fiw all to\u1mu. fllc:b.4u111~ f1J-lu: of r•11uL.1wm 
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SHERwooo Music ScnooL Cou&sEs- P1ANO 

RULES FOR MELODY PLAYING 

The following general rules as to melody playing, 
will prove helpful to the student: 

1. Long notes should be played with greater strength 
than short notes, for the simple reason that they are 
meant to sound longer. (See Illustration 1.) 

lllt*ration J 

Longtt Not .. Receivine Moro A<:cent 

BEETHOVEN: Sooata,Op.10, No.2 

.._. ·-· 
2. Notes rank in importance not only according to 

duration, but also as to position in the measure;· 
that is, according to whether they appear on strong 
or weak beats. Notes sounded on strong beats are 
given more strength than those sounded on weak 
beats. For example, in t measure, the first and 
third quarters are played more strongly than the 

second and fourth quarters. This may be 
ically stated as follows: 

t J J J J I 
f "'P "If' p 
JO 8 9 7 

In ~ measure, the comparative strength will lie 
follows: 

a J J J 
mp p 
9 8 

In 3 measure, it will be thus: 

'6. ITI DJ 
Bf"'PP mfppp 

1087976 

Here, the expression marks indicate the genmld, 
namic relationship that exists between tbedifam 
parts of the measure. These dynamic relatioolbifl 
are not positive or definite, but may be appmt 
mately represented by numbers, as shown, 
standing for the f, or loudest point of the 

3. Ascending melodies are usually played with iii 
creasing strength; descending melodies, the 
When a melody rises or falls by skip, the 
crescendo and diminuendo are more marked tlu 
scale passages. (See Illustration 2.) 

lltusttation 2 

Descroding and As<:tnding Mclodlt.s R .. p«tivrly, Dlminishing and Jnaoe3ing in Tone 

The works of standard composers, notably Beethoven, 
almost invariably contain definite directions regarding 

0 

proper accentuation, and especially all departures &at, 
and exceptions co, ordinary procedure. 

Ll!SSON 154· PAGE 2 



rucTl}IO CoNDITlONS 

Xiuld more than one of these rules apply to one and 
iame tone in a passage, and cause contradictory 
cions, then the majority, or the more important, 
1precedence. Por example, let us consider a melodic 
irssion like the following (see Illustration 3), which 
mds (F to C) to a long note falling on a strong beat: 

Illumation 3 

A P ... age Subject to ConJ!icting Rulet 

LESCHETIZKY: Canzoncf,f,a toscana 

waeg;;pw1 
mcerning the second melody note, C-

lnli 1 prescribes that long notes are to be played 
qly. 

ble 2 also says that as its position is on a compara
ly strong beat (although not the strongest of the 
r.ire), it must be played strongly. 

lnle3, however, says that as it is a lower note, it is to 
llldeweaker. 

ll there are two reasons for the C to be played 
~~yandonly one for it to be played softly, the major
hides the matter. The lower note here is, moreover, 

'61 long note, lasting all through the next measure. 
Jis its most salient feature, and requires that it be 
!ll!htout very decidedly, as indicated by the sf. The 

of the Exceptions which follow has a bearing on this 
IS. 

J!P110Ns TO Aeovs RuLES 

A short note on a weak beat, syncopated-that is, 
tied to the following one-becomes a long note, and 
io to be played strongly. While applying somewhat 
ro lllustration 3, it has more special reference to 
i decidedly short note, as the third note of the 

second measure in Illustration 4, taken from Study 
5{:J) of this Course. It will be observed that in this 
case, the increase of tone on the tied P also con
forms to the requirements of Rule 3, as it is the 
highest note in an ascending passage. 

IUusttation 4 

A Shott Note Tied to the Following long Note 

2. In case the highest note in an ascending passage 
falls on a weak beat, it follows the positional accent 
(weak), rather than the pitch acc~nt (strong). 
See Illustration 5 (from Composition 651 of this 
Course), in which the high F receives no strong 
accent. 

m....,.ation s 
A High Note on a Weak Beat 

. ~:::::..-======= 

3. When a long note in a melodic descent falls on a 
weak beat, it should be stronger than the preceding 
note. See the G in the second measure of Illustra
tion 6. 

Illuwation 6 

A Long Note Accented, Altbou&h in a O..C.nding Passage 

""""~~~o~~~.....1 
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4. A short note concluding a phrase is to be played 
piano, whether ascending or descending. Observe 
the final G in the right hand of Illustration 7, 
which is played softly, although it is the highest 
note. The final notes of the first two groups in 
Illustration 4, are also piano, but illustrate no de• 
parture from the rule. 

Prom the foregoing Exceptions may be deduced (1) that 
the length of a note is more important than its position as 
a determining factor in deciding upon the amount of 
accent to give it (see Illustrations 3, 4 and 6); and (2) that 
its measure position (on a strong or weak beat) is more 
important than its ascending or descending position. 

It must be remembered that rules for such an intangible 
quality as expressiveness- the predominating factor in 

m.......uoo 7 

A Coacluding Shon Noce U""""911c! 

===- PJJ=-

> > 

melody playing-can be formulated only in a very 
way. However, study of the illustrations and· 
deductions presented in this Lesson should be ri 
value. 

COUNTERPOINT 

your-Part 
{ntis 1ubiat is cont,nutd from l..t11on HJ. 4nd is 1e.sumed (n Ltuon 15$) 

FOURTH SPECIES (Cominued from Lesson 153) 

THI! CoUNTl!llPOINT IN THl! B.l\.SS 

The C.F. is now placed in the soprano, and a fourth 
species counterpoint in the bass. 

It is well to bear in mind that when the counterpoint is 

in the bass, the tied note may become tbe 6fth rl 
chord of the new measure, if it can cksand co dir 
(See Lesson 129, CouNTl!R.POINT.) The fifth ri die 
dominant chord is so treated in Illustration 8, at(4 
two places the syncopation bas been unavoidably 
No more than one tie may be omitted, COO!mlli .. 
however. 

Dlw~n8 

fourth Species, With lhe Count..,,.,W in the Bau (Minor) 

C.F'. 

(fl) 

'" '" 



SHERWOOD Music ScnooL Couases-P1ANO 
GRADE GRADUATE B 

'Test on Lesson 154 

INTERPRET . .<\ TION 

l. What shoulJ be one of the first objects of interpretauon7 

Ans. To recogmze and bring 111ro prominence ihe idea of prmcipal importance. 

2. What 1s essential for the creatmg of foreground (the melodic line) and background (the accompaniment) m 
piano playing? 

Ans. The jingers nm.~t be trained so ihat each can perform its Lds~ inclependemly of the oth~rs. 

3. Name the general rule as to melody playing governmg 

(a) long and short note~. Ans. Long noies shor"lcl be pla:-ieJ with greater strength than 
shore notes. 

1 bJ notes on strong and weak beats. Ans. N.otes appeanng on .1trcmg beats are produced with more 
strength than those appe.armg on wea~ beats. 

(c) ascending and descending melo- Ans. Ascending melodies a-re usu.ally played with inrrea.<mg 
Jies. stTenf(th: Jesrendmg melodies, the rei>erse. 

+. \\hat po~cy governs the tollowmg exceptions to the general rule-'>: 

(ai a short note tied to the following Ans. It becom~s a long note and is co be played strongly. 
note. 

(b) the highest note in an ascending Ans. le follows rhe posiiiorwl ticcent ra1her than the p1tch 
passage falling on a weak heat . accent! 

(CJ ,1 long note m a des~cndtng pas Alls. It is played stro11gly. accordm~ to the rule for long notes. 
sage falhng on a we;ik beat. 

i•J ;I ·'• I 1 11> \ '"""'··"" r.J '., t 1.1 t ·~"· .::i: .. .,,cJ 
.\I,' a 1. <tri.&.l, , 1.,J!.;u- 11..:s, 1111;bdU'lll die 1111 i:u f>J 1 .t•Ui.u.w1' 
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COUNTERP01NT 

5. W ri te counterpoint co the followmg major canto fermo, wit h fourth spec1es m the bass. Mark the 

25 • • • • Ans. 

/ >..1 C. P . 

... ~ 

.. 

1':1(51-l'.'i 

·-

Fourth Speo1~ 
!-... ,..- r. , /''\ - . 

: 
~ -

......... 1 .............. .Y~ .......... JJL., ...... -g .... ...... .1 .. ············-············· ... .7.c. ... ......... I. ......... .L 

6. Write counterpoinr to the followmg minor canto fermo, with fou rth species 10 the bass. MJd 
chords. 

?5 ____ Ans. 

11 .. C.f" . 

... 

'Tl5 4 • 6 

.~ 

P<>urt.h Speciva 

: 

- '--' ......... "' .._...,Cl 
·--- J······ ····-·········Jl.i,...... ...... _:1 .......... ....... .... -.~ .. fc, .. ... ··-·:::ll.············-····· :::.~--·-···-... .:r. __ 

100 . Total. 

'r oacher's JX•me 
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PI ANO e L moN 155 

GRADE 

APPRECIATION OP Music , CoUNTERPOINT 

A PPR EC IAT I O N OF MU SIC 

9tfodern 'Tendencies 
('This subj«• u continll<d /ram Lmon ISJ, and u "'umeJ in Lu.um JJ6) 

P.arly in the twentieth centwy both of the Russian 
ls-the elegant salon school once headed by Rubin· 

· and T chaikovsky, then by Arensky and Rach· 
; and the nationalistic school of the Five (see 

son 91, liisroRY), headed by Moussorgsky and Bore
-bore important new shoots. 

Igor Stravinsky was the most promising pupil of 
· ky·Korsakov, and the successor of the Five in his 

of popular, unpretentious and even primitive 
s. Like Moussorgsky, be incorporated Slavic folk· 
in bis works. "The Dance of the Nurse-Maiden," 

his lmlet Petrot4SCh~a. is built on the celebrated folk· 

tune "Down St . Peter's Road;" and "T he Little Organ• 
Grinder" and "Olrousal" waltzes appear in the score. 
In his Lt sdcrt du printtmps {The Rites of Spring}, be 
bas written music which comes from sources in the 
human being where humanity, as we know it, scarcely 
exists. This extraordinary music, with its impersonal, 
machine-like, frantic rhythms, and its savagely roaring 
brass, is essentially the expression of the most primitive 
strata in human consciousness. 

Observe, in the following example from Le sacre du 
/n'intemps, how two conflicting chord progressions, 
against a repeated bass, are "remorsele.ssly driven without 
the slightest apparent regard for traditional euphony." 
(See Illustration 1.) 

m ..... 1ion 1 

Exuaa. r rom .,Le AC'Te du printemps" 
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SHl!R.wooo Music ScHOOL CouRSss- P1ANO 

A lexander Scriabin began his career as a coolly aristo
cratic pianoforte composer of decidedly Chopinesque 
imprint, and then evolved an intensely concentrated 
tragic style of his own. It is customary to distinguish 
three periods in his work, the last phase being the most 
important. His compositions of this period are built 
upon the duodecuple or twelve-tone scale. The tones 
are a half-step apart, and as all except one (the tonic) 
are treated as of equal importance, a veritable revolution 
in music results. Jt involves the great modern principle 
of atonality (absence of tonality or key), which is met 
with in the work of all the radicals. 

'The Divme Poem, which is scored for a large orchestra, 
has three "themes," or motives, which Dr. A.Eaglefield 
Hull, the eminent critic, entitles (a) "Divine Grandeur, 
{b) "The Summons to Mao," (c) "Fear to Approocb
Suggestion of Flight." They are frequently used in 
development and combination during the work. Illus-

tration 2 is an extract from the Introduction, and 
the three motives in immediate juxtaposition: 

lUuttnttion 2 

Molivt'I Uttd in "The Divine Ponn" 

Trumpolfll 

! ln1 ll>""io1 
~it" 

Serge Prokofieff, are shown in a piano comf(*lll 
Moscow Conservatory, is one of the followers of Scnala 
He is a prolific writer of symphonies. Illustn!Xll J 
gives the first and second themes of the first mol'tlllllll 
of the Sixth Symphony, Op. 23. The first theme (4 1 

IDUolC.tAtion J 

T wo ,,,..,,.. From the F".,.. Movmlftlt of w SUcth Symphony 

f~ AUeK"o f"oc" ~ ~ (6~ # mo/to ispri1ta. r--::-:iNICOLAS MIASKOY!tl 

~ JJJ. JJb,J31qJt'f., ¥fii£i#Jit+~1i 1 rr r11 rr II rrfJIJ 131J:;IJIJ 
f P-==--- -==: -=:;:-:-

for the violins in unison, and is described by Lawrence 
Gilman in his program notes for the Philadelphia Sym
phony Orchestra (November 1926), as Lisztian in char
acter. The second theme, (b), be calls "a dirge-like pas
sage." It is scored for the strings, clarinets and bassoons; 
the first violins use their G strings for the lower notes 
in the example quoted, to better express the emotional 
tension. 

AJJ11ro pruipitato 1 J, ""' 

t11p-

The tendencies of that exponent of the ultramlar. 
Nicolas M iaskowsky, proFessor of composition u D 

written as far back as 1913. The opening mewm 
may be seen in Illustration 4. The right hand pby1 
F# minor, and the left hand in F minor. The !Iii 
"Sarcasm," may be a partial explanation of such a llDlll 
device. Its effect as music is distinctly modem. 

SERGEI PROKOFIBFF' Op Ii, !i I 
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· ronsidering the English modem school of composi
L the name of R. Vaughan W illiams is at once sug, 
id. This composer has made the English folk-music the 
1 of much of his work. His symphonies, 'The Sea 
London, easily hold their own with any recent 

tnm music from other lands. The "London" Sym
oy has appeared on orchestral programs in America, 

and bas awakened vivid interest. In it, he has attempted, 
and with success, to depict the life of London-some
thing of the same task that Gustave Charpentier accom
plished in bis realistic opera, Louise, wherein he trans
lates Parisian life into tone. (See Lesson 96, HrstoRY.) 

Two themes, quoted from the Jirst movement, are 
given in Illustration 5. 

lllusirotion ' 

T ht'mea From the Fir$t Movement of t.he ''London" Symphony 

l1ie work of Arnold Bax has been called "the musical 
:iterpart of the 'Celtic twilight' school of poetry." 
,tone-poem for orchestra, Ncn1ember Woods, is a pie, 
~of storms and driving leaves and the sere and dark 
~phere of autumn. Mingled with this is a mood 

of human loneliness and regret, which is finally absorbed 
in the restlessness and turmoil of nature. The pictur, 
esque and descriptive character of his music is illus· 
trated in two extracts from a song, "The Fairies." 
(See Illust ration 6.) 

Illustmtian 6 

Extracts From a Song~ "The Fairie-a" 
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Eugene Goossens is ultra-modem in tendency, and has 
attained prominence by reason of the novel quality of 
his work. His Kaleidoscope, a set of twelve short piano 

pieces, is decidedly unique. An excerpt fromcmuf 
pieces, "The Hurdy-Ourdy Man," appear! in 
tion 7. 

IDwtradon 7 

Extro<t From "The Hurdy-Gurcfy Man" 

COU NTERPOIN T 

r:four-Part 
('Thu lt&bf'°' ;, con<inued frum !.<"°" IS4, ana ii resumed in L<uon U6} 

FIFTH SPECIES 

Tttl?. CouNTERPOINT tN AN UPPER Vo1CE 
(see Illustration 8), the counterpoint is in an 
voice (the tenor), and the C.F. in the bass. No 
tion occurs in any voice. In the following example of fifth species counterpoint 

IDwtradon 8 

Filth Sptd.., With the 'Counterpoint in the T....,.. (Major Key) 

C.P. 

•• u vo ••• •nf 



SttBRWOOD Music ScHooL CouRsEs-P1ANO 
GRADE GRADUA TI: B 

'Test on Lesson 155 

APPREClATJON OF MUSIC 

What school of modern Russian composers is represented by Stravinsky? 

Ans. 'rite nationalistic school. 

2. In which of his works is to be found the expression of the most prurutive strata in man? 

Ans. "Le sac-re Ju prmt<mfls." 

3. in what way does tbe duodecuplc scale, as used by Scriablll aml other modern composers, differ from the 
ordinary chromatic ,,ca.le? 

____ Ans. In che duodewplc swle, all che tones, except the toiar, are of equal imp1>Ytance. 

4, How does Miaskow>ky expre"" the emotional tension of the second theme of the first movement of his 
sixth symphony? 

Ans. B-y havmg the first violins play the lower tones on the G stnngs. 

5. What novel device does Prokofieff employ 111 his piano compos1t1on, "Sarcasm?' 

____ Ans. 'fhe nght hand plays m F~ mmor and the left hand 111 F minor. 

6. Name two compo,;rnons wherem the composers attempted to translate bfe mto tone by utihzmg the 
ancient street-caes of the city. 

A11S. 'fhe "Londtm" S)'mphv11y, by R. V1mghar1 Wiiliams, am! rhe opera. "f..(lt1tsc." by Guswve ChaTpetmer. 

• I •31 .~ ' I '"' ~ l"l,· 11 '" I· • " • r .~ .$( 
,.\ii '1rl1t •t ·1~.f. !Of di (<''•" • n, 1«h.dl!ll r>~ • sl• 11•4u\: 1 • 



S1tr1Rwoou M usic Sc1100L CouRses P1ANO 

COUNTERPOINT 

7. Write cpunterpoint to the following major canto fermo, with 6(ch species in the soprano. Mm 
chords. 

25 A tlS. 

Tl.65- 7 

••' l I 

C. F'. 

··-·-::r:··- ---.... _-::. ............ _:1:_1. ....... -... '$-.............. £L. .......... 1L.(.. ........ :!.1. .. ........ -:1LLJ .. :r 

8. Write counterpoint to the following minor canto fecmo, with 6fth species in the alto. Mark thcdxB. 

25 ___ Ans. 

II I 

cJ 

Flfih Spe~ _,,- ......... . • 
,.. ..... . - / !'- . k • .+ / I'\ -. -

T15&•tl 
.~ L -

C.1' 

: 

v-rr • "Y ...... J:. ········ ··~· '- .............. 1. ................ I ........ -......... Iil: ...... -.......... °J:4, ........... "DJ::".4 ........ -. .1.. 

100 Total. 

Pup1f3 )\{mnc. ________ ___ •• _. _. ________________________ -·--·· 

Pup1f3 Addres.< _ ________ ______ _________ _ 
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PIANO @i L .. aoN 156 

GRADE-GRADUATE B 

:ubjects of this Lesson: AI'PRBc1ATION OP Musrc , CoUNTBRPOINT 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

tModern er endencies 
(*Th&1 aubj«t is continutd /Tom Lcuon US, and is Tcsumed in Luaon JS8) 

:eRMANY 
The influence of the Wagnerian ideals and theories 

1roo the musical art of the past fifty years in Germariy 
11 been practically incalculable. 

The modern masters who are Wagner's successors 
~ve, to a large extent, adopted his formulae and followed 
nthe path blazed by him; but it has remained for Arnold 
idioenberg, of Vienna, to throw overboard all traditions, 
1 build up his chord structure on a basis of fourths, 
ither than upon the time-honored thirds, and to free 
~voice-leading from all laws. 

In his "Chamber" Symphony in E minor, belonging 
to his "second period," Schoenberg takes his first steps 
into the new realms of tone. A chord of five fourths, 
superimposed one upon the other, is presented in the 
opening measures, and there is extensive use of the 
whole-tone scale. His Six Little Piano Pieces, Op. 19, 
are described as "fleeting, cinematographic pen sketches, 
or tone aphorisms, for the keyboard." 

illustration 1 is an extract from one of these. The 
seventh interval is featured no less than five times in this 
short passage, three of them being major sevenths. 

lJIU""1tioo l 

Extract From "Six Little Piano P&eca0 

RMc4, a.be.. teicM ., .. {~ SCHOENBERG: Op.19, No. 4 
II i. ~-·· ~- - I !':'. 

., ·y . "~ ... - .. 
P-===. PP 

._/':\ - ~ ~------ • : 

~q~· • 
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Paul H indemith is one of the post'W'a.r German com
posers. While his music is full of willful harshness and 
non-sentimentality, it is manly and logical, and promises 
much for the future. 

Three extracts from bis "1922" Suite for Piano are 
given in Illustration 2; one from "March" (a), and 
two from "Ragtime" (b) and (c). Preceding "Ragtime," 
we find some "Directions for Use," including the follow-

ing: "Take no thought of what you bave learned • 
your music lessons; do not ponder long on whether ID 
use the fourth or the sixth finger. Play wildly, ,ua 
strict time, like a machine. Regard the piano as • 
interesting variety of the percussions (&hlaguug), a 
act accordingly." A quite notable example of modemia 
is the extract at (c). It is followed by a brilliant o:uw 
passage, which concludes the composition. 

filut:tra1ion 2 

Extracts From "1922" Suite for Pi"no 

(/))/\ 4 11- 4 " ..J ..I 

l 
-., 

~ !II" ,.. 
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ITALY 

Within the past few years, Italy has attracted wide
spread attention by the novelty and freshness of her 
instrumental music. Italian music no longer means 
merely the operas of Verdi, Puccini, Montemezzi. Of 
the "new Italians," Pizzetti, Malipiero, Respighi and 

-
~~ ... ~ ..,. > 

't.. l 
./.f 

~ 73 Ii 

Casella are distinguished by the seriousnes.s ol thiir 
work. In Illustration 3 is given an excerpt from a Smalia 
for the piano by Alfredo Casella. It is in three movemaia. 
or in ii-e tempi, according to the printed heading. 'l1lt 
measure signatures constantly change, and are primrd 
above the upper staff, instead of on it. 



lllustr:ition 3 

Extract From Soo<1tina 

3 un poco animato ,. ... , ... ... ·- ·- 11 .:. ·- L'll~ ~ 

II I I I I 

" 
marcato,con v~ 

II ' " · , . 

.\IN 

Until the twentieth century was well advanced, Spain 
salmost ignored as a nation of creative musical power, 
tin recent years, there has been an amazing develop' 
~I of music. The outstanding composers of modern 
IDl are Nin, Turina, Albeniz, Granados, Kaplan, 
!ted to the folk-music of eastern Spain, Cour<1do del 
mpo, spoken of as "a Spanish Strauss," and-of special 

,,i. ·- ·- ·- :.. 11 :.. 
ALFREDO CASEL LA 

·- L. • 
-

~~ " . 

prominence-Manuel de Falla whose motto is "God, Art 
and Country." 

De Falla 's ballet, Love, the Magician, his piano coo· 
certo, )l(ight in Lhe Gardens of Spain, and his Master 
Peter's Puppet Show, bid fair to make Spain's musical 
glory match that of her art, in her great artists, Murillo 
and Velasquez. Illustration 4 gives a few measures of 
a Spanish I>ance from De Fa.Ila's opera, La vida breve. 

lUustration 4 

Extriltt From "La vida breve" 

Allelf'l:O rlhnico e con brio M. DE l<
0

Al.LA 

9 

lHER NEW VOICES IN EUROPE 
3ila Bartok, a modern Magyar, is ooe of the great 

original talents in contemporary Europe; Poland seems 
to have produced a modern little Chopin in the person of 

·'=~~""""Vco""""~~==' 
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Szymanowski; Allan Berg is a brilliantly gifted pupil of 
Schoenberg; Anton Webern and Egon Wellecz have both 
begun in Schoenberg's idiom, much as Schoenberg him-

self began in the later idiom of Wagner. W
an exceedingly erudite German, has writtm a jm 
called Johnny spielt auf. 

COUNTERPOINT 

':four-Part 
(O>ntinu<d from C..uon ISS) 

FIFTH SPECIBS (Continued from u$son 1.55) 

Tml CouNTl!RPOINT IN THll BASS 
In Illustration 5, a minor C.F. is placed in the soprano 

and the counterpoint in the bass. 

Observe, in measure 4, the use of the descending form 
of the melodic minor scale in an ascending passage. Bi, is 

here necessary, as it is a part of the chord on IV, .i 
the following note is a passing note, C is wed illlllllll 
C#, in order to avoid the augmented second. In 
6, the ascending form is used in a descending JlUllll 
a like reason. C# is here a chord tone of vu•, and 
B following, instead of Bf, is again used to avcid 
augmented second. 

IUustr.uion S 

Folth Speciu, With the Count•rpoint in the Basa (Mino. Koy) 

C.P 

v 1• IV 

It should be noted that the C# could not form a real 
bass to vn°, being the root of that diminished triad, and 
diminished triads are never used in root position, in 
strict counterpoint. As a passing tone, the C# is per• 

7 

\'Uj v 

foctly correct. Yet, although it is used as a pwq 
it must be Clf and not Cl;, because the latter \l/Qlld 
a false relation to the chord in use, and, in this aec, ID 
C# actually present in the soprano. 

""""'~--===<?io)"'I>,,~~~ 
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Test on Lesson 156 

APPRECIA TlON OP MUSIC 

l. ln what manner does Schoenberg prove his disregard of traditions of former composers? 

'" _ _ _ Ans. By build mg u.p his chord stTuctme on a basis of fourths rather than of thirds, and by freemg hi.~ wice· 
leading from an laws. 

2. Of what modem composer is it said that "his music is full of willful harshness and nonsentimentahty, yet 
it is manly and logical?" 

J ·--- Ans. Paul Hindemith. 

3. What country has produced the composers Nin, Turina and Granados? 

J ____ Ans. Spam. 

4. Name the composer of the opera La uu!a breve. 

U . ___ Ans. Manuel de Falla. 

COUNTERPOINT 

5. Wnte counterpoint to •lie lollowmg major canto fermo, with fifth species m the bass. Jv1ark the chords. 

~ ···- Ans. 
11~ C.F 

~ 

. -

Tt56-(. 

I 
Plr~ Speoid 

: . --······ ~ ............... Y."' ........ .. ..n, .... -.... .;r.. ...... :JI." .. _ ......... :t.. ................ .Jl;. .......... .. I .. 
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COUNTERPOINT -Continued 

6. Write counterpoint to the following minor canto fermo, with 6fth species in the bass. Mark the 

. 10 Ans . 

1\11 II C.l' 

v 

.. 
Tl50·6 .. 

1'1-rt.h $peeiea ... -
...... 1 .................... ..1 ................ I; ................. +.it.t. ............ .Lir.l ......... .I ... - ........... :L.. .... - .. -~-

100 • ___ Total. 

Pupil's AJJress. ___ ... _ 

Pupil's R<gl31Tatum J'(o. 
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Subjects of this Lesson: OOBRPRBTATION , COUNTERPOINT 

I NTER P RETA TI O N 

Playing Polyphonic .JMusic 

The playing of polyphonic music presents features that 
ire somewhat different from those of homophonic music. 
On the one band, the interpreter must have some 
icqaaintance with c:ontrapuntal devices (see Lesson 132, 
APPRl!OtATtON ov Music), to enable him to analyze and 
mus understand their application; and on the other 
band, his physical playing mechanism must be trained to 
function so that t he use of such devices by the composer 
may be, at all times, fully revealed to the listener. 

Polyphonic music is quite difficult t.o interpret because 
rJ. the independence of all voices; and because of the 
mterweaving of these voices, which are not always 
&Unultaneous or coincident as to beginnings and endings; 
md, finally, because it is almost exclusively melodic in 
diaracter. 

We realize, then, that various degrees of tonal prom
inence must be available and under c:ontrol, in order to 
properly present polyphonic music. 

The student bas learned that the contrapuntal art 
reached its very apex and culmination in the works of 
Johann Sebastian Bach. (See Lesson 73, HISTORY.) While 
Bach wrote homophonic music for many instruments and 
IXllllbinations of instruments, there is no doubt that his 
greatest creations are in the polypho.nic style. 

Since the piano as we know it today was not in use in 
Bach's time, it is evident that bis "piano music" was 
originally written for the clavichord and harpsichord. 
T hese inst ruments, on account of their method of 
attack, and comparative absence of overtones, were par
ticularly adapted for music with several voices, each of 
which should stand out clearly. 

Bach's great polyphonic works, however, such as the 
Preludes and Fugues of the Wel!-'Tetnpered Clavichord, 
are the more effective on the modern piano on account of 
its greater sonority and plasticity; and the student must 
merely learn how to utilize these advantages without 
sacrificing the simplicity and charm of the original inten
tion of the compositions. 

The best models to keep in mind, when presenting 
polyphonic music through the medium of the piano, are 
the orchest ra, the mixed chorus, and the organ. 

In the first two, we have collections of individuals, 
either playing or singing witb voices of diverse character 
and tone quality. They may, thus, express themselves 
freely and independently under tbe guiding supervision 
and control of the conductor, whose principal office is 
to correlate them one with another, and weld them 
into a harmonious whole. 

- o '''r eo,,rcJw IOJJ I? A. J, l.uwru.Y•. l"'ptri;al • ad flllfnMt-.1 Copyt- &nortd 
Alltttjttu ,,ttnitd. foit •llcow•ria., ,_.Wnfl tJw rWw o/ l1•ftill.ti:i0'!! 



In the organ, there is the possibility of presenting 
various voices, or melodies, with dilferent degrees of 
loudness or softness, as well as with different qualities of 
tone; and this makes the instrument very effective in 
polyphonic structures. 

Bearing in mind the ideal presentations of polyphonic 
music by such vehicles as these, the pianist must, as far 
as possible, make his instrument emulate their example. 

DISCR.IMINA TJVE EMPHASIS 

What is known as discriminative emphasis-such 
means of touch as enable the player to make a voice, or 
melody, sound independently of other voices, or melodies 
-may be called the very lure of the keyboard. Indeed, 
the modem piano is the only musical instrument, manipu• 
lated by one individual, which responds directly to the 
touch of the player, with the varying degrees of loudness, 
softness and quality tbat will give the effect of several 
simultaneous voices. (The organ is not responsive to the 
nuances of touch, although it bas enormous resources in 
other ways, particularly in variety of tonal quality and 
in dynamic power.) 

The term "plastic touch" is sometimes employed, to 
imply all the means used to effect discriminative em• 
phasis. Therefore, although the intellect furnishes the 
incentive and the impulse, the ear must be the superin· 
tendent, and the playing apparatus the trained servant, 
in the attainment of such plastic touch. 

PEDALING IN POLYPHONIC MUSIC 

Use of the damper pedal in fugues, or other polyphonic 
music, must always be very sparing. It is obvious, from 
what bas been already said in this Lesson, that clearness 
of the musical web is of the first importance-that is, 
giving the individual voices distinction and continuity. 
As there are seldom repeated harmonies, but a perpetual 
flow of melodies, there will often be extended periods in 
which there is no place for the damper pedal. This fact 
probably accounts for its use being prohibited altogether 
by some authorities. Such an extreme of pedagogical 
strictness is not entirely warranted, as the damper pedal 
can often be utilized with good effect, and Bach himself 
would doubtless bave welcomed and used the modem 
improvements of our day, had they been available in his 
time. 

T he fact remains, however, that great care and 
tion are necessary in adding pedaling to this style rJ 

PRACTICAL HINTS 

In order to master this very important departmait 
the student's theoretical and practical musical 
it is well to proceed as follows: 

1. Study carefully the annotation precedingeachN, 
phony Study of this Course, beginning with 
and ending with fugues, and endeavor tocany 
analysis farther by your own euminatioo ri 
Study. 

2. Practice each voice separately, playing it fnD lit 
beginning to its close. 

The first is a purely intellectual process, based 
knowledge previously imparted; the second is 
education, coupled with the physical training 
in all the technical Exercises and Studies of this 
and gives the student control and mastery of the 
mechanism. 

While it is important to fully gra$p the ardiitccld 
plan of polyphonic music, that knowledge of 1t!elf •Giit 
a means to develop the interpretative powm ci 
player. The student must understand that DO llllllr 
what the nature of the idiom, it must always be rmllllitll 
in an expressive manner; and that it must poea 
ingredients of artistic interpretation. All of thi!lmllll 
discussed in preceding Lessons. 

In the playing of fugues, the theme and eVUJdiil 
thematic must be brought out prominently and pla.slalp. 
with full, round, singing t.one. It may be tahn •a 
axiom tbat all the rest of the counterpoint is to be ... 
ordinated to the theme itself. 

When playing each voice separately, imagine tbe .... 
of the other parts with it. This will assist you topraint 
their individuality when playing them together. 

A fugal theme usually contains some dominant W., 
or mood, which will be expressed, more or less, thrap 
out all of its permutations. Expressive fugue pla1111i 
subject to the same considerations which areappliahlttl 
all other forms of musical utterance. To interpret,ai.,I 
means to find the hidden meaning and idea, and to 
it clearly. All presentation must possess, in addiliati 



ml charm and rhythmic variety. Without these, we 
11t merely a collection of sounds, not music; and only 
11m they are properly correlated with one another can 
rtonal mass have coherence and unity. 

Considering the playing of polyphonic music, Walter 
siding, in bis excellept book entitled M usic: An Art 
~4 Language, says: 

'The general effect of a fugue is cumulative: a massing 
d piling up of voices that lead to a carefully designed 
:clusion which, in some of Bach's organ fugues, is posi
"ly overwhelming. A fugue may be called a mighty 
irtndo, like the sound of many waters. 

'There is a popular conception, or rather misconcep-
111, that a fugue is a labored, dull or even 'dry' form of 
:&p05ition, meant only as an exhibition of pedantic skill, 
!!quite beyond the reach of ordinary musical apprecia
m. Nothing is farther from the truth, as a slight 
lllllination of mus.ical literature will show. For we see 
Ill the fugal form has been used to express well•nigh 
r:r:y human emotion; the sublime, the tragic, the roman
~ very often the humorous and the fantastic. 

"When we recall the irresistible sparkle and dash of 
*mi's Magic Flute overture, or the overture to 'The 
med Bride by Smetana, or the Finale of Mozart's 
bpiter' Symphony, and of many of the fugues of 'The 
dl-'T empered Clavichord, it is evident that to call a 
~'dry' is an utter abuse of language. It is true that 

there are weak, artificial and dull fugues, where the com
poser- frankly- had nothing to say, and merely filled 
out the form; but the same may be said of every type of 
composition, i.e., among them all are examples inspired 
and- less inspired. This, however, is no inclictment of 
the fugue per se, against which the only thing to be said 
is ithat it requires, on the part of the listener, an exceeding 
concentration. 

"Some of the masterpieces of the world being wholly 
or partially in fugal form, it is the duty of those listening 
to polyphonic music to train their powers to the same 
seriousness of attention expected, and freely given, in the 
appreciation of an oration, a drama, or a cathedral." 

The transcriptions of Bach's magnificent organ fugues 
by Liszt, Tausig, D'Albert and Busoni, who also gave 
these transcriptions masterly performance, bear abundant 
proof of the contention that the modern piano is ao instru· 
ment most admirably adapted to the effective and con
vincing presentation of polyphonic compositions. 

It is obvious that before taking up the playing of 
fugues, the smaller forms of polyphonic music should be 
thoroughly studied. This Course presents complete and 
progressively arranged material, already referred to, for 
the study and practice of this kind of music, and tbe 
selections should be taken up in the order of their presen• 
ta tion. The earlier Studies lead naturally and gradually to 
the advanced polyphonic work in Studies 710, 700, etc., 
which are from "The Well-Tempered Clavichord." 

COUNTE R POINT 

Combined Counterpoint 

Hitherto only first species counterpoint has been per· 
nd in more than one voice at a time. An exercise in 
rood species counterpoint, for instance, has one voice 
1!t.COlld species, and all the rest in first species. 

When two or more voices have counterpoint other 
:ID first species, we have Combined Counterpoint. 

Many different combinations are possible, even in 
m-part counterpoint, for each of the two parts written 
11th the C.F. may have any of four species. 

Counterpoint in which all of the parts but the C.P. are 
in 6fth species, is by far the most important and practical, 
however; and all the other varieties of combination are 
chiefly useful as preparation for it. 

Up to this point there could, of course, be only one 
moving voice on the second, third or fourth beats of the 
measure; but in Combined Counterpoint there may be 
two or more, which, if entirely independent in their 
movement, would cause all kinds of discords; and it must 
be remembered that the counterpoint is still Strict. 

'==~~..,,?Co~~~~./< 
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One of the fundamental rules of Combined Counter· 
point is that the lowest note sounded, in any place, must 
be regarded, temporarily, as a real bass; that is, no discord 
or perfect fourth may be sounded above it. With this 
restriction, passing tones, auxiliary tones, changing tones, 
etc., are used just as before, but they will have to be 
carefully considered in their relation to each other as 
well as to the prevailing chord of the measure. 

A few slight relaxations nf the strict letter ri dx 
are permitted. For instance, the occasional stn'kq rl. 
single discord, when both parts move by ~p 11111 
contrary direction, is allowed. 

Several illustrations in three-part counterpoint 
The first example has two parts in second speciea. 
above and one below the C.F. (See Illustration I.) 

Illwtntion l 

Second Specin in Two Voica (Major Key) 

(a 

C.I'. 

v IV 

At (a) in Illustration 1, consonant passing tones occur 
in the two moving parts, while at both (b) and (c) a pass· 
ing tone in one part forms a consonance with a harmonic 
tone in the other. In the remaining measures, both the 
tones on the second half are harmonic tones, therefore 
taken by leap, but always forming consonances. At (cl) 
the bass is allowed to go somewhat lower than the 
normal range of the voice, to get the best form of cadence. 

(/J) le (t/J 

YI IV v 

An E at this point would be possible, making dx 
satisfactory inverted cadence. 

Any combination including fourth species ii • 
present difficulties. Illustration 2 shows ooe with 
and second species, and the syncopation is mly 
once. Again, the bass is low at the cadence, but ill 
case it could not be otherwise. 

Illuotr.ttioci 2 

Fourth and Second Specita Combined (Mojar Key) 

• ll.i 

t) I I 

- C.P'. -

: 

! v lV 

An example of third and fifth species combined is seen 
in Illustration 3. A minor C.F. forms the bass. It will be 
instructive to observe bow the invariable consonances 
between the moving voices are formed, whether by two 

-
I I -
-

I 7J 
" 1e v 

passing tones, two harmonic tones, or by one 
and one nonharmonic tone. There are many pm1ibilililll 
in this respect, in devising the progreMioos, and 
student should experiment with them. 



m.......uon 3 

l'i!th and Third Sped .. Combined (Min0< Key) 

II 1 ... 
ti I I - " , 
IL I 

I I 

C.P. 
: 

- VJ v 

The diminished seventh between measures 5 and 6 of 
1above eJQlmple is covered by a very slight extension 
Rule 3, Lesson 121, CoUNI'rRPOtNT. The interval is, 
&et, more melodic than that of the minor seventh 
ire referred to as possible. 

- -
.. n , 

I I I 

~ 

vn: ,. 

T wo examples of combined florid counterpoint are now 
given; that is, both the added parts are in fifth species. 
Illustration 4 is in the major key, and in each measure the 
rhythmic figures of the two counterpoints are con· 
trasted. 

IUU$lrlltion ~ 

Fifth Spod .. in T wo Voi«1 ( M•.io< Key) 
11,,, C. P 

ti " 
Oft - -. 

I - .... 
: 

I I I 
v ... 

For an example in the minor key, a tenor C.F. is made 
ibass of the exercise. (See Illustration 5.) It should be 
iaved that, as in Illustration 4, the two florid parts 

I 
(G 

"' 

I 

""" -
-

- I I 

TV v 

never have the same rhythmic progressions simultane• 
ously, so that individuality and contrast are constantly 
maintained. 

lllustr=ition S 

F'dth Sped<> in T wo Voices ( Mln0< Key) 

Ii» 

ti I - I I 

- -

- C. F. 

••• v 

c.otnbined Counterpoint may be written in four, five 
'lllOfe parts. T he difficulty of writing it is, of course, in 
1ip0rtion to the number of parts; and the possible com bi· 
i!IOl\S of different species are very largely increased in 

-
I -...._ ..T 11· 11- - ti'= -

I I 

vu; •• 
number with each additional voice. It may surprise the 
student to learn that, with a single C.F., there are pos• 
sible forty-eight exercises in three-part combined counter· 
point, a ll different as to arrangement of voices and species. 
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'fest on Lesson 157 

INTERPRET A TJON 

I. N.unc two n;quis1l~• lor polyphomc playing. 

I _ Ans. Acqu.i111M>1a w1rh «nHrap1mtal di:vic.:.~ .im! a wd!-rramt:d f?laymg mechanis'l'n. 

2 Name three cbar;ictenst1c;o of polyphonic music which make 1t J1Ricult to interpret. 

Ans. 'Th.: 111,fc/1endntcc •'f 1hc t'<•tce.s. 2. 'The 111terww1•1ug 11/ thes( t'OIL,S. J. Its almost rxdus1vely 
mdod1c characte1. 

3. Name thr.::c gooJ model:; to keep an mmJ when playmg polyphonic mu.1c 011 the piano. 

I ____ An~. 'T'l1< ord1.;stru, th< llltX'<I chorus, irncl rite c>rgan. 

~ What 1:; meant by Jiscrunmative emphasis? 

, ____ Ans. 'fh~ m.il{ing qf tw<) or mvr' 1·01C.:s, or mdod1es, to souncl mdcpende11t of each other. 

5. Wh,1t Joe, the teem '"pla:;uc couch" involve? 

6. (.;ive two praCULal hmts recommcnJed for the stuJy of the polyphonic work!' of thi.; Course. 

Pr<l<LICC e.ult t11nce s.:paratdy, playmg 11 frulll bcg1m1111g tv euJ. 

h I '\ j ,1; l I lft,Wl <t"IJ 1 i " I • f /\1 
i'\,.,,,11 rt .tJ,I ,j,._ .. u.u,111.-11>..,,t'll._Ji! rl(li 



INTERPRET A TlON Contnmed 

l) \\·h.1t u«? -hou!J he made of th.: .Limper p.:Jal in playing polyphomc mu 1~ on the pLlllO' 

Ans Ven sp.inng usc 

COUNTERPOINT 

9 \\'hat i- combined counterpoint? 

5 • __ Ans. Coumcrpomr 111 which two or more t'<l1ces htwe other rhan Jir.11 spenes 

JO. What 1s the most important combination of the species? 

A11.1. Thar m wl11d1 all parts bur the C.F. urc 111 rlie fifth spe..·1es. 

11 ( ;1....: the lu11J.1menr.d rule .1pplymg to comomed strict counterromt 

5 ••• Ans The lowes1 struc~ nou, 111 .rny place. must be regarded, te>nf'<>r<111lv, as.ire.ii hass. 

ll. Mention on.: po-<siole .:xc.:ption to rh1,, rul.: . 

1 est • 'll ~Nill I S7 P .ig\! 2 
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COUNTERPOl?\T -Contmucd 

Wmc combined counterpoint to the follow111i.: m,1jor canto fermo, wuh third ~pecies in the alto and 
second species m the bass. Mark the chonk 

~r)r. c •. -
., 
Tl • 

Tt.·r.t \l'-J-""" t• 
..j.. . ... . 

IU~. - -\ 

"ltot"nnd Sp.:-~ . 
~ 

,., -
:;n;..L.J;:.. - -

~ 0 

:! ..... 

14. \\'nte oomhineJ counterpoint to the 101lowm~ m,11or canto tcrmo. w1rh ht ch :;pec1cs in the alto and third 
species tn the ba". MJrk the chords. 

Ans. 
"'I' h ... ' I" C'I• It 

·rar.~ 
__.-::::. 

,, . • ,t L _.., - -
I 

, , , 1-4 

·~l -
I 

~ 

Thtrd hpf'CtH 

- : ~ -
--.:. 

I . 
1 ~4-····· I 

I 'i \\ nc.: combineJ counurpomt to the tolla\\ &.ll( minor .:a.mo lamo, with fourth sp.:.:1e- 111 the alto 
.md htth spec1.:' m th.: tenor. l\ 1ark the chorJ<. 

Aus. 

l'.t1. ' > 
~ 

"il" 
TLS1·~ 

- L 
f'w:rth~k~ 

Jo1l1h ~~u:• 
. ...... . I_ _..--' 

~~ _._ 

-

::::-,,._ -
-* · 

-'-

:m.• • :r 

- . 

_,c. ::::... ...c::. ... -~ 
. 

- ----- --- - -- --
_L I -

·-
l- -· ... I: . 
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COUNTERP01NT-Conti1mecl 

16. Wnte combmed counterpoint to the following maJor canto fermo, w1tb 6frb species m liotl1 
and tenor. Mark the chords. 

111 Ans. 

f'i I Pirth Spocffl6 ,......., 
. . ... - - '- -.......... 

.. - L F•flb flpoc:i•• ~. ,..--,,. 
~ 

fl~7·1tf 

0 F 

: 

I ......... ~ I ......... :Jt.~ ..... .I.4..... . __m:~ :r 
'V -

JOO •• Total. 

Pupil's AJdms_ .... __ .....• 
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Subjects of this Lesson: APPRECIATION OP Music , CouNTERPOINT 

.. 
AP PRE CI A TI ON OF MU SIC 

fltfodern Tendencies 
(Tli11 •oWJ«I II <ontonU<d {rt>m Lt•- JS6) 

AMERICA 

Following the lead of European countries, Amenca has 
recently begun pbymg t1n importaPt role in the produc· 
aon of music which breaks away from tradition and con• 
!UVatism. 

Some excerpts from, or references to, representative 
V.'OW by Americans are quoted 10 this Lesson. 

John Alden Carpenter has, in several of his works, 
incorporated what he feels to be characteristics of 
America as a nation. In hiJ C.OOetttino he bas made 
momentary allusions to national and popular mekxlies, 
and has introduced some typical American rhythlDll, 
savoring of ragtime. The two following excerpts arc 
from this composition. (See Illustration l.} 

TUwtratloo I 

Two 11xc.,,... From the Conartiao 

CARPENTER 

~-------



In (a) is found a poignant, rhythmic pattern, which 
prevails throughout much of the first movement. 

In (b), the flutes and piccolos of the orchestra are play· 
ing a fragment of "Dixie," against a phrase of "The Old 
Folks at Home," given out by the 'cellos, while the 
solo instrument plays a chord accompaniment of novel 
character for either of these two well-known airs. 

Carpenter's Sbscrapers, first produced at the New 
York Metropolitan Opera House, in 1926, is a ballet, 
which seeks to reflect some of the many rhythmic move• 

ments and sounds of modem American life. It baa ao 
story, in the usual sense, but is based on the a.ssmnptlCll 

that American life reduces itself eventually to vXllenc 
alternations of Wor~ and Play, each with ita on 
peculiar and distinctive rhythmic character. 

Edg;ir Stillman Kelley, in his great operatic oralOrlll, 
'The Pilgrim's Progress, is modern in bis idiom, aldwp 
not inclined towards advanced radicalism. Illustntm 2 
shows, at (a), a passage taken from the Prologue, and, at 
(b), an excerpt from "The Delectable Mountaina," m 
Part III of the work. 

lllwttotioa 2 

Two Passages From "TI.e PiJgrtm.' Progre.tt 

> 

> 

l~:~=:== ~= 
> 

H enry Hadley was inspired by the World War to 
write the choral work, 'The 'New Earth, which exhibits 
radical harmonic tendencies. Illustration 3 presents an 

e..'Ccerpt from the second number, called "c.omradet a( 
the Cross." This number is scored for tenor solo, wanm'1 

chorus, and orchestra. 

lliustratloo 3 

Excerpt From "The Ntw E;:a.n.b" 
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Ernest Bloch, although a native of Switzerland, has 
made his home in America since 1916. While his lsTat:I, 
Schdamo, and the String Quartet-all strongly Hebraic 
in content- represent his art at a bigb level, it is bis 
symphony, America, which has identified him as a com
poser to be reckoned with. This great work, in three 
parts, represents the spirit of America from the landing 
of the Pilgrims and through the reconstruction periods of 
the Civil War and the World War. The work closes with 
a Hymn for the "New America." 

Deems Taylor has produced the orchestral suite, 
'Through the I.oo~ing Glau, based on "Alice in Wonder· 
land," and an opera, Peter Ibbetson, after Du Maurier's 
novel. These works are both in the modernistic vein. 

Henry Cowell, a resident of California, exhibits in his 
piano music some rather startling innovations. These 
include the playing of groups of keys ("tone clus
ters"), according to some claimed principle of "musical 
relativity." They are struck sometimes with the forearm 
and sometimes with the open or closed hand; and the 
notation, needless to say, is also quite novel. 

"The Tides of Manaunaun" anc;I "Amiable Conver• 
sation," are two compositions illustrating these methods. 
In another, "Aeolian Harp," the player silently depresses 

the keys of chords with one hand, and with the other 
sweeps the corresponding strings inside the piano. In 
"The Banshee," the strings are hand-swept over larger 
areas, the performer needing to stand by the instru
ment while the pedal is held down continuously by an 
assistant. Principles of acoustics are applied in a unique 
way in all these compositions. 

Carl Ruggles and Roger Sessions are the descendants 
of old-established New England families, and what is 
most striking in their work is its strong racial and local 
quality. Ruggles seems to express in his music, "the 
nostalgia of New England;" Sessions, the melancholy of 
t:be Puritan temper. 

Edgar Varese and Aaron Copland are outstanding 
modernists. Varese's cubistic tone-poems, Atmriques, for 
giant orchestra, satirizes American life as a blatant and 
overgrown monstrosity. Copland's music liberates the 
characteristic jazz rhythms and permits them free develop· 
ment. Paul Rosenfeld says: 'The trombone slides, the 
S<l.'Cophone chuckles and whines, and all the machinery of 
vulgarization sounds forth a wild laughter .. . " 

illustration 4 presents the opening measures of Co{Y 
land's "Scherzo humoristique" for piano {The Cat aad 
the Mouse): 

lllu&tration 4 

O~nJI of "Sdi•no humo.Utlq~" (Th• C.1 and the Mo111e) 

It is manifestly impossible to give extracts from, or 
even mention, the works of many of the composers who 
employ modernistic idiom. The examples quoted have 
been chosen to acquaint the student with various types 
of its use in musical composition, by writers of many 
nationalities. 

The study of music from the listener's standpoint, not 
only reveals the marvelous accomplishments of the past 
and the present, but also suggests tremendous possibili
ties to be realized in the future. Recent daring departures 

in the field of composition have led many to wonder what 
may be the nature of such later developments. 

The numerous excerpts quoted in this series of Lessons 
on the subject of APPRECIATION OP Muotc, will serve as a 
guide for further study, which may be carried on indefi· 
nitely through the many avenues open to the present-day 
student. These include recitals, orchestra concerts, op• 
eras, radio programs, and a limitless supply of printed 
music, whereby educated students can familiarize them
selves with the masterpieces of musical literature. 



COUN T ERPO I NT 

:free Counterpoint 

Th.e application of the principles of counterpoint., 
simultaneously wirh the use of all the resources of hannooy, 
makes Pree Counterpoint, upon which all polyphony is 
based. 

The study and practice of th.is kind of counterpoint 
should at fint be conducted in much the same form as 
strict counterpoint; that is, with a C.P. and with the 
voice parts on separate clefs. Four voices may be taken as 
a general basis. The free counterpoint of a Bach fugue, 
for instance, although appearing to the piano student 
condensed into "short score," may be laid out in open 
score, just as are the illustrative examples in the Counter• 
point Lessons. Each voice has its own individual line of 
progress, throughout the work. 

When restriction to the use of triads and their 
inversions is removed, the possibilities of progression 
are enormously increased. It is no longer necessary to 
see that nonharmonic tones make consonan<XS in combina· 
tion, but these tones in themselves still conform strictly 
to the conditions that make them passing, auxiliary, 
alternating tones, etc., according to the definition of each. 

Appoggiaturas and accented passing tones will be a..a. 
able. In strict counterpoint they were, of course, cir. 
barred on account of their very nature, bringmg ~ 
on the accent. 

In writing free counterpoint with a C.P., a c:atl8 
species may appear for a few measures in one put .. 
then be transferred to another part, insttad of rtmlllll 
in one part throughout, as was the rule in strict COUlllao 
point. 

The rules of harmony and the dictites of good mlllbl 
taste now take the place of many rules that hive P"' 
vailed in previous counterpoint study. Yet the principlil 
of counterpoint must always be considered, and die 
strict study just completed should have re.suited in pcoo 
ducing a contrapuntal style of writing. For mmplr. 
repeated notes, eighth notes taken and ltft fmly br 
leap, etc., while not actually forbidden, as hitherto. 111 

non-contrapuntal in character, and therefore should lie 
generally avoided. 

Some examples of free counterpoint, principally in br 
parts, are given in Illustrations 5 to 9. 

111 ... intlon' 

p,.. Coontorpoint With Second Sp<cl .. 

J 

In lllustration5,6rstandsecond species, only, are used. 

The second species movement passes from voice to voice, 

and in measure 3 is in two voices at once. 

6 II 7 8 9 "' 
Measure 2 has a ~ chord (of the kind deliCObtd m 

Lesson 71, HARMONY), which the soprano conwru llllO& 
8 i at the second half of the measure. In measuru6and9, 



~. dominant seventh chords occur, but otherwise the 
unterpoint is practically strict. 

In Illustration 6, the third species is the principal 
movement, but there is also some second species. The 

Illustntion 6 

Free Counterpoint With Third Speciq 
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C.P 
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aninant seventh chord and two of its inversions are 
11.d in measures 4, 6 and 8, and the diminished seventh, 
measure 5. 

OINTS OF IMITATION 

In free contrapuntal writing one of the most important 
anentsis the use of Imitation. (SeeLcssons61, H1sroRv, 
:.:l 132, APrlU!ClATION OP Music.) Although this sub-

~ 

I I 

.. 

I I 

I 

6 7 8 0 

ject belongs, strictly speaking, to Canon, a more advanced 
branch of theoretical study, illustration of its use in the 
practice of free counterpoint will be comprehensible to 
the student. "Points of imitation," as they are called, 
give homogeneity to the contrapuntal texture, and draw 
attention to the individuality of the voice parts. It 
will be seen that the imitation consists of the repetition 
of a melodic figure, either by the same voice, or by 
another voice. (See Illustration 7 .) 

IlJwtration 7 

free Countupoint With Points of Imitation 
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In Illustration 7 there are two figures taken for imita
xe treatment, marked (a) and (b), re.spectively. Their 
lriou.s appearances, either exact or with some slight 
icration, are indicated by the horWlntal brackets. 
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The dominant seventh chord occurs in measures 4 and 
9, and the supertonic seventh in measures 8 and 9. 

To illustrate the actual use of free counterpoint in 
master works, a quotation is given from Bach's Fugue in 
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E\,, out of 'The Well-'Tempered Clauichord, Book 2. 
(See Illustration 8.) This passage also shows how a piano 
composition may have a strictly contrapuntal construction 
that is not readily observable from the piano score 
arrangement in which it is usually seen. The continual 

use of points of imitation is indicated in the same 
as in Dlustration 7. It will benoticedtbatitis the rh 
here, more than the melody, which gives the moavc 
character, and makes the imitative treatment 
recognizable. 

lll1~r.ufon 8 

Frtt Couruttpoint From a O..:h Fug"" Wich Pnints of Jmillltinn 

Ao example of the use of counterpoint by more recent 
composers is given in Illustration 9- an excerpt from the 
"Easter Hymn" in Mascagni's Cavalkria Rustica!14. 

The free harmonic accompaniment played by the 
tra is omitted in this quotation, and thematic pomb 
indicated by brackets, as in previous examples. 

Illwmuioo 9 
Vocal Counterpoint From 1he Sc°"' of aa Oper:a 

n ..... ·' 
hu r1~ • t n 1n gtt1 · ry, n• 

Instances such as these, of the practical application of 
counterpoint in composition, should be an incentive to 
the student in his contrapuntal efforts in the strict style. 

nt hi" pn ·!Hin, h:i~ 

It may be said that counterpoint is the hisa of die 
greatest musical works, and its mastery is only attailed 
by diligent study and persevering practice. 



Eu, out of 'The Well.-'Tempered Clavichord, Book 2. 
(See illustration S.) This passage also shows how a piano 
composition may have a strictly contrapuntal construction 
that is not readily observable from the piano score 
arrangement in which it is usually seen. The continual 

use of points of imitation is indicated in the same 
as in illustration 7. It will be noticed thatit1Stbc rb 
here, more than the melody, which gives the lllOIM 

character, and makes the imitative treatment 
recognizable. 

Utustr.nion 8 

Free Counterpoint From a Bach Fu;ue With Polnc.t of Tmiwion 

An example of the use of counterpoint by more recent 
composers is given in Illustration 9--a.n excerpt from the 
"Easter Hymn" in Mascagni's Cavalkria Rwticana. 

J. S. llACll 

The free harmonic accompaniment played by the 
tra is omitted in this quotation, and thematic pcxn!S 
indicated by brackets, as in previous examples. 

lUU5Uation 9 

Voc:al Countt":rpoint From chc Score 0£ an Opera 

·' 
II• hn.s r1.. • gl" · ry, 

Instances such as these, of the practical application of 
counterpoint in composition, should be an incentive to 
the student in his contrapuntal efforts in the strict style. 

of h1o; pn · Sfln, M lll 

IQ tdl 

rn 10 ~Jt> - ry, u~ · t+n 1n ,;lo · ry, ut cl ., It 

It may be said that counterpoint is the basis of die 
greatest musical works, and its mastery is only attaDi 
by diligent study and persevering practice. 
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GRADE GRADUATE B 

Test on Lesson 158 

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

l. Jn what respect has America followed the lead of European countries m the field of modem music? 

Ans. Tn the pnx!ucticm of music which bn:al{~ away from mulirion and conservatism. 

2. What characteristics of America have been incorporated by John Alden Carpenter m his "Concertino"? 

i _ Ans. N,ational and populaT melodies and typical Amencan rhythms. 

3. Name ct large choral work by Edgar Stillman Kelley, mentioned m this Lesson. 

Ans. "'rite Pilgrim's Progress." 

-l. What choral work, mentioned 111 this Lesson, was inspired by the World War? 

Ans. t lemy Hmlky's "'The .New Ear1h." 

$ What tliJ Henry Bloch endeavor to express in bis symphony, "America"? 

Ans. 'The spirit of Amaica, from the larnlmg of rhe Pilgrims, through the reconsrrnction penods of the Citnl 
War and the WOT!d War, and closmg with a hymn fOT the "N.ew Ammca." 

6. Name two mo<lem compositions by Deems Taylor. 

Ans. 'Tice o-rchestral suite. "'Through th.: Lool{lng Glass," and an opeTa, "Peter Ibbetson." 

1 r' ,,s),1 t\111 ~ A J [_u,..1un1 ' i-.j\'!•14 o1-....i h1u 11.ih . ...,. , 1 ·; .,,.. • • 'if~11~cd 

,,\11 1ic:i.11 ,o,'1d. / ,- aUi:m.1ttriu, usc.1""•'111: t.lw r.P. oJ l•l tULl.too. 
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APPRECIATION OF MUSIC-Contmutd 

7. What 1s revealed m every music work that survives? 

6 Aris. A rdarum bettvtcn tht emotional factors .iiid the loglC<ll pri:s1:1ua11011of1h1.1sc f1U1<ns. 

COUNTERPOINT 

8 \\'hat constitute" Pree C'.A>\mterpomt? 

6 _ Ans 'rhi: apphcarwn of rht pr111c1ples of co1111ti:rpo111t s1m11ltani:ously 1nrh rht we of all tl1c r 

harmony. 

9 Specify some restrictions that are removed. 

6 Ans. )l{onhannomc tones do not need to ma~e consonances m cotnbmat1011; appoggl(lwras awl il«t!U 

10111:s arc att;11lablt, rhe movmg counrcpomt may be transfene<I from one t'mcc ro anorha 

several voi"s s1mulwneously. 

10. What now take.~ the place of the rules which have prevailed in prev1ou! ,tuJy? 

6 _ _ Ans 'T'ht mlts of harmony and the d1c1a1ts of good musical rasu. l<>fl;tthtr 1111'1 1l1c acqmml ,.,,,,, .. ,..,.

sryk of u'l'umg 

11 \\"hat as lm1tat1on? 

6 _ An.< The rtpe1m011 1>f a melodic figure.', c1rl1..-r m rh..- same nna or 111 an1>1hcr nucc. 
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COUNTERPOINT Contmued 

12 Wnte free counterpoint to the followmg ma1or canto fermo in the bass, making second species the basis 
ot the movement. Mdrk the chords. 

A11". 

L - - - -- - - -
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11 Wnte lree counterpomt to the following ma1or canto fermo, using thml and second ~pec1t!s. lvfark the 
.:horJ.,. 
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SttrRwooo Musrc ScttooL CouRses PIANO 'Test on Lruon 

COUNTERPOINT Contmued 

14. Write free counterpoint to the following major canto (ermo. using 6fth speaes for all three part5. Mm 
the chords. 

IO _ _ Ans. 

l'l ~ 

v ... 
Ta5Hi•l4 

. 
-

·~ 
c .. 

: . - . -. ·-··--i ---------------·JL..,. .. _. ...... -----lf..,. ----11-..,-------·;J.. .................. .:JI.." ...... ::-:.1 ...... Jt. .. -··-··--··---I--

l5. Wnte free counterpoint to the following minor canto fermo, using 6fth species for all three part.I l\Wi 
the chords. 

H1 Ans. 

11 .. 

.., I 
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Subject of this Lesson: hm!tu>RBTATION 

INTERPRETATION 

'Basic Elements of &usic <:J{_e11iewed 

The broad principle of Interpretation involves, first, 
the sensing of the inner meaning of the printed symbols 
of music; and, second, the expression of that meaning 
(through the medium of teclrni<!) in living solifids. 

All the elements of piano playing have been discussed 
fully in this Course of Lessons. For the understanding of 
the printed symbols and the literal expression of the same 
in sound, only the intellect is called into operation. 

But let us now briefly reconsider those other, interpre
tative, phases of music-making, which transform and 
transmute the written symbols into art values; for, not 
until the individuality and personality of the interpreter 
are impressed upon the tonal elements can such art values 
be fully attained. 

First, it will be instructive to review the three basic 
elements of which music consists-Rhythm, Melody and 
Harmony. (Se.e Lesson 122, APPRECIATION OP Music.) 

RHYTHM 

Rhythm is found everywhere in nature. The move· 
ments of the planets, the coming and going of the seasons, 
the regular succession of day and night-everything that 
lives and grows has some sort of cyclical periodicity; 
and what is periodicity but rhythm? The "spring, 

sum.mer, autumn, winter" of the seasons may oe thought 
of as an enlarged form of the "one, two, three, four" of 
the familiar four-four measure. 

Rhythm in music seems to be particularly the expres, 
sion of the physical nature of mankind, for it is co=on 
to the music of all types of humanity, from that of the 
barbarian to that of the most highly cultured man. 
With the former, the mere rhythmic beating of drums, 
bells, or sticks of wood, may express quite a variety of 
basic emotions, from depression to the highest exaltation 
of militant heroism. Rhythm is the very life-blood, the 
vital element, of music. 

MELODY 
As man rises in the scale of civilization, he has the 

desire to express his emotional nature through sounds 
of varying pitch, as well as of varying duration; and 
thus melody originates. It is a higher, finer manifestation 
than rhythm, and is the expression of a more refined and 
intelligent soul life. The music of the American Indian, 
like that of all other races to which at least partial 
civilization has come, illustrates very significantly this 
addition of melody to the more fundamental element 
of rhythm. 
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HARMONY 

The mu.ric of the highly civilir.ed man of the west• 
em world, alone, presents the trinity of rhythm, melody 
and harmony. The last of this trinity is a product of 

advanced intellectuality and ideahty. It was worhdcut 
by the studious musicians of the Middle Ages, and a 
only fully applied and further developed m any age bJ 
highly-trained intellects. 

The Content of t-\lusic 

The fully developed art of music has a threefold 
content: 

1. lt IS systematic 

2. lt is picturesque 

3. It is poetic 

The 6rst is evidenced by all the manifold combinations 
which give to the art its well-ordered structure, its sym• 
metry, balance, proportion and unity. 

The second is apparent in the charm with which 
sounds imitate, or suggest, the phenomena of our physical 
environments, auch aa the scenes and sounds of nature. 
Jt is the basis of all realism in Program MU!ic. 

Thirdly, music is poetic in that we find in it the expres
sion of man's spirituality, his moods and impressions, his 
reactions to the great waves of the highest emotion, 
sentiment and passion. Concerning this striving aft.er 

the ideal, Thomas Whitney Surette in his "Music and 
Life" says: "If there is any one bistancal net, It " 
that from the earliest tllnes until now, man bas cm
tinually sought some escape from reality, some buildq 
up of a perfect world of ideal beauty which should lull 
his eternal dis..-atisfaction with the impetftttions and 
inconsistencies of bis own life. 

"Everywhere and always he has had this dream, which 
has saved him when all else has failed; and the nobltat 
dreamers have been those whose imaginatiom bne 
transcended the limitations of the actual and brought 
it into relation with the unknown. Music, obeying the 
great laws that underlie all life, and to wlucb all the arts 
are subject, has for its means of expression the IDOIC 

plastic of all media, sound and rhythm, and is the me 
perfect medium for this dream of humanity. It buildl 
for us an immaterial world-not made of objecu, er 
theories, or dogmas, or philosophies, but of pure sputt 
a means of escape from the thralldom of every cby." 

&if usician, Pianist and cArtist 

A musician, in the best sense, is one who bas developed 
all the faculties which, properly co0rdinated, enable the 
individual to understand and express himself in the 
language of music. 

A pianist, in the best sense, is one who has developed 
all the faculties which, properly coordinated, enable him 

to use the mechanics of the instrument, and cause 1t to 
respond to bis every musical wish and impulse. 

An artist, in the best sense, is that individual who 
has developed all the faculties which, properly axrdt 
nated, enable him to express bis sensuous, esthctic and 
spiritual being through Art. 

CJ{e-Creation YS. CJ{eproduction 

The repoducer of music may be a pianist of eonsider
able digital dexterity; but bis activity can never eirpress 
the highest interpretative values until be enters into 
the spirit of the symbols, and re-creates its expression 

anew. Without this, be compares with the mechanical 
"player•piano," and becomes a mere reproducer; for, 
like the machine, his playing is set, fixed, static, devoid 
of impulse and inspuat1.0ll-80ulless. 
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The re-creator of music-the only true interpreter
may, on the other hand, be compared to the actor, who, 
while be speaks the words aMigned to bun, has so pro
jected his own personality into his part, that he does not 
merely act, but lives that part. 

The re-creator of music, then, must be closely akin 
to the creator of the music. He is in fact bis aka 
ego, and only by the uruty of spirit involved in this 
relationship is the music beard with its true meaning. 
Hence, the art of interpretation cannot be reduced to 
any defullte mathematical or precise formula of dynamics, 
tempo, style and perspective. These must be evolved 
afresh with the reproduction of each and every composi· 
tion. 

DYNAMICS 

The tone volume at any particular point in a com· 
position, the variations from loud to soft, and vice 
versa, the special accents introduced- all these things 
depend on the particular character of the music, and 
cannot be prescribed by rule. It can, however, be 
delinitely stated that there must not be tonal monotony, 
or the continuance, for more than the briefest period, 
of the same level of tonal volume. Art must always 
have evidences of vitality, or ever-varying degrees of 
light and shade. 

TEMPO 

There is no absolute tempo in music. Every musi• 
cal composition conveying a variety of contrasted 
moods must be expressed in varying tempos. To play 
my composition in a rigid, uniform tempo would produce 
sameness, and sameness is another word for monotony 
which, as just stated in connection with dynamics, is 
mtagonistic to the essential spirit of art, particularly the 
art of music. Metronomic indications are, at best, only 
guides to average rates of speed. There are only two 
incorrect tempos in music- that which is unduly bur· 
ried, and that which is unduly dragged; and, again, a 
tempo that may seem hurried or dragged when em• 
ployed by one interpreter, may appear entirely appro
priate when used by another. The appearance of hurry, 
for instance, may only proceed from the fact that the 
tempo is beyond the control of the player. 

STYLE 

The music of evey great compoeer, being highly indi· 
vidual and original, as well as typical of his particular 
epoch, has a peculiar, inherent Style. Nevertheless, 
while great artists agree in general as to the vision which 
moved a Bach or a Beethoven, and although they may be 
akin to these giants in spirit, no two of them can possibly 
agree as to an exact and literal reconstructton of the 
vision, even assuming that their technical eqwpment 
and prowess could poesibly be identical. 

Printed music only represents a dead form, into which 
the interpreter must infuse life. It is a stenographic 
record, the plan and specifications of an aural edifice, 
which is reconstructed and re-created anew every time 
the sounds are thus brought to life. 

PERSPECTIVE 

A well-executed drawing or painting must have a 
definite foreground, middle-ground and background; and 
a well interpreted musical composition affords a parallel 
case. The artist does not draw objects absolutely as 
they are, so much as he depicts their appearance to him· 
self; and music is never really interpreted when it is 
merely a reproduction of printed symbols. 

The ear responds in the same manner as the eye. 
Unless th.ere is a proper coiirdination of the three basic 
elements discussed earlier in this Lesson, the sounds will 
seem Oat, and devoid of interest and charm. 

In short, all the factors of piano playing must be well 
ordered and finely related to one another rhythm, 
melody, harmony, dynamics and tempo. Section must 
be duly linked with section, phrase with phrase, tone 
with tone. When all of this is properly done, the musical 
picture will have perspective. 

That art is the most charming and convincing which 
presents the greatest number of differences of all kinds, 
well coiirdinated; and for the production of style and 
perspective, rhythmic and dynamic variety are of para• 
mount importance. The artist musician must reject 
everything which tends toward the static, the monot• 
onous, the lifeless. 
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'The Solution of the Problem of Interpretation 

To summarize the solution of the problem of interpre• 
tation, then, it may be said that it lies in achieving the 
finest possible balance between the emotional and the. 
intellectual. These two may be likened to a fiery steed 
and a driver who is self•reliant and certain of his route. 

Too much emotionalism distorts the musical image; too 
much intellectuality makes the tonal mass cold and 
uninspired. 

While it is excellent to have a clearly outlined plan for 
the presentation of a composition about to be interpreted, 
it will be found that the highly trained, and hence, highly 
developed, pianist will leave something to the insp1r.1· 
tion of the moment in which he is playing, so that hrs 
work will not only elicit respect and admiration, but will 
charm, fascinate and thrill the list.ener ! 

Conclusion 

A few final words may be said concerning the general 
education and culture of music students who aspire to 
true artistry. 

As a person may be well informed without being 
educated, and as one may be educated without being 
cultured, so, in music, mere knowledge of the science of 
the art is not sufficient to develop the highest type of 
the re-creative artist. 

More than any other individual, the musical artist 
should be well informed in fields of learning other than 
music; for music owes its very inspiration, its reason for 
being and its wide appeal from generation to generation, 
to all the forces which inspire our common humanity. 

Besides studying what men have thought and ielt, 
through the written or printed symbol, whether ci 
language or music, the highest type of student will 
constantly read the book of Life-the greatest book ri 
all, never completed, always in the making. He will alto 
become a devoted and enthusiastic admirer of Nature, 
which is the most engrossing motion picture conc:c1vabk, 
though often overlooked in the hectic stnvmg after 
..things that perish." 

Let him emulate the example, and appropNte thr 
moral, of Hawthorne's hero in ''The Great St.one f.i.ce," 

which is: "By constantly keeping before us exalted idalt, 
we gradually grow into their likeness." 
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Test on Lesson 159 

INTERPRETATION 

1. What does Interpretation involve? 

9 _ Ans. Smsing rhe 1m1er meamng of 1he primed symbols, and expyessing it in soimds. 

2. Why is it essential that the interpreter express m his playing bis own m<liv1duality and personality? 

8 _ _ Ans. le is this which leads to the attammellt of 1'eal art t•alues. 

3. Which element m music 1s particularly the expression of the physical nature of mankm<l? 

Am. Rhythm. 

~. How did melody origmate? 

I\ _ __ Aris. 'Through man's desire to express Ins emowmal nature through sCJunds of 1•ary1ng pitch as well as of 
varymg duration. 

5. Which element of music 1s a direct product of rntellectuality and spirituality? 

6 Ans. Harmony. 

6. State the threefold content of the fully developed art of music. 

9 Ans. It is systematic, picturesque and poetic. 

9 -- - -

7. What ts required m order to be, in the best sense, 

(a) a musician? At1s. 'To be able to understand a11d use the languag~ of music. 

(b) a pianist? 

(c) an artist? 

Ans. To be able ro use the mechanics of the mstrument and ma~e ii rc.sponcl 10 every 
musical wish. 

Ans. 'To be able to express rhe senmous, the esrhet1c and 1he spmiu<tl throi<gli art. 

\.,~.JIG'.litlYJ J '"' J lu ... 11;'"" '""rrt•oll.iowll•ll~I -11,..; . ..,.,,,,+t Sec•ttcl 
.'\.:•, 1•t.litl"lc..t.fl'l'•llwi . ..:1w1.1""'...._ltlw...,MuJ1••1111Lal"'" 
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INTERPRET A TION-Concmutd 

8. State bneHy the 1.hlference between one who is merely a reproducer of mu~1c and one who 15 a rc-cmtor 
music. 

•1 Ans 'rhc reproducer plays h~c a machine, deoo1d of 111sp1rat10n. 'rhc rt·crearor so pro1ects his 01<111 pcuonalu, 
m10 his art that he really ln.ic:s the part. 

Q With regard to tempo, what rule governs the playing of a compoo1t1on which presents a \'aftcty of coo 
traste<l moods? 

IO. N.tmc .1 funJamental pnnc1plc ot dynamics. 

II • • Am. Monorcniy of tonal uolume must Ix aumded. 

l l What 1s of paramount importance in the production of style anJ perspective? 

r, Ans. Rhy1h1111c and cly11a1111C l>artcty. 

12. \\'hat I> the rc"ult of 

s . (a) too much emot1onah5m? Ans. Ir dworu the musical image. 

('1) too much mtclb:tuahty? Ans. /r ma~es the ronal mass colc! cmd 1m111spiri:d. 

13. Why should the creative and re creative artist be well mfonneJ in other fields of learning b-:s1Jcs mWJC' 

8 Ans. &cause muslC owes 11.1 msp11a11on, its reason for bcmg and llS wide appe.il, wall the forces ulnch /'l't 
our common hu111<m11y. 

100 ••• Total. 
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The advanced subjects covered in this Grade will require careful review in prepara· 
tion for the Grade Test accompanying this Lesson. Moreover, they possess a reference 
value for use during the whole of the student's subsequent musical career. 

For example, under the head of 'T echnic, what is said about the underlying principles 
of Fingering and the use of the Glissando, may be reviewed and utilized by the most 
expert pianist. 

Under Interpretation, the instruction on the uses of the Sostenuto Pedal and the 
Una C.Orda Pedaf should be reviewed frequently, so that the intelligent application of 
this knowledge may become a habit. The subjects of Melody Playing and Polyphony 
Playing are discussed in a manner that makes the Lessons rresenting them invaluable 
for reference purposes at any period of the student's musica activities. 

Under the head "Basic Elements of Music Reviewed," Lesson 159 sums up a 
number of points fundamentally related to the great subject of music interpretation. 
The frequent perusal and consideration of th.is Lesson will increase the student's enthu• 
siasm, and impart added value to the Grade. 

Perhaps no topic is of greater importance to the student schooled in routine subjects 
than Appreciation of Music, which exemplifies the practical application of all theo
retical subjects. The presentation of detailed analyses of symphonies by Beethoven and 
cesar Franck and a concerto by Tchaikovsky, the explanation of the use of the Leitmotif 
by various composers, and, last but not least, the discussion of Modem Tendencies in 
diJferent countries, afford broad entry into the world of Music. The many quotations 
can be referred to when opportunity arises to hear the works from which they are taken; 
but they should also be examined from time to time in connection with the Text, in 
order to more fully cultivate appreciative listeoing to music in general, and the ability 
to analyze other works. 

In Counterpoint, the work in three parts has been completed, and the student has 
been conducted through the five species in four parts. After this, C.Ombined Counter• 
point and Free C.Ounterpo.int-the ultimate object of the whole study of C.Ounterpoint
were introduced. Obviously, the model examples given in the Lessons, for every stage 
of contrapuntal instruction, should be referred to and restudied again and again. Only 
thus can the principles be fully assimilated. 

In reviewing any of the subjects of the. Grade, the Chart on pages 2 and 3 of this 
Lesson will facilitate immediate reference to the desired topic. 
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REFERENCE CHART 

GIVING A SYNOPSIS OF TtiE SUBJECTS IN LESSONS 141 TO 159 INCLUSIVE 
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grade Test cAccompanying Lesson 160 

TECHNIC 

l (L. 148) What 1s glissando, in puino pla.ymg? 

Am. An effect produced by rumung the fingers, or the fiat hand, ra/lldly OVCT the ~cys, without individually 
fingermg them. 

2. (L. 151) When a passage is marked with alternative fingerings, how should a selection be made? 

3 _ _ Ans. Study and practice all fingenngs alld find which is best for the purpose. 

INTERPRETATION 

3. (l'.S. 143, 145) Explain briefly the action of the damper, sostenuto and una corda pedals. 

J _ __ Ans. ~1e clamper pedal raises all the dampers at once. 'The sostenuw pedal holds the dampers of only such 
~eys as have lxen depressed. 'fhe una corda pedal softens rhe tone by (usually) shiftmg the 
mechamsm of the ~eyboard so rhat not all of the strings are struc~ . 

.J. (L. 154) What 1s necessary m order to bnng mto prommence the pnnc1pal theme m mterpreta tt0n? 

J ---- A ns. A fine dutinroon betwc:a1 the rmdermg of melody cones and accompammrnt tones. 

J ----

5. {L. L59) Explam m what way the advanced art of music may be considered 

(a) systematic, Ans. In its well-ordercd structure, symmetry, balance, proportion and umty. 

(h) picturesque, Ans. In its suggesi10t1s of scenes and somub of nawre. 

(c) poetic. Ans. fn its expression of man's spmtual1ry, and his reactions to emotion, 
sa1tnnrn1 and pa.sswn. 
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APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 

6. (Ls. 141, 150) What special name is given a composition, following the sonata form, when wntten for 

3 ---- (a) piano alone, or another instrument with piano accompaniment? Ans. Sonata. 

(b) piano, or other solo instrument, with orchestra accompaniment? Ans. Concerto. 

(c) orchestra alone? Am. Symphony. 

7. (L. 144) What makes the great variety of tone color possible in compositions for orchestra? 

2 ___ Ans. 'The many different mstrumenr:al combi!'l4tiO'lls. 

8. (L. 146) In what particular respect does Romantic music differ from Program music? 

J - --- Ans. Romantic tnusic concerns itself with geneTal emotions, while Program music clepias emo110115 or 
impulses cO'llnccted with defimte COltdipons or events. 

9. (Ls. 146, 147) Describe brieHy t~e L<:1tmot1f and its uses. 

3 ____ Ans. It -is a short musical phrase, or figure (a .. guidmg motive"), and is used to mdmlte certam pa 
sonages, events OT 1dtas, as well as to give umLy to ~he wor~. 

10. (L. 149) Give, in brief, tbe distmction between the Dramatic Overture and the Concen Overture 

3 ____ Ans. The Dramatic Ovature uses themes from the opera which lt precedes, while the Conccrt Ot>aturc is 
gerierally progTam music, follou1mg catam dejimte ideas, mspfred by natuTe, fiction or fact. 

11. (L. 153) What are the outstanding characteristics of Ravel's composinons? 

z ____ Ans. Bold harmomes, unTesQ!ved d1ssonanus, co11stamly changing rhythms. 

Grade T est Accompanymg lesson 160 P~ge 2 
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APPRECIATION OF MUSIC-Contmuul 

12 ( L. I 'i<> What modem German compo.-.er uses fourths, rather than thirds, m bu1ldmg up his chord st rue• 
turc? 

Ans. AmolJ Schot:nbcrg. 

13. \L. 158) Name at least one important work written by each of the following American composers. 

(a) John Alden Carpenter Ans. "Concatmo." 

(bJ Edgar Stillman Kelley Ans. ·'"'The Pilgnm 's Progress." 

(cl Henry Hadley Ans. ··The .New Earth." 

(dJ Henry Bloch Ans. "AmalC4. .. 

(c) Deems Taylor Ans. "'Through the Loo~n1g Gle1ss." 

COUNTERPOINT 

J.l CL- J.1<), I 'iO Wntc four·p;irt counterpoint to the following major canto krmo with -.:cond >pec1e' '" 
mdicared. Mark the chords. 

~ __ Ans. 

•_'111 II __ c Y 

~ 
bT l"O•l4 

,~~,,:-ltr---- - - ... 
'~ -·-- -
'-·· . - '--

ttecun.I Hpff r• 

• _L. '- _.__ 
~ 

: 
-~ 

... :i: ·~ -n:. . Jr: ~ ........ "!:. 

· 1: --~ _.,_ 
~ 

-
-<? 
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COUNTERPOINT-Co11tmued 

l.'i. (Ls. l.51, 152) W ute four•part counterpoint to t he followmg mmor canto fermo with third spe.:1.:0 ;i.s 

indicated. Mar k t he chords. 
II A11S. 

l\u II 

tJ GTl~D-1.6 

,, u Th1rd Bpec.l.-11 . - . . 
I 

·~ 
C.P 

.. 
: 

"' 
. .... J: ...... - .......... L -.......... .:n:,t ............. .:k ............... U ........ , ........ ~'--·· ········ P:.Z-· ....... .:£: l. __ 
16. (Ls. 153, 154) Write four·part counrerpomt to t he following maior canto fermo with fourth spl!l:11:.> d> 

md1cated. Mark the chords. 
8 ---- Ans. 

IJ I -

V G t1Go- 1t; 

Fourtb Spctc~ -.. ....... - - -&- --~ -
•. ~ L C.P 

: 

... l ...... ·--···· ~-- _ ... Yl1o···-····· .... 1"-····-··· ... .mt········ ... Jt*······ . .1 t. _ .. I . .l.. 
17. (Ls. 155, 156) Write four·part counterpomt to the followmg mmor canto fermo with fifth ~pec1cs a.s 

indicated. Mark the chords. 
8 Am. 

v ' 
<, r uw-11 .. 

··~ c" 

.. l -~t ·········-····~········ l ~ .. . .. :JL. 
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COUNTERPOINT- Continued 

18. (L. 157) Write three-part Combined Counterpoint to the following major canto fecmo with second and 
third species as indicated. Mark the chords. 

Ii Aris. 

A ..ill Thlrfi !'tf!<'tl""' 

v I I 

GTt&O~ll• 

" .. ft'ooond SpocW. - "' -

" 
c;.P 

: 

·• ..... .J..·---······--------n·--··------····.;i-.. - --·····-----.. : .. 1.. ....... _______ _n__J..-_ _ .... _.~11------·---.r. ... -

L9. (L. L57) Write three-part Combined Counterpoint to the following minor canto fermo with 6fth species 
m two voices. Ma.rk the chords. 

8 Ans. 

11 ..i Firth SpedM ........ .--.... --· -
v r 

OT 180-lli 

P11'1'1 Specie• ~,,t, .i-. ~ -~ ·- - ~ • -
.... 

< •• -: 

. ·-.. .I ................. mt··········...r., ............. _i ............... J:i-. ............ ..l . .c,. .......... _.mt ..... _ .. J .... . 

20. (L. 158) Write four-part Free Counterpoint to the following ma1or canto fermo. featuring third species 
intermittently m various parts. Mark the chords. 

I) Ans. 

ll~ 

. 

c; ... 

..... .:r:. ............. ~;-·i··············· ···.:i·············-······.lZI-·-·······-·-!i.·]········-····-··:-:'.· ·······--···---:t.. .... . 
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. n COUNTERPOJNT-(;QT1tmuid 

21. (L. 158) Wnte four-Jl!ITT Free Counterpoint to the followmg minor c.tnto fermo, lli1llg fifth spcaa m 
three voices, and mtroducmg some poin~ of imitation. M arie the chorcb. 

s Aris. 

II I ~ 

" ' ltl tltO .. .;tt 
'1 - .. .-i-.· 

·- L c .. 

- 11 

....-...: ........ 
. 

.... l. . ·······- ....... .J ...... . 

100 T otal. 

Report of Pupil's Technical Work 
I hereby certify dut this pupil bu studied not leas 

th.in 7S per cent of the l<eyboacd lllllteruU accomp>10y· 
mg Gr•dt Graduate 8, with the following result: 

Exrrci"""· .11/er.1l(e grade_ ....•...••••••••••••• 

StuJ10 (mcl. Polyphony), average gradi_ •.•••• 

Compo1mon.. (tncl. Sonatas), avO?rag< grade_. __ • 

GcncraJ Avenge . .;;.-·;.;;·..;.;· -;.!!_;::;.;:;:;:.::; 

~t cent Oi w Compo1>t1ons have bttn ~u.:J. 
('!\< .. ,., __ .r....14 be JO ,,.. Uftl) 

Tucbtt't 
R~glil r•tion Nw:nbr:r 

' 

.~ 

- - ..... -
I I 

,,.....--, 
- ·~ 

I 

I 

I 

, , ..-

Pup1rs)'{al!U! •••••••••.•• 

Pup1r1 Address __ ••••••••.•••••••• 

Pup11'1 Rq1war1Qr1 Jl{o .••••••••••• 

TO 11-IE TEAQiER, Pl•- 6JI m ~ """"' and ..ictr.. be/ow. The l'•
P•per will be mumcd 10 ti... - In ..,. ol our a.,.a..I moiliog andopn. 
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